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Space-contoured Sound.

Introducing the finest listening instruments Acoustic Research has ever built. The AR91S and 981S. Two speakers that reach such shimmering highs and thundering lows they evoke a new experience in high fidelity. An intensified sonic experience in which listener, living space and speakers form an integrated relationship. Where optimum sound is achieved within the natural acoustics of the living space—not just in a scientific test chamber. This experience we call Space-contoured Sound.

To contour sound to human living spaces, both the 91S and 981S feature a revolutionary driver. A Dual Dome™ mid-high-range configuration that eliminates crossover interference and achieves totally coherent dispersion. In the 91S, we've introduced a down-firing woofer coupled with a Bass Contour Chamber. When you hear it, you'll know why Acoustic Research is more than our name.

AR

Hear what you've been missing.

TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 10 American Drive, Norwood, MA 02062, USA. Dunstable, England.
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* Cover Story
Presenting High Bias II and the Ultimate Tape Guarantee.

Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going to guarantee it forever.

We'll guarantee life-like sound.

Extraordinarily flat frequency response, zero dB recording levels, combined with remarkably low noise levels, means music is captured live.

Then Permapass, our unique oxide-bonding process, locks each oxide particle—each musical detail—onto the tape. So music stays live. Not just the 1st play, or the 100th. But forever.

We'll guarantee the cassette.

We've engineered every facet of our transport mechanism to protect the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape wind. Silicone-treated rollers insures precise alignment and smooth, safe tape movement. To protect the tape and mechanism, we've surrounded them with a remarkable, cassette housing made rigid and strong by a mold design unique to Memorex.

We'll guarantee them forever.

If you ever become dissatisfied with Memorex High Bias II, for any reason, simply mail the tape back and we'll replace it free.
About This Issue

Inside the pages of April’s HIGH FIDELITY

A YEAR OR TWO AGO, AUDIO SEEMED CAUGHT in a holding pattern. Even though the comparative spec wars raged on among manufacturers, new models were essentially variations on a theme. Looking elsewhere for excitement, people found plenty of activity in home computers, video games, and video cassette recorders.

As it turns out, audio was merely resting—as if preparing for the rebirth that we witnessed first-hand at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show. Digital Compact Disc players (see our hands-on evaluation in December 1982) were in abundance, as were high-quality car stereo systems and component audio-video systems. Among the most exciting introductions was that of the Beta Hi-Fi, the first true high fidelity sound recording technique for VCRs. Indeed, as the gaps separating audio, video, and even computers continue to disappear, manufacturers tell us that high-quality video tape and digital-audio software will grow from a trickle to a torrent later this year.

HF’s editors were at CES in full force and report their findings in a special twelve-page article.

In our regular columns, “Retsoff’s Remedies” describes how to determine whether or not your stereo system is in phase and “Basically Speaking” explains FM broadcasting and reception. In “Environments,” you’ll discover how one of your fellow readers handcrafted his own audio equipment cabinet, and in “Sound Views,” world-renowned audio designer Dr. Matti Otala raises the possibility of rating audio products on subjective performance criteria.

For those audio hobbyists who have become videophiles as well, our VIDEO TODAY & TOMORROW section reviews two interactive LaserDiscs: Murder, Anyone? and The Master Cooking Course. Consulting technical editor Edward J. Foster tackles the first, which is based on the board game Clue. His wife, Sandra, flutes a mushroom with the help of the second, which also contains several mouth-watering recipes. Though this kind of nonlinear programming is currently available only on LaserDisc, RCA promises interactive CED hard- and software later this year.

Our classical music coverage ranges widely, with features on Schubert’s songs, Mozart’s piano concertos, and a new Canadian record label. And BACKBEAT reviewer Sam Sutherland corners Randy Newman for some candid comments about his career and today’s pop recording scene.

The May issue will feature a special twelve-page section on high-performance car stereo. “Autophile” columnist Gary Stock outlines the latest models and gives time-proven tips on how to protect your car’s system from theft. In addition, HF’s technical staff launches the first in a series of lab/road tests on car stereo equipment. Other highlights include a test report of Mitsubishi’s digital Compact Disc player, a hands-on evaluation of Kloss’s Model One-A video projection monitor, an interview with jazz great Sonny Rollins, and the first installment in a three-part Wagner discography. —W.T.

HIGH FIDELITY

Cover design: Robert Maddocks
Cover photo: Steve Sint
ON THE COVER (clockwise from foreground): Akai AA-R42 receiver, Yamaha C-70 preamp, B&O 8002 turntable, JBL L-250 loudspeakers, Nakamichi Dragon cassette deck.
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The Simplest Stylus

The cost of a phono cartridge usually varies with the complexity of its stylus design. The more elaborate stylus shapes have audible benefits in terms of high frequency response, improved high frequency tracing, and — in the case of Linear Contact types — extended record and stylus life.

The Spherical Tip

The simplest stylus shape is the Uni-Radial or spherical tip, formed much like the end of a ballpoint pen. Its tip size is determined by the width of the groove, with a typical radius of 0.7 mils so that it normally touches the center of the record groove walls.

Some Tracing Problems

But a spherical stylus large enough to track at the mid-point of the groove wall is too large to precisely trace the very highest frequencies, especially at the crowded center of the record. Increased distortion and reduced high frequency response results. In addition, spherical tips often exhibit "pinch effect" distortion as they move up and down in an attempt to stay in a groove that is momentarily too narrow. This unwanted vertical motion is almost pure distortion, and results in a "shattering" of high-energy, high frequency sounds like cymbals and horns.

The Design Limit

Simply reducing the radius of a spherical stylus to fit the smallest groove modulation can result in a radius much too small to ride at the center of the groove wall. Instead, the small stylus is often very near the bottom of the groove, picking up noise and wear from accumulated debris and dirt. Its small radius also increases the pressure on the groove wall for a given tracking force, thus accelerating both record and stylus wear.

Another Answer

While the faults of a spherical stylus tip may be masked by other problems in low-priced record players, they become quite evident in even a modest component system. And the easiest solution to most of the side-effects of a spherical stylus is the elliptical stylus, to be discussed in my next column.

Jon R. Kelly, President
AUDIO-TECHNICA U.S., INC.
1221 Commerce Dr. Stow, OH 44224

audio-technica.

The World’s Favorite Phono Cartridge

Circle 52 on Reader-Service Card
Angie
The Art of Beautiful Music!

Available on New High Quality XDR Cassettes

| GLADRAGS | MAHLER |
| KATIA & MARIELLE LABÈQUE | Symphony No. 4 |
| | TENNSTEDT |
| | Lucia Popp |
| | London Philharmonic |

| Fauré: Eighteen Songs \nJean-Philippe Collard | A GILBERT & SULLIVAN GALA |
| | Masterson - Year |

| BACH | ST. MATTHEW PASSION |
| | RAYMOND LEPPARD |

Alignment: "Available on New High Quality XDR Cassettes"

Price: $29.95 each

TOLL FREE 800-356-9514
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HOW CAN SANSUI CLAIM THE D-970 IMPROVES EVERY TAPE YOU’LL EVER MAKE? SIMPLE. ITS HI-TECH FEATURES INCLUDE COMPU-TREC.

Sansui’s remarkably innovative approach to microcomputer technology is the reason Sansui cassette decks have an unfair advantage over other cassette decks.

Sansui’s new top-of-the-line D-970 full-logic cassette deck proves it conclusively.

Compu-Trec fine tunes for best performance.

With its Compu-Trec microcomputer system, the D-970 automatically fine tunes itself for correct bias, recording level and equalization, for optimum high level performance from any tape on the market. And it does it in less than five seconds. That’s faster than any other deck.

Sansui’s hi-tech features put more pleasure in recording.

As the most advanced deck Sansui has ever produced, the D-970 is packed with features and refinements that let you transfer every nuance of sound onto tape——and actually monitor it while you’re recording. The unique combination of the precision, coreless FG-servo direct-drive capstar motor and the Dyna-Scrape filter with Hold-Back Tension servo, glides the tape smoothly over the three high-performance heads. The result is 0.025% wow and flutter—less than the most expensive deck in the world. And Dolby C/B noise reduction is responsible for a superb 81dB signal-to-noise ratio. There’s also a Dual Memory for repeat play on any section of tape; a 4-digit counter—that’s also a timer and a real-time clock; 12 LED peak meters; and audio record mute. Sansui has made high-performance recording completely effortless.

Great Sansui decks with the uncommon in common.

There’s a lot of the precision and operating convenience of the D-970 in every cassette deck Sansui makes. So regardless which you choose, you’re assured superb recordings every time—automatically.

Auction them all at your Sansui audio specialist; or write for full details today.

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
Lynhurst, NJ 07071; Garden, CA 90248
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan
W. Carlow Co. Ltd., Don Mills, Ont.
Canada M3B 3G7

Putting more pleasure in sound
Imagine listening to music in your car with the same fidelity you enjoy at home! Impossible? No longer! Nakamichi Sound has taken to the road!

Only the acknowledged leader in home-stereo equipment could have created the remarkable Nakamichi Mobile Sound System—a system so unique, so revolutionary, that it defies comparison! Imagine auto equipment that not only rivals the finest home componentry but outperforms most of it!

Imagine an auto-reversing cassette deck that reproduces equally well in both directions—one that reaches beyond the audio spectrum to 22 kHz! Imagine a cassette player that senses when the music has stopped and fast winds to the end of side for quick reversal.

Imagine NAAC—the unique Nakamichi Auto Azimuth Correction system that, from the program material itself, automatically aligns the playback head to each tape to extract the last iota of performance. Imagine a car deck that has less flutter than a home deck—one with a choice of equalization and Dolby* B- or C-type noise reduction—one that achieves 70-dB dynamic range!

Imagine a mobile power amp that delivers 70 watts per channel with less distortion than a home amplifier—a mobile quartz-PLL synthesized FM/AM tuner with the signal-pulling power, selectivity, and immunity to multipath that brings home reception into your car! And, imagine a three-way mobile loudspeaker system that recreates a sound field of such breadth and clarity that you think you’re in your listening room!

Imagine no more! The system you’ve been dreaming about is waiting for you at your Nakamichi Mobile Sound System dealer. Take your favorite cassettes along and ask for a demonstration. Or, write for more information to Nakamichi U.S.A. Corporation, 1101 Colorado Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90401.

*TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation
Practical answers to your audio questions by Robert Long

D. Gauss & Co.

For years, I've read that frequent demagnetization of audio tape-deck heads is a must. Now "Retsoff's Remedies" (December 1982) says, "demagnetization is a risky business" and "do it only when it's absolutely necessary." With such conflicting opinions, I'm at a loss to know when to demagnetize, or even how to tell when it's needed. -C. Stanley Mahan, Vista, Calif.

Demagnetization—or degaussing, as it's often called—doesn't seem nearly as important now as it did a generation ago. There are a number of reasons, the main one being the advent of self-degaussing erase and recording heads, which are more or less taken for granted these days. And degaussing recommendations have changed accordingly.

If the owner's manual for your deck gives no clear-cut recommendation about degaussing, you'll have to watch for signs that it's needed. Head magnetization increases noise and distortion in the recordings you make on the deck, and it does so progressively; if your most recent tapes seem worse in these respects than older ones made under similar conditions, this may be the cause. And magnetization of any permeable element in the tape path can erase highs from existing tapes (often adding noise at the same time). But don't expect either of these ills: Today's decks may live a full life without ever falling prey to them. If you must demagnetize, follow Retsoff's procedure carefully.

Pitch-Men?

What is the reason for pitch controls on turntables?—Charles Rudolph, Detroit, Mich.

Often they serve merely as an eye-catching "professional" touch. When even professional turntables used rim-drive, a speed adjustment was a must. A radio station, for example, can't tolerate a 61-minute playback time on a one-hour show—an error of less than 2%. So the ability to compensate for even very minor wear in the drive train was critical. With direct drive motors and electronic speed stabilization, this need has essentially vanished. But pitch adjustment does perform one useful (if esoteric) function in the home: You can tune a recording to an "untunable" instrument (piano, organ, etc.) in order to play along with the record. The historically minded will tell you that some LPs were recorded off-speed, probably citing a release of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony that was squeezed onto a single disc (par is three LP sides) by dint of transposing it from D minor to E flat minor, thereby cutting playing time (at normal speed) by some 6%. Such records are, however, very rare, and few pitch controls are calibrated in a way that makes correction easy, even if you know how far off-speed the recording is.

Room at the Top

Aside from the special tape-matching and meter-equalization circuitry built into the Bang & Olufsen Beocord 9000 cassette deck, is there any method presently available for making full use of a given tape's potential headroom? —J.M. Kornbluh, Sáo Paulo, Brazil.

A number of companies are moving in that direction with their top models, but none has done as thoroughgoing a job of it as B&O. You can make a stab at making the best use of the available headroom with any tape we have tested used in any deck we have tested, if you know something about the spectral distribution of energy in the signals you plan to record.

First, mentally compare the signal's "response" with the tape's overload curve to see in what frequency band overload is most likely to occur (which will be a guess, at best, unless you have special laboratory test gear). Next, on the basis of the foregoing assumption, decide how much midrange headroom you must allow to keep signals in the "problem" band below the overload level. Subtract this figure (in dB) from the midrange headroom figure for the tape (shown with respect to DIN 0 dB in our reports). You will then have to "translate" this calculated maximum level relative to DIN 0 dB to your deck's meter calibration, using the data in our report on your deck. For example, if your maximum is +2 DIN and your meters read +4 at DIN 0 dB with the general type of tape you're using, you should limit the recording level to +6 on the meters.

Does all that sound excessively complex? Well, it is; that's what makes the Beocord 9000 such a wonder.

We regret that the volume of reader mail is too great for us to answer all questions individually.

By Robert Long

You've already waited 20 years for the technology. Please wait a few more weeks until your dealer receives his next shipment of CARVER TX-II FM Tuners. Response to the TX-II has been so overwhelming, we are working around the clock to keep pace with demand.

Here is what the reviewers say about the CARVER TX-II:

"Breakthrough in FM tuner performance: Carver TX-II." "The significance of its design can only be fully appreciated by setting up the unit, tuning to the weakest, most unacceptable stereo signals you can find, then pushing those two magic buttons." "Separation was still there, only the background noise had been diminished, and with it, much of the shrillness and hissiness so characteristic of multipath interference. A tuner which long-suffering fringe area residents and those plagued by multipath distortion and interference have probably been praying for." -Leonard Feldman, Audio (December, 1982)

"...enjoy the music and forget about noise and distortion." "Under conditions of weak signal stereo reception the effectiveness is almost magical." -Ovation (December, 1982)

"A major advance...Its noise reduction for stereo reception ranged from appreciable to tremendous...It makes the majority of stereo signals sound virtually as quiet as mono signals, yet it does not dilute the stereo effect." -Julian D. Hirsch, Stereo Review (December, 1982)

For more information write to CARVER

Powerful • Musical • Accurate

P.O. Box 664 14304 N.E. 193rd Pl., Woodinville, WA 98072
Ambience Speaker Placement

Peter Mitchell's article on ambience-enhancement systems ["Sonic Ambience—The Missing Ingredient," October 1982] says that the optimum positions for ambience speakers are from 90 to 120 degrees away from the front speakers on either side but that they will be effective over a range of angles from about 30 to 150 degrees. I would be very happy if you would supply a diagram and explanation of how these angles are arrived at, because I have no idea what they mean. Nor do I understand Fig. 4, so I would appreciate your clarifying that, as well.

Dale Dixon
Duluth, Minn.

Michael Riggs replies: Imagine yourself sitting at the center of a compass, with 0 degrees directly in front of you, 180 degrees directly behind you, and 90 degrees straight out to either side. Your main speakers are along the wall in front of you. This means that if your ambience speakers are optimally placed, they will be along the side walls, in line with your central listening position or pulled back slightly behind you. However, you will still be able to get reasonable results by placing the ambience speakers anywhere along a pair of arcs sweeping out from points not far from the front speakers (at about 30 degrees) to points almost directly behind you (at about 150 degrees).

Fig. 4 shows how much softer the sound from the ambience speakers can be than that from the main speakers without being masked and therefore inaudible. As you can see, the audibility threshold is lowest at 90 degrees, which is why the best locations for ambience speakers are at the sides of the room. If you were to put ambience speakers directly behind you, their contribution would be inaudible until they were playing as loud as the front speakers, which can cause an undesirable tendency for some sounds to be perceived as originating at the back of the room, instead of at the front, where they belong.

Closer to Bland

While Linda Ronstadt’s “Get Closer” may allow her to strut her post-Pennance voice, Steven X. Rea’s review [January] seems too enthusiastic.

His use of such overkill adjectives as “incredible” suggests that this might be the dare-to-be-different album from Ronstadt some of us would like to see. It is, unfortunately, just as bland as her past, highly polished productions.

David Foster
Onida, S.D.

As Is Well-Known

Do you remember that quaint phrase—"as is well-known"—which the Soviets used to employ when they were going to present as straight fact some especially preposterous bit of fiction? Now that the Soviets have abandoned the device, how delightful to find Irving Lowens resurrecting it as legitimation for the fantasy scholarship he puts forth in his review of New World’s Charles T. Griffes album [September 1982].

"As is well-known," writes Mr. Lowens—considerably exercised that my liner notes omit the poetic epigraphs Griffes tacked onto his piano compositions—"As is well-known, Griffes was fanatical and just about indefatigable in his search for appropriate epigraphs and would leave his compositions nameless until he found just the right one. Surely, if Griffes himself felt so strongly about this matter, a commentator could at least let the listener know exactly what the composer selected."

During the years I researched my biography of Griffes, I interviewed those of his friends familiar with the genesis of the piano works, and there was complete unanimity on one point: Griffes not only was not "fanatical" about providing the epigraphs for his compositions, he was not even very conscientious about it. He wanted...
The KEF Standard Series Loudspeakers

CODA
Compact two-way system; 19 litre enclosure
Sensitivity: 87 dB spl/W/m
3rd order bass loading for extended bass, higher efficiency
Ferrofluid-cooled HF voice coil for higher power handling capacity and better reliability
8 ohm impedance; 50W program rating
18½(H) x 11(W) x 8½(D) inches; $300. a pair

CARINA
Two-way system; 33 litre enclosure
Sensitivity: 89 dB spl/W/m
Centre-mounted HF driver between twin LF drivers for symmetrical horizontal and vertical directional distribution
Improved power handling; increased efficiency
8 ohm impedance; 80W program rating
23½(H) x 11(W) x 9½(D) inches; $500. a pair

CARLTON
Floor-standing two-way system; 44 litre enclosure
Sensitivity: 86 dB spl/W/m
Bass radiator and bass loading for extended bass and higher efficiency
8 ohm impedance; 100W program rating
Bextrene-cone LF/MF driver, dome radiator HF driver
4th order crossover network
27½(H) x 11(W) x 12½(D) inches; $750. a pair

For people with higher standards.

Many speaker companies offer budget loudspeakers, but which of them has ever produced products of the calibre of KEF's world-acclaimed Reference Series? Which of them can draw from this Reference technology to produce affordable loudspeakers that do not compromise sound quality? Only KEF, manufacturers of the world's most thoroughly engineered loudspeakers.

The new "Standard Series" represents one of KEF's most significant accomplishments - solid and attractively built loudspeakers that deliver true KEF performance, yet are priced between $300 and $750 a pair.

Why buy a "budget" loudspeaker, when for the same price you can own KEF?
Letters

his friends to do it! In particular, Leslie Hodgson, the Canadian pianist who championed his music, was asked to take on the job.

Griffes' publisher, G. Schirmer, Inc., aiming the sales of his sheet music at the home market, had suggested that prefixing bits of verse, as well as selecting catchy poetic titles, might increase the commercial attractiveness of these pieces by an unknown American. Griffes agreed but was so little interested in the chore that he preferred to wish it upon others. For one thing, Griffes did not read much poetry except in quest of texts for his songs. For another, he was located in Tarrytown while Hodgson and his other friends lived in New York, where libraries might yield something useful. There exists a note by Hodgson, dated May 25, 1915, in which he writes Griffes that he tried at Columbia Library to find poems for a couple of the pieces, but no luck. "I fancy it will be only the merest chance if something really appropriate does turn up for either one. I'll keep an eye open for possibilities."

Griffes' own diaries show that, far from "indefatigable" about the epigraphs, he left them till the last possible moment. For example, it was on his way to deliver Op. 5 for publication that he stopped at the library to find what he needed. Same story with Op. 6, except this time he called upon Hodgson, whereupon the two men spent an hour at the library and came up with whatever they thought might do the trick. Then off to the publishers. By Griffes and by Hodgson, incidentally, pieces from both Op. 5 and Op. 6, were given concert performance before being decorated with epigraphs. Not "nameless," as Mr. Lowens would have it, these unepigraphed pieces were played under their permanent titles.

Apart from Mr. Lowens' stumbling foray into the realm of biography, the other points he makes—and with some of them I agree—are misdirected to me, since I was not producer of the New World recording. Certainly Griffes' juvenilia, imitative pieces composed when he was fourteen to sixteen years old, were, as stated in my liner notes, correctly omitted. But Mr. Lowens is dead right that the much later Rhapsody (1912-14) should have been included. All three consultants for the album, Prof. Donna Anderson, Prof. David Reed, and I, as well as the performing artist, Denver Oldham, were in agreement on that. New World decided otherwise. I was informed that Mr. Oldham will be playing the Rhapsody, a stunning showpiece, in forthcoming recitals, which should give some listeners an opportunity to become acquainted with it.

Edward Maisel
New York, N.Y.

Mr. Lowens replies: I'm grateful to Mr. Maisel for his interesting information about Charles T. Griffes' attitudes toward epigraphs. Though I still feel that citing them in the liner notes would have been a greater service to listeners than the lengthy essay on player-pianos and some of the pictorial materials, those matters were really the responsibility of the producer, as Mr. Maisel correctly points out. Meanwhile, I look forward eagerly to the appearance of the revised edition of his biography of Griffes, which is long overdue.

Letters should be addressed to The Editor, High Fidelity, 825 7th Ave., New York N.Y. 10019. All letters are subject to editing for brevity and clarity.
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INTRODUCING THE SONY COMPACT DISC PLAYER

The inventor of digital audio processing is pleased to raise the curtain on the CDP-101. Hailed by the discriminating ears at *High Fidelity* as "the most fundamental change in audio technology in more than eighty years."

There are compelling reasons for such applause.

The CDP-101, based on the world's first compact disc system co-developed by Sony and Philips of Holland, offers concert-hall freedom from distortion, wow, flutter, and other sonic gremlins. Plus an awesome dynamic range exceeding 90dB. To bring you the full beauty of Mahler or the Moody Blues as never before.

This highest of fidelity remains faithful, too. Because the digital discs are read by laser beam, there's none of the physical wear inevitable with tape or vinyl. While the CDP-101 ingeniously ignores scratches, dust, and fingerprints.

Equally ingenious, an infrared remote control even lets you select tracks without budging from your armchair. Yet for all its sophistication, the CDP-101 is thoroughly compatible with whatever sound system you now own.

We suggest you hear the CDP-101 soon. For a sound you can't believe, from the audio innovator you assuredly can.

SONY
THE ONE AND ONLY
A Talk with Dr. TIM

IF AUDIO HAS A CURRENT "guru," it may well be Dr. Matti Otala, the Finnish engineer and professor who broke new ground in his investigations of dynamic distortion modes—most notably transient intermodulation, or TIM—and their audibility. In conversation, one tends to hang on his words, both because his comments on audio are filled with insight and because he speaks so quietly that you fear missing something. But despite his credentials, he never waxes oracular, behind his native reserve, he seems to guard a genuine interest and respect for whomever he is talking to, a trait not often encountered in the cutthroat world of high-end audio.

I had the opportunity to spend some time with Otala at the recent Consumer Electronics Show, where he was playing host to the new preamps and power amps he designed for the Citation division of Harman Kardon. It was, perhaps, the only conversation of that day in which I found myself discussing audio alone—as opposed to audio products or audio merchandising. The change was refreshing; even more so was the absence of the sort of arcane opinion that can attend a pure-audio discussion. (You know the sort of thing: "I tried platinum wire, but while it made the oboes sound wonderful, the trombones came out a little dull.")

We talked first of standards. Otala feels strongly that Europe's IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission) standards, which are well-established in many parts of the world, should be accepted everywhere. That way, nominally identical specifications would also become identical in measurement practice and in meaning. He regrets those points on which the EIA/IHF (the Institute of High Fidelity having been absorbed into the Electronic Industries Association) standards in this country and those of its Japanese counterpart, the EIAJ, depart from the practices of the IEC.

Typically thorough, Otala has taken the time to study the American standards, and his comments were both specific and pointed. His concern, in fact, has translated into action, and he has undertaken to urge revision of the EIA standards. (He is not alone in reaching out for international conformity, and progress is accelerating on IEC/EIA accord.)

Otala also mentioned the IEC's growing interest in the development of objective testing methods by which subjective phenomena could be measured. Traditionally, of course, such matters have been left to individual researchers (usually working in either an academic or an industrial lab), whose activities have remained only loosely coordinated for that reason. Specific effects have sometimes received exhaustive clinical attention—particularly if a commercial product were at stake—but ignorance or duplication of previous or ongoing work was and is all too possible.

A commercial product is, in fact, at the back of the IEC tests Otala described. For years, he explained, it has been understood that certain forms of distortion in hearing aids actually contribute to intelligibility. Current IEC tests seek to determine optimum distortion for this purpose so that hearing aids can be designed accordingly. But this, as he sees it, is only the beginning of a program that may unlock some of the mysteries of sound perception—the least charted of all audio waters. Ultimately, it might be possible to rate audio products on their ability to achieve stated perceptual results (say, zero audible distortion for greater than 99% of adults when listening to music of any description), rather than on electrical or acoustical behavior for which only the vaguest of perceptual correlations is understood. But Otala sees this as very far in the future; the important thing to him is that, finally, the work has begun.

These ruminations also produced, by way of a footnote, the statement that research—including his own on transient distortion phenomena—has shown that subjects who have suffered hearing damage may be much more sensitive to certain types of distortion than those with unimpaired hearing. Otala suggested that this might be another, albeit unexpected, example of the way that people compensate for the loss of one sense by the honing of another. Inevitably, this subject led us to talk of Thomas Edison, who was legendary among his associates because though his hearing had been badly damaged as a boy, he had an uncanny ability to spot various forms of distortion in the recordings that his company made on cylinders and discs.

A famous photograph made in Glenmont, Edison's home in West Orange, N.J., shows him straining forward, with his hand steadying his car near an upright Edison Diamond Disc Phonograph. Today's "golden ears" would be ashamed of being caught in such a characteristically hard-of-hearing pose. Yet both Edison's contemporaries and today's researchers who have heard copies of records that he rejected—and every recording that the company issued had to pass this personal test—agree that he had a very fine ear for phonographic sound. The issued recordings were consistently possessed of cleaner sonicities (surface noise of the gritty Diamond Discs aside) than any competitor's.

Much has also been made of Edison's live-versus-recorded concert in Carnegie Hall and the alleged inability of the audience to hear any difference between his artists and their recording. Perceptual faculties doubtless are subject to change, conditioned by the way we use them. Otala, for example, has shown that sensitivity in recognizing aural phenomena can be enhanced by learning. And our hearing modes appear, at least in part, to be conditioned by our cultural background.

Matti Otala is unquestionably among the leaders in today's audio culture. Whether or not that means that he will help to shape tomorrow's hearing modes (teaching our ears, if you will, to listen in new ways), it's certain that the zesty curiosity with which he pursues his calling will not leave the future of audio untouched.

HF

Dr. Matti Otala: Can we rate audio products on their subjective performance?
Maxell XL I-S and XL II-S are the ultimate ferric oxide cassette tapes. Precision engineered to bring you a significant improvement in dynamic range.

XL I-S provides exceptionally smooth linear performance characteristics with high resolution of sound and lower distortion. While XL II-S has a greater saturation resistance in higher frequencies resulting in an excellent signal to noise ratio.

How did we achieve this?

**IMPROVED EPITAXIAL PARTICLES.**

Maxell engineers have managed to improve the Epitaxial magnetic particles used on both tapes.

By developing a crystallization process that produces a more compact, smoother cobalt ferrite layer on the gamma ferric oxide core, they've been able to pack the particles more densely and with greater uniformity on the tape surface.

This increases maximum output level and reduces AC bias noise which in turn expands the dynamic range.

So you get a better signal to noise ratio, greater resolution of sound and higher output levels.

Of course, greater dynamic range isn't the only reason to buy Maxell high bias XL II-S or our normal bias equivalent XL I-S.

Both tapes have more precise tape travel and greatly reduced distortion levels.

You'll see both these improvements covered in detail in future Audiophile File. In the meantime, we suggest you listen to them.

For technical specification sheets on the XL-S series, write to: Audiophile File, Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074.
Simple solutions to common stereo system problems by Alexander N. Retsoff

Staying in Phase

A well-known speaker designer recently confided to me his suspicion that many people who buy his speakers are probably not listening to stereo. When I asked if he was referring to the problem of placement, he quickly replied, "It's even more basic than that. Though I spell out the procedure for hooking the speakers to the receiver, a lot of my customers never read the owner's manual and wind up with an incorrectly phased system. They get so used to that sound that they never know the real pleasure of stereo reproduction."

It’s true. Connecting speakers to an amplifier properly is a simple procedure, but it’s remarkable how many people do it incorrectly. Here’s all it takes: The voltages from the positive (red) terminals on the amplifier must end up at the positive (red) terminals on the speakers; likewise, the negative terminals on each channel must be properly connected (black to black).

If you use special speaker wire (the heavy, thick kind, not the narrow gauge junk that dealers often pass off as speaker wire) coded with red and black insulators, there’s very little chance for confusion. Most people, however, opt for the altogether satisfactory alternative of 18-gauge zip cord (or lamp wire). This variety of two-conductor cable has no color coding, so the trick is to examine it under strong light to find the cable that has a ridge along its plastic insulation. Once you’ve spotted that ridge, take a red pen and mark it at both ends. Make sure your markings do not get removed when you strip the tips of the wires.

There is a simple test to check the phasing of your speakers without disassembling your whole system. But before I describe it you should understand why maintaining correct phase is so important. We perceive the stereo illusion by differences in the strength and relative timing of the left- and right-channel sound waves. Suppose one loudspeaker is connected out of phase—that is, that the leads to it are reversed (red to black). If identical signals are fed to both speakers—a situation that should create a solid center-stage image—the sound waves coming from one will be 180 degrees out of phase with those from the other. Because phase and timing are related, the sounds reaching your ears from the two speakers will differ in relative arrival time. For example, a phase error of 180 degrees (one half of a full cycle) translates into a 2½-millisecond discrepancy at 200 Hz and a 1½-millisecond difference at 300 Hz. So even though the sound waves from the two speakers reach your ears at the same absolute time, their relative timing seems to change with frequency.

The brain, thoroughly confused by the differences in arrival times, cannot locate the sound, which takes on what has been called "a diffuse and directionless quality." That’s a very apt description of what to listen for in an out-of-phase system.

Play a mono record, or switch your system to the mono mode using any music source. Stand equidistant from the two speakers and close your eyes. You should perceive the sound as coming from directly in front of you. If you can’t locate the sound—if it seems to be surrounding you—your system is out of phase.

Turn it off, and reverse one set of speaker connections, switching the wires either at the speaker or at the amplifier. (Don’t do it at both places or you will cancel out your efforts altogether.) It should make no difference which speaker gets your attention (purists might disagree, but we’ll get to that in a moment): Just don’t reverse the connections to both speakers, or they’ll still be out of phase with each other. Now, fire up the system and try again. The image should be solidly placed in the center.

You can also use bass response to test phasing. When left and right loudspeakers are wired out of phase with each other, the signal fed to both causes one cone to move outward while the other moves back. The two fight each other: One is compressing the air in the room while the other is rarefying it. As a result, the net sound level diminishes—something you can perceive only at low frequencies.

Reverse one set of connections as described above, and use a mono source with plenty of bass content. The test will be more sensitive if you place the speakers close to each other to minimize the time it takes the sound to travel between them and thus raise the maximum frequency at which cancellation occurs. Listen carefully, and if the bass gets louder with the speaker leads reversed, you have cured the problem.

Aside from the loudspeaker connections, the only other point at which the phase between the left and right channels can be upset is at the phono cartridge. But if you are careful to match the color dots on the cartridge to the color of each lead in the headshell, that part of your system should be in phase as well.

The above tests assure that the relative phase between the two channels is correct. Some "golden ears" contend that absolute phase is also important, although there is a good deal of debate on the subject. Absolute phase refers to the location of the speaker cone with respect to the original sound field in the recording studio or concert hall. Suppose a certain instrument creates a compression wave at the instant the sound starts. If absolute phasing is correct, the speaker cone will also move forward, compressing the air in your listening room.

The case against worrying about absolute phase is easy to make. Whether the cone moves outward or inward depends upon the phase of the entire recording chain—from microphone through tape recorder, mixdown console, and so on. Considering the number of steps involved, there is no assurance that absolute phase will have been preserved on the recording you buy. Unless you can sense a definitive change in response from record to record, the importance of maintaining absolute phase is negligible.

If incorrect absolute phase is at all discernible, it will be so on the transients—the startup of the sound. If you wish to experiment with whether you can detect it, try the following. First, be sure the left and right channels are in correct relative phase by following the procedures outlined earlier. Listen to a record, and then reverse the leads at both loudspeakers and listen again. The relative phase between the two channels will not have changed, but the absolute phase will have. If the sound seems more "life-like," you have probably achieved absolute phase. Of course, it will differ from recording to recording, so if you get hooked on the importance of absolute phase, you can wire in a switch that flips the phase of both speakers simultaneously. To avoid the hassle of having to conduct phase tests every time you put on an LP, you’d then have to mark each recording with the phase setting you like better.

Sound from out-of-phase speakers is diffuse and directionless.

You can also use bass response to test phasing. When left and right loudspeakers are wired out of phase with each other, the same signal fed to both causes one cone to move outward while the other moves back. The two fight each other: One is compressing the air in the room while the other is rarefying it. As a result, the net sound level diminishes—something you can perceive only at low frequencies.

Reverse one set of connections as described above, and use a mono source with plenty of bass content. The test will be more sensitive if you place the speakers close to each other to minimize the time it takes the sound to travel between them and thus raise the maximum frequency at which cancellation occurs. Listen carefully, and if the bass gets louder with the speaker leads reversed, you have cured the problem.
ONLY ONE AUDIO DEALER IN TWENTY WILL CARRY THE KYOCERA R-851 TUNER/AMPLIFIER WITH MOS FET AMPS.

Very simply, our R-851 is not for everyone. Not for every dealer. Not for every audio buyer. Only for those who demand the best. Those who want sound that's pure and distinctive... who hear subtleties others miss. For those discriminating listeners, the R-851 is well worth the quest.

Hear the silence before you hear the sound.
Switch on the R-851, switch from one function to another. Try Phono. Tape 1. Tape 2. Auxiliary. Back to Phono. Absolute silence (of course, you'll get sound on AM/FM). The silence is the mark of a great receiver. And great engineering. The kind of quiet an audiophile loves to hear.

Sound that takes you closer to the source.
We've turned on the R-851 for some very experienced—even jaded—audio ears, and all we can say is it stops 'em every time. The sound is different. The sense of being there is almost overpowering. All this comes from 85 watts per channel of power* (with dynamic power far above this figure) and some of the most sophisticated circuitry in the business. Above all, it uses MOS FET's, the new breed of output transistors, in the amplifier section. They can handle the transients, the power surges, the power requirements of present-day sound (and tomorrow's digital sound) better than bipolar transistors ever could—and give you a sonic purity like no other (many claim MOS FET's have picked up the warm, rich sound of the great tube amps and gone a step beyond!).

Fine tuned for every audio need.
From front end to output jacks, the R-851 offers every feature an audio enthusiast might want. The most commonly used controls are right up front—the more esoteric ones are placed behind a neat flip-down front panel. There's microprocessor-controlled quartz-locked tuning with 14 station programmable memory (7 AM & 7 FM); automatic station seek; 3-band parametric-style equalizer; fluorescent display panel; and two-way tape monitoring and dubbing.

If you need some help in finding that one Kyocera dealer in twenty, contact: Cybernet International, Inc., 7 Powder Horn Drive, Warren, NJ 07060 (201) 560-0060.

*85 watts RMS per channel, both channels driven, at 8 Ohms, with no more than 0.015% THD from 20-20,000 Hz.
IT WAS THE MUSIC AMERICA GREW UP WITH

The most comprehensive collection of original big band recordings ever. Recapturing all the excitement of the best-loved era in American music.

THE GREATEST RECORDINGS OF THE BIG BAND ERA

Photo Credits: Glenn Miller, RCA; Duke Ellington, Harry James, CBS; all others, Frank Driggs.
It filled glittering ballrooms from the Hotel Astor to the Cocoanut Grove. It was the music of senior proms and homecoming weekends. You could hear it at lavish parties in Newport, and on jukeboxes all across America. Suddenly, everybody was listening to the big band sound!

And no wonder. The bands of Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller, Eddy Duchin, the Dorsey Brothers, Glen Gray, Guy Lombardo—and the rest—created a new era in music unlike anything America had seen or heard before.

Exciting and spontaneous, the big band sound inspired a whole generation through hard times and wartime. It had bobby-soxers doing the jitterbug. Socialites dancing in Conga lines. And it prompted one psychologist to warn parents about the "dangerously hypnotic influence of swing."

Now, you can rediscover what that excitement was all about. Because here, in a single collection, are The Greatest Recordings of the Big Band Era. The most comprehensive collection of original big band recordings ever.

A treasury of big band music unequaled in our time

This remarkable new collection will include all the great bands, singers and soloists in their greatest recorded performances. Sentimental favorites like the Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra, with Helen O'Connell's romantic "Embraceable You" ... Glenn Miller's toe-tapping "Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree" ... and Benny Goodman's "Sing, Sing, Sing" at Carnegie Hall.


You'll hear the big band vocalists that audiences loved ... and still remember. Frank Sinatra with Tommy Dorsey, Peggy Lee with Benny Goodman, Anita O'Day with Gene Krupa. And the famous theme songs that fans everywhere knew by heart. Louis Armstrong's "When It's Sleepy Time Down South" ... Glenn Miller's "Moonlight Serenade" ... Bunny Berigan's "I Can't Get Started."

The ultimate collection of original big band recordings

This is a collection that would be difficult—or impossible—for any individual to assemble. For it has been brought together from the archives of all the major record companies ... and vintage labels like Brunswick, OKeh, Vocation, Bluebird and Perfect.

The collection will reach back to the musical forerunners like Paul Whiteman, with Bing Crosby; Fletcher Henderson, who influenced Benny Goodman and many others; the early sounds of Jean Goldkette, and Fred Waring.

It will include many recordings now considered rare treasures by collectors. Some—like Wayne King's "Melody of Love"—have been unavailable for years. Others were only released on 78s, and never reissued. And still others are hard-to-find.

The collection will be a classic of the era. Bandleaders Count Basie, Les Brown, Lionel Hampton, Woody Herman, Harry James and Sammy Kaye. And writers and critics who have brought big band music to the attention of the world—Dave Dexter, Jr., Neil McCarffrey, George T. Simon, Richard Sudhalter and John S. Wilson. Their expertise has ensured that this collection will be the most authoritative of its kind.

Records of superior proof-quality

The collection will be produced by The Franklin Mint Record Society—judged by audio experts to produce some of the finest records available today.

Each recording will first undergo a painstaking restoration process—to eliminate surface noise and preserve the original brilliance of the music.

The records will be produced from a special vinyl compound that resists dust and static-charge build-up, improving the clarity of the sound. Each record will be pressed in a dust-free "clean room" under the strictest quality standards. The result will be true proof-quality records that actually sound better than the originals.

Special hardbound albums have been designed to house and protect all 100 proof-quality records in the collection. Each album holds four long-playing records, together with an illustrated commentary written by members of the advisory panel.

Available by subscription only

The Archive Collection of The Greatest Recordings of the Big Band Era is available only by direct subscription to The Franklin Mint Record Society. It will not be sold in stores.

If you remember the big bands, or ever wished to relive the music of that period, this is your opportunity. An opportunity to share and enjoy—with all the members of your family—the unforgettable sound of the big bands.

To enter your subscription, simply mail the accompanying application by May 31, 1983.

Available on proof-quality records or high-quality tape cassettes.
FM is the only high fidelity broadcast method in general use.
It's like night and day. Crashing cymbals, the depth of a string bass, more trumpets or more voice. Now they'll all come bursting forth from your stereo system at your command.

You'll make your music so vibrant that it will virtually knock your socks off when you use this professional quality stereo Sound Detonator equalizer.

It has a frequency response from 6hz to 100,000hz ±1db. And, it's made and backed by a 2 year limited warranty by BSR, the ADC equalizer people. Our $79 close-out price is just a fraction of its true retail value.

CAN YOUR STEREO SOUND BETTER?
Incredibly better. Equalizers are very different from conventional bass and treble controls.

Bass controls turn up the entire low end as well as the low mid-range making the sound muddy and heavy. With an equalizer, you simply pick the exact frequencies you want to enhance.

You can boost the low bass at 60hz, and/or 150hz, and the mid-bass at 400hz to animate specific areas of the musical spectrum.

And, best of all when you boost the part of the bass you like, you don't disturb the mid-range frequencies and make your favorite singer sound like he has a sore throat.

The high frequencies really determine the clarity and brilliance of your music. You can boost the high mid-range at 2400hz, or the high end at 6000hz and 15,000hz. So, you can bring crashing cymbals to life at 15,000hz while at the same time you cut tape hiss or annoying record scratches at 6000hz.

You can also boost or cut specific midrange frequency areas to add or subtract vocal, trumpets, guitars or whatever instrument ranges you prefer.

THERE'S MORE
You can push a button and transfer all the equalization power to the input of your tape deck. So, if you have a cassette deck in your car, or a personal stereo that you wear, now you can pre- equalize your cassettes as you record them with no cables to switch.

Now you can get all the dramatically enhanced sound wherever you are. This is an especially great feature for bass starved portables and high-end starved car stereos to make them come alive.

EASY HOOK UP
Use your tape monitor circuit, but don't lose it. Just plug the equalizer into the tape 'in' and 'out' jacks on your receiver. We even supply the cables. As you listen to your records, FM stereo or 'aux', any time you push the tape monitor switch on your receiver you'll hear your music jump to life.

For your tape deck, simply plug it into the tape 'in' and 'out' jacks on the equalizer exactly as it was plugged into your receiver.

The output from your receiver is always fed directly to your tape deck for recording and with the touch of a button, you can choose to send equalized or nonequalized signal to your recorder.

When you want to listen to your tape deck, just press tape monitor on the equalizer and your tape deck will work exactly as it did before. Except, that now you can choose to listen to it with or without enhancing equalization.

You won't be listening to any distortion or hum. The Sound Detonator has a 95db signal to noise ratio and total harmonic distortion of only 0.018%.

You've set your equalizer controls, switch it in and out of the system. Then you'll hear such an explosive improvement in sound you'll think you've just added thousands of dollars of new speakers and equipment.

One would believe that a $159 component let alone one at our $79 close-out price could do so much.

WHY A CLOSE-OUT
BSR is a very large company. Somebody decided to market equalizers under both their ADC subsidiary and the BSR names. Well, we never thought it was a very practical idea. And, now they seem to agree.

From now on you'll only see ADC equalizers. But, because they didn't know what to do with these that were labeled BSR, we got them for a song.

So, you can go to any HiFi store and buy an ADC equalizer made by the parent company BSR, or you can get this super BSR equalizer while our limited supply lasts for only $79.

Oh yes, if you want to know more about BSR, they also own DBX, the noise reduction company and if you're familiar with the X10 remote control system for your home, that's BSR too.

THE FINAL FACTS
There are 14 slide controls each with a bright LED to clearly show its position. Each control will add or subtract up to 12db. (That's a 24db range!)

There are separate sound detonation slide controls for each channel at 60hz, 150hz, 400hz, 1000hz, 2400hz, 6000hz, and 15,000hz.

There's an LED VU meter to show the relative channel output levels of the left, right and average of both. Plus there's a meter level control. It's 16-9/16" wide, 7-1/2" deep, and 3-9/16" tall.

PUT LIFE INTO YOUR MUSIC RISK FREE
Prepare for a shock the first time you switch in this equalizer. Instruments you never knew were in your music will emerge and bring a lifelike sound that will envelop you and revolutionize your concept of your home stereo.

Hook this BSR into your system and really give it a workout. If you aren't 100% satisfied for any reason, simply return it to DAK within 30 days in its original box for a courteous refund.

To order your Sound Detonator BSR EQ-2 Stereo Frequency Equalizer risk free with your credit card, simply call the DAK toll free hotline or send your check for only $79 plus $6 for postage and handling. Order Number 9420. CA residents please add 6% sales tax.

Wake up the sound in your stereo. Your sound will explode with life as you detonate each frequency band with new musical life.
Be sure and send us your new address 8 weeks before you move so you won’t miss any copies of HIGH FIDELITY.
And please include an old mailing label from our magazine when writing us about your subscription.

Write to:
HIGH FIDELITY,
P.O. Box 10759, Des Moines, Iowa 50340

F. Change of address.
Enter new subscription. 1 yr. $13.95
payment enclosed    bill me

---

force you to revert to straight mono.

A tuner’s sensitivity is determined by its front end, which accepts incoming RF signals from the antenna terminals, amplifies them, and tunes them so that the center frequency of the desired channel is translated down to an intermediate frequency (IF) of 10.7 MHz. Succeeding stages are designed to handle a single FM channel centered on that frequency. To prevent interference from other stations, the so-called IF strip that follows the front end includes a series of filters that roll off sharply below 10.6 MHz and above 10.8 MHz, allowing only the desired channel to pass. The effectiveness of a tuner in rejecting signals outside the tuned band is indicated by its selectivity rating.

Actually, there are two selectivity specifications: alternate-channel and adjacent-channel. The former shows rejection of signals two channels, or 400 kHz, away from the desired signal, while the latter tells the story on the channels next door, 200 kHz away. It is difficult to get adjacent channel selectivity of more than a few dB without making the IF passband so narrow as to create relatively high distortion. Fortunately, the FCC allocates channel assignments in such a way as to minimize the likelihood of anyone receiving two stations on the same or adjacent channels. And in most cases, an easily achieved 40 dB or so of adjacent-channel selectivity is all that’s necessary to prevent interference from stations further away on the dial.

Emerging from the IF stage, the signal passes through a limiter, which effectively chops off the carrier at the top and bottom (gives it a haircut, so to speak). This is done to remove as much of the noise riding on the wave as possible before it reaches the detector. (Although FM detectors are theoretically immune to this sort of AM noise, most are in fact at least a little sensitive to it.)

The detector’s function is to convert the information modulated onto the carrier back into audio. Thus, the output of the detector will consist of a mono baseband extending from 0 Hz (DC) to 15 kHz, plus, if the broadcast is in stereo, a 19-kHz pilot and the two AM difference-signal sidebands from 23 to 53 kHz.

If a pilot tone is present, it will activate the tuner’s stereo demodulator, which will use the 19-kHz signal to regenerate the suppressed 38-kHz stereo subcarrier. It, in turn, is used to demodulate the sidebands into an L-R signal in the audio band. By adding and subtracting the L+R mono signal and the L-R difference signal, the demodulator restores the original left- and right-channel signals, which are then filtered to remove artifacts above 15 kHz (such as the pilot tone and stereo subcarrier), deemphasized to restore flat response, and passed out through the tuner’s audio circuits to your system’s preamp.

---

Polk SDA-1
“Polk “reinvents” the loudspeaker”

Revolutionary SDA-1: $850
Incredibly Affordable Monitor 4: $99.95

“Astounding...Mind Boggling...Flabbergasting...” High Fidelity

Best speaker review in history? “The SDA-1 loudspeaker represents an altogether unique rethinking of what a loudspeaker can and should do...devastatingly dramatic...mind boggling powers of sonic persuasion...depth and precision of the stereo image were astounding...flabbergasting...simply bowled us over...sonic portrait so palpable in its left-to-right positioning and depth as to leave auditors agog...will influence other designers for years to come.”

High Fidelity
Jan, 83 All Rights Reserved

Incredible Polk sound at every price. Use the reader’s service for the location of your nearest Polk dealer as well as information on the award winning SDA-1 and all 7 of our superb sounding speakers (From $99.95-$850 each).


Circle 58 on Reader-Service Card
The control panel of this Electronically Tuned Receiver (ETR) is simple—and deceptive. Simple so that the receiver is easy to operate. Deceptive because a very sophisticated technology lies behind it: A technology that produces high-fidelity reception from the Delco-GM/Bose Music System under conditions that are even difficult for ordinary radio reception.

The key to this technology is Delco Electronic's own custom integrated circuits. These circuits respond automatically to changing reception conditions and program requirements. So you can enjoy music and driving more.

When you visit your GM dealer* you will understand why Len Feldman wrote in Popular Science: “It's as good as or better than the best home systems I've heard.”

*Available as a factory-installed option on Cadillac Seville and Eldorado, Buick Riviera, Oldsmobile Toronado, and Corvette by Chevrolet.

Delco Bose
Sound so real it will change how you feel about driving.
B&O's Well-Made Match


B&O Beogram 8002 turntable

SPEED ACCURACY
at 33 rpm 0.1% fast, 105-127 VAC
at 45 rpm 0.07% fast, 105-127 VAC

SPEED ADJUSTMENT RANGE
at 33 rpm +3.2% to -2.8%
at 45 rpm +3.3% to -3.0%

WOW & FLUTTER (ANSI/IEEE weighted peak)
-0.04% average; -0.05% maximum

TOTAL AUDIBLE RUMBLE (ARLL)
-65 dB

EFFECTIVE TONEARM MASS
11.4 grams

STYLUS-GAUGE ACCURACY
set for 0.5 gram 0.5 gram
set for 1.0 gram 1.0 gram
set for 1.5 gram 1.4 grams
set for 2.0 grams 1.9 grams

TOTAL LEAD CAPACITANCE
250 pF

B&O PRODUCTS HAVE LONG embodied both a certain style and a particular point of view about how high fidelity components should work. It is therefore no surprise to find that the Danish company's latest top-of-the-line turntable, the Beogram 8002, is basically a refined version of its previous Model 8000 (test report, September 1981). The main difference, in fact, is in the tonearm, which has been redesigned around the characteristics of B&O's new line of five ultra-lightweight moving-iron cartridges (of which more later).

B&O's engineers have also cleverly redesigned the platter so that a thin layer of air is trapped between it and the record, to damp vinyl resonances and eliminate platter ringing. This seems to work remarkably well, even compared to some of the exotic compliant platter mats available nowadays for that purpose. Strips of Nextel almost flush with the platter surface help bleed off static charges from the record. The remaining important difference between the 8000 and the 8002 is that you can program the new model's repeat feature for as many as nine consecutive replays simply by pressing PLAY the number of times you want to hear the side.

Like the 8000, the new turntable has two tangentially tracking arms. One carries the cartridge, which plugs directly into it; the other houses an optical sensor that enables a microprocessor in the 8002's control circuitry to determine where to set down the stylus. If the sensor arm detects a 12-inch disc on the platter, the turntable will set itself automatically to 33 rpm; for a 7-inch record, it will go to 45 rpm. You can, however, override the turntable's decision with the manual controls on the lower right-hand side of the base. If the sensor sees no record on the platter, the arms will return to rest without setting down. A small, soft brush mounted immediately to the left of their resting place (under a flip-up top plate) cleans the stylus before and after each play cycle.

A servo system maintains the arm's tangency to the groove (within ±0.04 degrees, according to B&O). Operation is essentially foolproof. A tap on one of the cueing controls during play lifts the arm and shuts it where you direct at either of two speeds, determined by the firmness of your pressure on the button; a tap on PLAY settles the stylus back down into the groove. TURN spins the platter without calling forth the tonearm, for record cleaning. A press on PAUSE lifts the arm, and a second press...
The one thing we never change.

During the last fifteen years, we've made a lot of improvements on our Advent speakers. 137 to be exact. We've redesigned woofers and tweeters. Crossover networks and phase plates. Cabinets and mounting hardware. Even screws. But there's one thing we haven't changed. That's the value. The ability of an Advent speaker to out-perform many speakers that cost more. How? By making changes that sound good not just look good. While other speaker companies have spent their time adding all manner of dials, knobs and wild grilles, we've quietly gone about the business of perfecting the two-way speaker.

For example, our newest change is the Advent "Direct Report" tweeter. It is a parabolic rather than hemispheric design. And the special phase plate for the tweeter has been tapered to improve dispersion. Stereo Review liked it as much as we did. They said, "We cannot recall ever having measured a front-radiating dome tweeter whose dispersion equaled that of the new Advent design."

We think you'll agree with Stereo Review. The new tweeter is indeed exceptional. The change substantially improved the sound quality. But it hasn't substantially changed the price. You see, value has always been a part of the Advent legend. And that's something we haven't changed... never will.

For the location of the Advent dealer nearest you, call toll free 800-323-1566. (In Illinois call 800-942-0502.)

The legend continues.
HIGH FIDELITY

New Equipment Reports

**B&O MMC-1 cartridge**

**FREQUENCY RESPONSE & CHANNEL SEPARATION**

Test record: JVC TRS 1007 Mk. II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HZ 20</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>200</th>
<th>1K</th>
<th>2K</th>
<th>5K</th>
<th>10K</th>
<th>20K</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 dB</td>
<td>+1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SENSITIVITY (1 kHz)** 0.90 mV/cm/sec

**CHANNEL BALANCE (1 kHz)** +0 dB

**VERTICAL TRACKING ANGLE**

**MAX. TRACKING LEVEL** (re RIAA 0 VU; 1.0 gram)

- Lateral: +15 dB, >12 dB
- Vertical: +15 dB, >12 dB

---

**Tonearm/Cartridge Matching Graph**

By means of this nomograph, you can quickly and easily determine the compatibility of any tonearm and cartridge we have tested. Ideally, the arm/cartridge resonance frequency (indicated by the diagonal lines) should fall at 10 Hz, but anywhere between 8 and 12 Hz will assure good warp tracking and accurate bass response. (It is usually okay to let the resonance rise as high as 15 Hz, although we don't normally recommend this.)

Begin by looking up the weight and dynamic compliance shown in the cartridge report and the effective mass listed in the turntable or tonearm report. Add the weight of the cartridge to the effective mass of the tonearm to get the total effective mass. Then find the point on the graph where the vertical line for the tonarm intersects the horizontal line for the cartridge's dynamic compliance. For a good match, this point should fall in the white region, between the 8- and 12-Hz diagonal lines.

When necessary, you can back-figure compliances and effective masses for cartridges and tonearms tested before we began reporting these figures directly (in January 1983). For cartridges, look up the vertical resonance frequency (measured in the SME 3009 Series II Improved tonearm) and the cartridge's weight. Add 15 grams (the SME's effective mass) to the cartridge weight to get the total effective mass. Then find the intersection of the vertical line representing that mass with the diagonal line representing the measured resonance frequency. Now you can read off the compliance from the horizontal line passing through the point of intersection.

For tonearms, look up the vertical resonance frequency as measured with the Shure V-15 Type III cartridge. Find the intersection of the diagonal line for that frequency with the horizontal line representing the Shure's dynamic compliance of 22.5 x 10^6 cm/dyne. Reading down the vertical line on which the point of intersection lies will give you the total effective mass of the arm with the Shure V-15 Type III mounted in it. Then subtract 6.3 grams (the weight of the V-15 Type III) to get the tonearm's effective mass.

Because of differences in measurement techniques, manufacturers' specifications for compliance and effective mass often differ from our findings and may therefore yield inconsistent results if used with this graph.

---

**B&O's engineers elected to use the moving-iron principle, which has enabled them to combine high performance, high output, and low sensitivity to capacitive loading in an extraordinarily small, lightweight package. The low mass of these pickups has in turn enabled the B&O design team to increase the effective mass of the 8002's tonearm (for greater stiffness) without moving the arm/cartridge resonance frequency down into the record-warp range. To install one of these pickups in a standard tonearm, you must use a supplied mounting adapter, which adds 1.7 grams to its weight. Even then, it is often necessary to use the supplied accessory weights to balance the arm. (If you do use the weights, remember that they count as part of the arm's effective mass.)**
Here’s the super horn tweeter that BSR left out. We’ll send it along with your speaker. It fits right in where the 3” tweeter is now.

If you’re willing to spend 5 minutes with a screwdriver, you can cash in on BSR’s mistake and experience precise thundering bass and breathtakingly clear highs.

It was a mistake. Somebody goofed and the exponential horn tweeter separately. But don’t worry. If you’ve got a screwdriver and 5 minutes you can turn these Thunder Lizards back into BSR’s awesome top of the line 15” speaker systems, with thundering earthshaking bass and breathtakingly brilliant crystal clear highs.

THUNDER LIZARDS

BSR built 3500 of these speakers. Their salesman referred to them as Thunder Lizards because the 15” acoustic suspension bass driver is so powerfully dramatic that it can literally recreate the power of an earthquake or explosion in your living room.

Unfortunately, without the brilliant and powerful exponential horn tweeter, the bass simply overwhelms the high end and so the name Thunder Lizard was born.

YOU WIN

Because the speaker systems are factory sealed, BSR didn’t want to open them and install the correct tweeter. Plus to a company the size of BSR, 3500 speakers just aren’t enough to worry about.

So because of BSR’s mistake, you can save a fortune. DAK bought all 3500 of the speakers. Plus, BSR sold us the exponential horn tweeters that were supposed to be put in originally.

So, here’s the deal. We’ll ship you the factory sealed BSR 15” 3 way speaker system with the wrong tweeter, and we’ll ship the exponential horn tweeter separately.

All you do is unscrew 4 screws and pop out the 3” tweeter. Then, just pop in the exponential horn in the same hole. There’s no soldering because push-on lugs are used, and even the screws fit exactly. You even get to keep the 3” tweeter.

WHAT SOUND

The kaleidoscopic panorama of sound from this speaker is nothing short of incredible. You’re in for an earthshaking, bone jarring musical experience.

The exponential horn tweeter gives you startlingly dramatic highs to 20,000hz. A brilliance control lets you decide just how powerful you want the highs to be.

The midrange is velvet smooth. It’s reproduced by a special 4” ferro-fluid cooled midrange driver. A presence control lets you contour the midrange to your taste.

Finally, the bass all the way down to 20hz is reproduced with thundering accuracy by the pride of the BSR line, a 15” acoustic suspension bass driver.

The beautifully crafted wood-grain appearance cabinet is 29” tall, 18” wide and 10-1/2” deep. And, it comes with a beautiful removable cloth speaker grill.

BSR backs this system with a 2 year limited warranty, and speaking of protection, the tweeter is fuse protected. The system can handle 180 watts peak, 90 watts continuous and requires 15 watts.

THUNDER LIZARDS NO MORE

Realism of sound not possible with conventional 10” and 12” speaker systems.

And wait till you (and your neighbors) hear the thundering realism of high volume listening with these incredibly pure audiophile speaker systems.

Normally only the most sophisticated audiophile can afford the ultimate, a 15” 3 way speaker system. But now due to BSR’s error, everyone can experience the incredible realism of a truly great speaker.

If for any reason you’re not 100% overwhelmed by these speaker systems, simply return them to DAK in their original boxes within 30 days for a refund.

To order your BSR top of the line 15” 3 way loudspeaker system with the exponential horn tweeter risk free with your credit card, call toll free, or send a check not for the suggested retail price of $199 each, but for only $119 each, plus $12.50 each for postage and handling. Order No. 9614. CA res add 6% sales tax.

Now, if you’ll spend just 5 minutes with a screwdriver you’ll experience dramatic earthshaking musical sound that’s so startlingly alive, it’ll send shivers through your body for years to come.
Use and measurement both confirm the high level of performance that can be obtained from the Beogram 8002/MMC-1 combination. This is partly the result of the integrated design. For example, the vertical arm/cartridge resonance falls at 12.7 Hz, which though a shade higher than we consider ideal, is well out of warp territory, for surefooted tracking of even the most convoluted discs. Another important contributor is the turntable's carefully balanced leaf-spring suspension, which effectively isolates the arm and platter from the base. As a result, the 8002 exhibits exceptional immunity to acoustic feedback and mechanical shock.

Diversified Science Laboratories recorded very low flutter and rumble figures. (The latter did jump periodically by about 7 dB—perhaps as a result of the arm's servo motor activating to correct tangency errors—but this has not been audible in our listening trials.) The precision of the MMC-1's manufacture is evident in its perfect channel balance and stylus rake angle alignment—both rare in our experience. Its tracking ability, though not the very best DSL has measured, is excellent, and its distortion is low by cartridge standards. Separation is wide and unusually uniform with frequency, perhaps partly because of B&O's approach to controlling high-frequency resonances. Keeping these resonances properly placed and low in amplitude is one of the key elements in the design of B&O's new pickups and is almost certainly responsible for the MMC-1's extended, peak-free frequency response.

In the listening room, this translates into some of the most enjoyable sounds we've heard, fully befitting the MMC-1's top-of-the-line status. Tonal balance is smooth and neutral, with no trace of strain or stridency. But this is not at the expense of clarity: Every detail comes through in perfect focus. And imaging is rock solid, even on demanding passages that cause some less distinguished pickups to sound congested or unstable.

Each of these components—the Beogram 8002 turntable and the MMC-1 cartridge—is an excellent and satisfying performer in its own right. Together, they are superb, combining fine sound with exceptional ease of set-up and use. We consider it another job well done by Bang & Olufsen.

Circle 104 on Reader-Service Card

---

**Auto-Azimuth—Nakamichi Scores Another First**


The cassette is by now well established as a high fidelity recording medium—thanks in significant measure to the enterprising spirit of the engineers at Nakamichi. But one difficult obstacle remains: the problem of assuring "correct" azimuth. Though the test tapes we have used over the years have always been from highly reputable sources (first Teac, then TDK, and now BASF), they do not yield identical results as regards head azimuth (the head gap's perpendicularity to the tape path). Exact perpendicularity is difficult enough to maintain as the thin, floppy ribbon of tape weaves, or "skews," along its course past the guides and heads, but the task is impossible if there is no unequivocal standard to conform to. And whatever azimuth disparity there is between recording head and playback head expresses itself as a high-frequency rolloff in playback. The greater the disagreement, the worse the treble loss.

This really is no problem at all if you record all your own tapes and use only a two-head machine that you intend never to replace. Since the recording and playback gaps are the same, azimuth disagreement between them is impossible. The trouble starts when you want to play commercial prerecorded cassettes or tapes recorded on another machine, or when you have a three-head deck with separate recording and playback heads. All of these situations present opportunities for azimuth misalignment in playback.

When Nakamichi introduced the first
We call it Audio + Video". And it is home entertainment so extraordinary, so amazing, it will send shivers up your spine.

That's because Jensen Audio + Video is like nothing you've seen or heard before. You don't just sit and watch it... you experience it.

It begins with the heart of the system, the AVS-1500™ receiver. This single component combines a 133 channel, cable-ready video tuner. An AM/FM tuner. And a high power integrated amplifier. The AVS-1500 lets you do some truly amazing things. For example, with the press of a single button, you can control the audio and video elements of a stereo simulcast. And you can do it from across the room. Because the audio and video functions can be operated by wireless remote control.

Jensen Audio + Video also brings high fidelity sound to your favorite television programs and movies. Imagine the sound track from JAWS® with the same impact in your living room that it had in the theater.

Then there is the high resolution 25" video monitor. The color and clarity of its picture will make movies seem so real, you can almost smell the popcorn.

Since Jensen Audio + Video is a component system, you needn't buy it all at once. Start with the receiver and specially engineered video speakers. Use them with your current audio components and color television. Add the video monitor next. Or perhaps the stereo video recorder. Whatever suits your needs and your budget.

To really understand what we mean by "goose bumps," you'll have to visit your Jensen Audio + Video retailer for a demonstration. See it. Feel it. Experience it.

For the location of the retailer nearest you, call us toll free at (800) 323-0707. In Illinois, call (312) 671-5680.

Audio + Video and AVS are trademarks of Jensen Sound Laboratories. JAWS is a trademark of and licensed by Universal City Studios, Inc.
three-head cassette deck, the original Model 1000, included a system that enabled the user to align the azimuth of the recording head to that of the playback head, so that every cassette made on the machine would play back on it with the highest possible accuracy. (The current version of that model, the 1000ZXII, performs this task automatically before you start recording.) But alignment of the recording head does nothing to eliminate the disparities that can occur when you try to play a cassette that wasn’t recorded on that particular deck.

Herein lies the Dragon’s breakthrough: Instead of aligning its recording head to match the playback head’s azimuth, it adjusts the playback head to match the azimuth of whatever tape is being played. Its right-channel playback gaps (of which there are two—one for the forward and one for the reverse direction) are split, so that the inner and outer edges of the track are read separately. The Dragon compares the signals coming from the two sections of the gap and automatically adjusts the playback head’s azimuth until their phases exactly match. (The direction indicator in use—forward or reverse—flashes until any “perceived” error is corrected.) So the azimuth of any tape, no matter what its origin, can be matched by the adjustment process as long as the error falls within the Dragon’s adjustment range (± 12 minutes of arc, or one-fifth of a degree). Its inventors call this feature NAAC, for Nakamichi Auto Azimuth Correction, and its range is broad enough to encompass azimuth disparities that, left uncorrected, would produce serious high-frequency rolloff, with response theoretically down by about 3 dB at 10 kHz and 10 dB at 17 kHz. We found many tapes in our collection that required azimuth adjustment away from the playback head’s median position, but none whose azimuth was beyond NAAC’s range.

The Dragon’s closed-loop dual-capstan drive follows the design of Nakamichi’s ZX-9, except that in Dragon, each capstan is individually driven by its own motor. Furthermore, its direct-drive capstans must be used in two directions, whereas all previous Nakamichis have been unidirectional. The use of different capstan diameters (and, therefore, rotation speeds) to prevent cumulative resonances in the two drive systems, complicates the issue. Nakamichi solves the problem with a quartz-lock system that keeps the takeup capstan running 0.2% faster than the supply capstan (for optimum tape tension and head contact) no matter which direction is in use.

There are three heads: erase, recording (for the forward direction only), and playback (a four-track design, with a bifurcated right-channel gap for each direction). Superficially, this is not too different from the head arrangement in some other decks we have tested with bidirectional playback; actually, the automatic azimuth adjustment, added to the inherently flat, wide-band response that is a Nakamichi hallmark, makes the Dragon the first automatic-reverse model we have tested for which no performance apology need be made. Normally, some tradeoff is required to get auto-reverse convenience—though, in fairness, most reverting decks we’ve tested sell for less than half of this one’s price.

The Dragon, however, is simply a superb machine. With Nakamichi’s tapes (SX Type 2 ferricobalt, ZX Type 4 metal, and EX-II Type 1 ferrite), response is extremely flat and extended, noise is very low, headroom is very high, and flutter is the lowest Diversified Science Laboratories has ever measured. Erasure (thanks to Nakamichi’s dual-gap erase head, no doubt) is also exceptional: almost 70 dB with metal tape and more than 80 dB with the ferricobalt. Where the lab measured behavior in the reverse direction, the figures invariably were in the same ballpark as those shown here, which represent the forward direction. Such consistency of behavior, which Nakamichi says was a design goal, is frequently lacking in bidirectional decks.

The metering is calibrated from −40 to +10 dB with respect to the conservatively placed zero indication, 4 dB below DIN 0 dB, with steps of 1 to 2 dB between the 0-dB and +7-dB marks. When you use the meters to “fine-tune” the deck for the tape you’re using, the 0-dB indication becomes the calibration point and the scale stretches to show finer graduations than it does with input signals. The 15-kHz bias-adjustment test tone (which would create compression at 0 dB) is recorded at −20 dB, with the metering sensitivity increased accordingly, so that the calibration point remains the same.

There are six small knobs for adjusting sensitivity (Dolby tracking): one for the left channel and one for the right for each of the three tape types. Six more identical knobs, similarly disposed, provide for bias calibration. Adjustments are made by selecting the appropriate test oscillator (for sensitivity or bias) and recording its tone with the noise reduction off, monitoring from the tape. The manual (excellent by ordinary standards, though perhaps a little shy of the “superb” rating we usually give Nakamichi’s efforts) suggests checking sensitivity first, then bias. (Pushing one selector button cancels the other.) We’d also urge that you go back and forth between the two a couple of times, particularly if your new tape is significantly different from that for which the deck was set previously, since each adjustment can influence the other. In any event, the process is quite simple.

There are no reference settings to fall back on when in doubt, though the uncalibrated midpoints of the knobs’ rotations will give you at least an approximation of the settings for the Nakamichi tapes. Standardizing on a particular formulation for each tape type (always a good idea so you
The $7 Push Button Phone

Plug in and start pushing. Now you can have highly automated phones with no monthly service charges for just $7 each. But, there's a catch.

Send back your dumb phones. Now instead of paying monthly service charges you can have push button dialing, last number redial, mute, and ringer off.

You can forget big clunky phones. You can also forget dials. This phone works perfectly whether you now have rotary or push button phones.

Now for just $7 you'll have the latest technology at a price that'll let you have push button dialing, last number redial, mute, and ringer off. You can forget big clunky phones. You can also forget dials. This phone works perfectly whether you now have rotary or push button phones.

Now for just $7 you'll have the latest technology at a price that'll let you have push button dialing, last number redial, mute, and ringer off.

You can forget big clunky phones. You can also forget dials. This phone works perfectly whether you now have rotary or push button phones.

Now for just $7 you'll have the latest technology at a price that'll let you have push button dialing, last number redial, mute, and ringer off.

NOTHING TO INSTALL

Simply plug this phone into any standard modular phone jack and start talking. If you don't already have jacks, call your phone company. They may even put them in free for quality speaker instead of the old diaphragm 'thing' that's been in phones for 20 years. Even the electronic ring is new.

With this phone you can push the buttons as fast as you want. Then the phone sends out pulses on your line that work with virtually any phone system.

So this phone works anywhere. You can unplug it and move it from room to room or house to house in seconds. The phone automatically hangs up when you set it down or you can push its 'hang up' button. It comes complete with an 8 foot cord, coiled at the phone end, and a limited warranty.

It's built more like a HiFi than a telephone. Modern electronics have finally come to phones.

We challenge you to compare the frequency response, dynamic range and signal to noise ratio of our new Gold Label MLX to Maxell UDXL or TDK SA. If they win, we'll not only give you back your money, we'll give you a free gift for your trouble. And, DAK's come with a deluxe hard plastic box, index insert card and a limited 1 year warranty.

WHY, YOU MAY BE ASKING?

You're very valuable to us in the form of future business. Over 150,000 customers have responded to bonuses like this. We find most of you keep buying once you've tried our cassettes and our prices; and that's a gamble worth taking.

NOT A BAD CATCH

DAK manufactures a cassette with no problems and great sound. We've been hot on the heels of the frequency responses of Maxell and TDK. The tape we made last year had a great frequency response up to 14,000hz.

Now our new Gold Label MLX is second to none. We have a frequency response to 19,500hz and we'll go head to head against any tape on the market.

TRY NEW DAK MLX90 CASSETTES RISK FREE

To get the automated phone for just $7, try 10 MLX high energy cassettes. If you aren't 100% satisfied, return only 9 of the 10 cassettes and the phone in its original box within 30 days for a refund. The 10th cassette is a gift for your time.

To order your 10 Gold Label DAK MLX 90 minute cassettes and get the automated phone for only $7 with your credit card, call the DAK toll free hot line or send your check for only $24.90 for the tapes, plus $7 for the phone and $3 for postage and handling for each group. Order No. 9416. CA res add 6%.

An automated Phone for $7 and DAK's new improved MLX. Time to stock up.

DAK INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL-FREE 1-800-423-2636

If busy, after hours, on weekends or in CA CALL TOLL-FREE ... 1-800-228-1234

10845 Vanowen St., N. Hollywood CA 91605
A Quick Guide
to Tape Types

Our tape classifications, Type 0 through 4, are based primarily on the International Electrotechnical Commission measurement standards.

Type 0 tapes represent “ground zero” in that they follow the original DIN-based DIN spec. They are ferric tapes, called LN (low-noise) by some manufacturers, requiring minimum (nominal 100%) bias and the original, “standard” 120-microsecond playback equalization.

Though they include the “garden variety” formulations, the best are capable of excellent performance at moderate cost in decks that are well matched to them.

Type 1 (IEC Type I) tapes are ferris requiring the same 120-microsecond playback EQ but somewhat higher bias. They sometimes are styled LH (low-noise, high-output) formulations or “premium ferrics.”

Type 2 (IEC Type II) tapes are intended for use with 70-microsecond playback EQ and higher recording bias still (nominal 150%). The first formulations of this sort used chromium dioxide; today they also include chrome-compatible coatings such as the ferrichromes.

Type 3 (IEC Type III) tapes are dual-layered ferrichromes, implying the 70-microsecond (“chrome”) playback EQ. Approaches to their biasing and recording EQ vary somewhat from one deck manufacturer to another.

Type 4 (IEC Type IV) are the metal-particle, or “alloy” tapes, requiring the highest bias of all and retaining the 70-microsecond EQ of Type 2.

Playback equalization (and a reciprocal part of the recording equalization) is controlled by a separate switch that is not influenced by the tape-type selectors, so you can also use Type 3 ferrichromes. (Set the tape selector to “EX” for Type 1 bias and the EQ to 70 microseconds.) This totally manual bias and EQ selection also foretells the difficulties that can occur when an oddball cassette is inserted into a deck that uses the standard shell keyways to determine the tape type—and hence the bias and EQ.

The flexibility is welcome, but the EQ switch that makes it possible is less so. It is one of fourteen small, black, short-throw pushbuttons on the front panel, the seven at the right end being particularly important. Most decks use equally small pushbuttons, some in even greater profusion; but most such decks have illuminating indicators (or buttons) to show which functions are engaged, or they at least contrive to make the “in” and “out” positions more readily distinguishable. As a result, the Dragon requires somewhat more care than usual in routinizing your recording practices. Even once we became reasonably familiar with the deck, we found it easy to miss incorrect settings of the EQ or noise reduction buttons until a recording was already in progress.

That the Dragon is worth a little extra care in use—as well as its hefty price tag—is beyond question: Nakamichi has again set a pace that others will find hard to match. The automatic azimuth adjustment is an important advance in cassette technology for recordists who want the best the medium has to offer. As usual, there is back-panel provision for a remote control and a DC power-supply connection for Nakamichi’s BlackBox accessories. And there are the usual conveniences of an auto-reverse deck (unidirectional/bidirectional/ repeat operation, timer modes, and memory modes), plus a little bit of extra smarts: After forty seconds of silent tape, the deck will automatically fast forward to the end of the tape, reverse, fast wind till it finds music again, back up slightly to the start of the selection, and then return to play mode at just the right point.

Going further beyond the conventional, Nakamichi has also included an excellent cueing mode that provides reduced output at two relatively slow speeds of fast wind in either direction, so you can find your place on the tape by ear, and an automatic recording pause, which activates if the deck has been recording for thirty seconds with no input signal. But nicest of all the "extras," perhaps, is the automatic fader, which in six or two seconds (depending on your touch) will bring the recording signal up to the levels you have preset (on the master, left, and right rotary controls) or fade out to silence at the end of your recording.

All considered, the Dragon’s features are very well chosen and integrated for the user who wants top quality together with convenience where it counts without a lot of fussy little afterthoughts. Moreover, this is achieved without compromising the deck’s basic performance, which is outstanding by any standard, even without benefit of its unique NAAC azimuth-correction system. But it is that final touch that gives the Dragon its fire and Nakamichi another feather in its cap.

Akai’s Show-
and-Tell
Receiver


FM tuner section

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MONO FREQUENCY RESPONSE</th>
<th>DB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HZ 20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.15 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IF EVER THERE WAS a product of its times, the Akai AA-R42 is it. Microprocessors are understandably popular with equipment designers these days. Not only do they create functions that would be out of reach with conventional circuitry, but they often accomplish everyday tasks at lower manufacturing costs than might be possible with traditional approaches. This AM/FM receiver, like many others, derives a space-age “feel” from its application of microprocessors to such controls as TUNING, VOLUME, TREBLE, and BASS—all rocker-arm increase/decrease steppers, rather than the time-honored rotary controls. And its elaborate readout panel seize the opportunity provided by the microprocessor technology to indicate the status of the functions governed by those controls.

Across the upper left of this display, there are an output ("power") meter and a volume-setting display. Whenever you manipulate the balance control, the volume scale is temporarily replaced by a balance scale; about five seconds after you remove your hand from the control, the display reverts to volume indication. Beneath these elements are a display that shows graphically any boost or cut you may have introduced with the TREBLE or BASS and a tuning indicator (frequency, band, tuning mode, stereo or mono mode, and memory number if one has been selected). Most of the right end of the panel is occupied by a sort of folded block schematic of the receiver, revealing such matters as which speaker taps are presently live, whether the infrasonic filter is in the circuit, which tape selectors are engaged, and what special features ("acoustic" or "fader") are in use.
And, finally, in the lower right corner is a section that shows which source has been selected and, if it's phono, whether the fixed-coil (MM) or moving-coil (MC) gain has been chosen. Few, if any, other home components have ever displayed so much information electronically.

Keep in mind, however, that this is not a super-receiver hell-bent on knocking your socks off with the sheer virtuosity of its technology. At a rated power of 60 watts per channel and a price of $450, its luxury is less than ultimate; the emphasis is squarely on providing a host of features, together with good performance, at a modest price. Microprocessors help to achieve that aim, but—unlike typical mechanical knobs and switches—they require auxiliary devices to tell you what they're up to. Akai has raised this necessity to the status of an embellishment.

The tuning scheme has three modes: AUTOMATIC (which seeks out the next receivable station), MANUAL (for stepping by 100 kHz on the FM band—one-half channel, in U.S. broadcast terms—or a full 10-KHz channel on AM per tap of the tuning control), and RANDOM (for numerically punching up the desired frequency on the program board). The RANDOM mode uses the same program board as the station memory presets, which accommodate ten stations on each band—one FM and one AM for each of the ten digit buttons.

Another memory, with two storage positions, is called the “acoustic” by Akai. It stores BASS and TREBLE settings so that you can easily return to, say, a preferred loudness compensation (which requires use of the tone controls, since no LOUDNESS as such is provided) or speaker “sweetening.” A defeat button restores flat response without recourse to the tone controls themselves. Since we think that loudness compensation, for all its theoretical underpinnings, is largely a matter of taste, this approach strikes us as very sane. The degree of compensation doesn't vary automatically according to volume setting, of course, but an unalterable indexing of compensation to volume can't suit the needs of all listeners equally well, anyway, given the usual differences in speaker sensitivity, room size, and so on. So we'd count the substitution of the acoustic memory for a conventional loudness switch an improvement—even if the memory couldn't be used for other purposes as well.

The other unusual control is the so-called fader, which takes the place of the familiar “mute” (itself a misnomer, since it normally reduces output by 20 dB rather than silencing it altogether). Press the fader once, and it kills the output; press it again, and the volume fades elegantly back up to the previously set level.

The tone controls shelf at very nearly the specified ±10 dB—the bass below
Seldom-used controls on the AA-R42, such as the speaker switches, tone controls, mode switches (FM tuning and mono/stereo), infrasonic filter switch, phono-input selector (fixed-coil or moving-coil), and balance control, are normally concealed behind a flip-down panel.

about 100 Hz, the treble at progressively higher frequencies as the boost or cut is increased. In each case, the 10-dB swing between "flat" and the extreme settings is divided into five steps, for increments of about 2 dB in the shelving portions of the curves—a sensible compromise between overly coarse adjustments and gradations so fine as to produce barely discernable differences. The stepping of the volume is extremely regular and predictable, com- compared to that of detented rotary controls, at very nearly 2 dB per increment throughout its operating range.

The infrasonic filter is truly that. impinging hardly at all on the audible range above 20 Hz. It is not very steep, however, so it may deal with some record-warp or acoustic-feedback problems less effectively than a sharper filter. (The additional fixed rolloff built into the moving-coil circuit should work to boost the infrasonic filter's efficacy when MC pickups are used.) Our only other concerns with the AA-R42's preamp section are its fixed-coil phono-input capacitance, which is rather high for many contemporary pickups, and its phono overload point, which is somewhat low by current standards (though not enough so as to cause difficulty under normal conditions).

Little need be said about the amplifier section beyond the fact that it is powerful (the dynamic-headroom figure indicates an ability to deliver the equivalent of as much as 90 watts into 8 ohms on musical signals) and without discernable glitches of any sort. The tuner section, perhaps, deserves a little warmer welcome still, though tuners are quite similar these days in most major performance characteristics, and an easily audible difference is so rare as to cause wonderment. Suffice it to say that in all conventional respects this is a thoroughly respectable receiver.

What sets it apart, then, are the ancil- laries: the "feel" and the features. The feel may not be to your liking—some people still seem to resist even so commonplace an attribute as digital tuning—but in that case, we should warn you that microprocessor controls are far more than a fad. The AA- R42's many features generally strike us as useful. How useful will depend on the user, but there are so many that most prospective buyers should find several with appeal.
**Perfectionist Preamp from Yamaha**


- **OUTPUT AT CLIPPING**: 19 volts
- **HARMONIC DISTORTION** (THD; 20 Hz to 20 kHz): aux or phono inputs <0.01%
- **FREQUENCY RESPONSE**: +0, -1/4 dB, <10 Hz to 105 kHz
- **RIAA EQUALIZATION**
  - fixed-coil phono: +<1/4 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz;
  - moving-coil phono: +<1/4 dB, 20 Hz to 20 kHz;
- **PHONO OVERLOAD** (1-kHz clipping)
  - fixed-coil phono: 320 mV
  - moving-coil phono: 13 mV
- **PHONO IMPEDANCE**
  - fixed-coil phono: 45.2k ohms, 130 PF
  - moving-coil phono: 100 ohms
- **HIGH FILTER**: -3 dB at 10 kHz; 12 dB/octave
- **INFRASONIC FILTER**: -3 dB at 15 Hz; 12 dB/octave

---

**Just over three years ago** (March 1980), we expressed our delight in the Yamaha C-6 with the heading "Best-Ever Tone Controls in a Great Preamp". Now the company has taken most of the features we so admired in the earlier model and combined them with several new ones to create a preamp for today’s perfectionists. The additions range from unusual to downright unique. For example, the C-70 uses solenoid/relay switching with gold contact surfaces to minimize noise and keep the actual signal switches in the circuits to which they pertain. (Conventional mechanical switching requires that all signals be routed to the front panel and back again.) There are both inverting and noninverting outputs, so that absolute phase can be maintained with any power amp—a subject of considerable interest among some audiophiles, though its importance remains a matter for debate. (See "Retsof’s Remedies" in this issue.) And the handling of phono signals is considerably more advanced than it was in the C-6.

There are four sets of gold input jacks on the back panel. The first two are marked Phono 1 and Phono 2, respectively, and are selected by a switch on the front panel; the other two are collectively labeled direct phono—MM (fixed-coil) and MC (moving-coil). Yamaha says the direct phono inputs are intended to "ensure the shortest possible signal path with the minimum number of switch contacts between the cartridge and the amplifier." To this end, the equalizer/tone-control circuitry and defeat switch, the high filter, the mode switch, and the input selector are all bypassed by signals arriving via these jacks when you push DISC DIRECT just above the selector group. You can use MM and MC simultaneously (assuming you have two turntables and one pickup of each type), selecting the one you want to hear at the phono loading control next to the Phono 1/2 switch. Yamaha provides jack caps to cover the pair that are not in use—at once keeping out dust and preventing incorrect connections.

The phono loading control provides three different capacitance options, in parallel with the standard 47,000-ohm resistance, for use with fixed-coil or high-output moving-coil pickups. The latter, however, are insensitive to loading and will therefore work equally well with any of those settings. As Diversified Science Laboratories’ data show, the resistive loading is a hair lower than nominal (negligibly so), and the listed capacitances evidently are those of the shunt capacitors alone. Actual values measure 130, 250, and 360 picofarads, rather than the 100, 220, and 330 picofarads of the switch markings. This gives a good range of choices. In addition, there’s the usual 100-ohm input for a moving-coil pickup and a rather mysterious mutant for which the manual suggests no particular use: a 100-ohm loading without the added gain built into the moving-coil position. A pickup requiring this last configuration hasn’t yet come our way.

As you can see in the illustration, the loading switch and Phono 1/2 selector are among the controls that are found behind a flip-down door (which, incidentally, provides a control identification when you look down on it in the open position—a nice touch). There is also a recording selector, whose options include dubbing in either direction between the two decks for which there are connections.

But the most impressive of these concealable features are the parametric tone controls. One covers the low end of the spectrum, the other the treble. Each has a concentric control with elements for the bandwidth affected and the degree of boost or cut (the latter with a center detent at the...
Stepping Up with Audio Interface


FREQUENCY RESPONSE (loaded with 47 ohms, 390 pF)

40-ohm version
+0, -1/4 dB, 24 Hz to 27.4 kHz; at 10 Hz to 73.3 kHz
0, -3 dB, <10 Hz to 84.9 kHz

3-ohm version
+0, -1/4 dB, 30 Hz to 24.9 kHz; at 10 Hz to 64.9 kHz
0, -3 dB, <10 Hz to 84.9 kHz

VOLTAGE GAIN (with rated source termination)
40-ohm version 19 dB
3-ohm version 30 dB

DISTORTION (THD; for RIAA-corrected output of 100 mV)

at 20 Hz 0.139% 0.094%
at 40 Hz 0.044% 0.025%
at 100 Hz 0.021% 0.013%
*See text.

Moving-coil pickups have traditionally been considered the Rolls-Royces of phono cartridges, not only because of the hand work that usually goes into their manufacture, but because they typically cost so much more than the far more familiar fixed-coil (moving-magnet, moving iron, and so forth) units. In most cases, part of the added expense is attributable to the head amp or step-up transformer that normally must be inserted between a low-output moving-coil pickup and a regular phono-preamp input. (Many current MC cartridges are designed for relatively high output to solve this problem, but that's another story.) And thereby hangs the present tale: whether to use a head amp or a transformer, and why.

The basic argument in favor of the transformer is simple. Every time an engineer adds an active stage to an electronic system, he is adding distortion and thermal noise, which are the unavoidable by-products of transistors and other active-circuit ingredients. So wherever a passive circuit (such as a transformer) can be substituted for an active one (such as a head amp), it could result in a potential advantage in the fight against noise and distortion.

A potential advantage. Unless the transformer is designed and built with care, the potential may not be realized: Imperfect transformers can generate considerable distortion, and inadequate shielding can introduce noise. And care has not always been abundant in the production of step-up transformers for moving-coil pickups. As a result, they have earned a reputation as the low-cost alternative to head amps—not the high-performance alternative.

Audio Interface, intent on making step-up transformers for this purpose as near perfect as possible, has used premium parts in its CST-40—or, rather, its CST-
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40s, since two versions are available. To keep the price as low as possible, however, the transformer assemblies are available as kits, though the construction is so simple that the process seems hardly more demanding than that of putting together a toy on Christmas Eve. First you mount the connectors (all gold-plated) on the chassis’ back panel and the few parts needed for impedance matching on the glass-epoxy circuit board. Then you clamp the circuit card and the two transformers (which are made for Audio Interface by Jensen Transformers) to the bottom of the chassis. Wire the various elements together (carefully, since the twisting and dressing of wire pairs can be critical to achieving low noise), bolt on the top half of the chassis, and you’re done.

The “standard” version of the CST-40, in the sense that it will match most moving-coil pickups that need a step-up device, is called the 40-ohm model by Audio Interface. Its input impedance is rated at 420 ohms (at 1 kHz) and its gain at 20 dB, and it is intended for use with pickups with rated output impedances between 11 and 50 ohms. The low-impedance (nominally, 3-ohm), high-gain version is rated at 31 ohms input impedance with 31 dB of gain, for pickups with output impedances between 1.5 and 10 ohms. This choice—which should be made with care on the basis of your pickup’s impedance rating—is one of the CST-40’s advantages over typical head amps. Those built into preamps and receivers almost never offer any sort of adjustment. Typically, their gain is preset at 20 dB—a good compromise, but less than ideal for some very-low-output cartridges. (A head amp’s input impedance is not critical, provided that it’s not too low relative to the pickup’s output impedance.)

In measuring the performance of the CST-40 (both versions), Diversified Science Laboratories paid particular attention to capacitive loading—a factor that is sometimes virtually overlooked by the designers of step-up transformers. To measure frequency response, a standard resistive load of 47,000 ohms (specified by Audio Interface) was shunted by capacitances of 120, 220, and 390 picofarads. The worst-case results (with the highest capacitance) are shown in the data. Since tonearm wiring and preamp input capacitance seldom add to more than 390 picofarads, bandwidth should be more than adequate in any likely system. In fact, the data for lower capacitance values indicate that the CST-40 is not extremely sensitive to this variable, suggesting good bandwidth well beyond the limits of DSL’s test.

Total harmonic distortion (THD) is below our 0.01% reporting threshold—and mostly far below it—through most of the frequency range. Only in the deep bass does THD (with the third harmonic predominating) begin to creep up. Data are shown for three frequencies at the output level necessary for a post-RIAA level of 100 millivolts—in the range where many phono preamps, to which this signal would have to be fed, begin showing signs of overload. Distortion is somewhat higher in the 40-ohm model than in the 3-ohm one and rises sharply at the very bottom of the audio band, where the frequency response of the transformers is beginning to roll off. Even at 40 Hz, however, distortion is quite low. DSL also made measurements at output levels of 50 millivolts (where THD is a bit lower) and at 200 millivolts (where THD is a bit higher and preamp overload even more likely). So at the voltages and frequencies that a preamp would normally have to deal with, distortion is at least acceptably low and generally negligibly low.

We tried comparing the CST-40 to a high-quality head amp with the usual 100-ohm input and 20 dB of gain. With the cartridges available to us, we could discern no material difference between the two—which, considering the quality of the head amp, speaks well for the transformers. We suspect, however, that some pickups with unusually low impedance and output—the sort for which the 3-ohm version of the CST-40 is designed—might actually have demonstrated an audible advantage in the transformer. There will also be a practical one in some installations: Its small size and freedom from controls or power-supply cord make it easy to tuck behind a turntable (or even inside the bases of some models) to shorten leads, reduce the possibility of hum pickup, and minimize clutter.

Circle 103 on Reader-Service Card

---

**Beauty and Bravura from JBL**

It’s impossible not to be impressed by JBL’s new flagship loudspeaker—even before you hear it. One reason is that unlike most other audio products, the L-250 makes a strong visual statement. Styled as a truncated, asymmetrical pyramid, it stands almost four-and-a-half feet tall, and even with the grille cloth on, the tweeter remains exposed, looking like a large, golden eye. The impeccably crafted cabinet is available in several handsome wood finishes, and the grille comes in a variety of colors.

But there’s more to the L-250’s appearance than meets the eye: Form definitely follows function. For example, the virtual absence of parallel surfaces helps prevent resonance build-ups within the cabinet. The front baffle slopes backward slightly, to align the drivers’ acoustical centers for minimum phase error, and tapers
JBL L-250 floor-standing loudspeaker, in wood cabinet with choice of five wood veneers. Dimensions: 22½ by 52½ inches (front), 14½ inches deep. Price $1,500 to $2,000, depending on finish. Warranty: "limited," five years parts and labor.


ROOM RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dB</th>
<th>300 Hz</th>
<th>1 kHz</th>
<th>2.5 kHz</th>
<th>5 kHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+5</td>
<td>9.5 dB</td>
<td>9.5 dB</td>
<td>9.5 dB</td>
<td>9.5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5</td>
<td>9.5 dB</td>
<td>9.5 dB</td>
<td>9.5 dB</td>
<td>9.5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SENSITIVITY (at 1 meter; 2.8-volt pink noise, 250 Hz to 6 kHz) 88½ dB

AVERAGE IMPEDANCE (250 Hz to 6 kHz) 9.6 ohms

*See text

from bottom to top, to minimize the baffle area around each driver. JBL also rounds the cabinet edges, for minimum diffraction, and builds the speakers in mirror-image pairs, to promote accurate stereo imaging.

Each L-250 has four drivers configured in a near-vertical array: a 14-inch woofer near the bottom of the cabinet, an 8-inch lower-midrange driver, a 5-inch upper-midrange driver, and a 1-inch soft-dome tweeter at the top. All have cast frames (a JBL hallmark), and the two low-range drivers use JBL SFG (Symmetrical Field Geometry) magnet structures to keep distortion low at high drive levels. The woofer's output at very low frequencies is extended by a rear-firing port, the other drivers are isolated by their own subchambers to prevent undesirable acoustic interactions.

Crossovers are achieved with relatively gentle 6-dB-per-octave networks for low phase error and the smoothest possible transitions between drivers. JBL says that it selected the actual crossover points (400 Hz, 1.5 kHz, and 5 kHz) to assure low distortion, high power-handling capability, wide dispersion at all frequencies, and smooth frequency response both on and off axis. The company has also taken the unusual step of adding high-quality polypropylene or polystyrene bypass capacitors in parallel with the large electrolytics in the crossover circuits. The aim, according to JBL, is to improve the filter characteristics.

Amplifier connections are made to a pair of color-coded binding posts near the bottom of a large recess in the back panel. The remainder of the inset is occupied by three-position attenuators for each of the two midrange drivers and a four-position one for the tweeter. To assure unimpeded current transfer, JBL has elected to use screw-down bus bars instead of switches or potentiometers to select the degree of attenuation. This tends to discourage frequent realignment, since changing the setting on one driver requires the removal and replacement of as many as six screws.

Our samples were delivered with the lower-midrange attenuator down one notch (nominally −1½ dB), the upper-midrange down one notch (−1 dB), and the tweeter down two notches (−2½ dB). Diversified Science Laboratories ran response curves with the attenuators set as delivered and at their nominally flat positions. The former settings yielded smoother curves, so they were used for all further lab and listening tests. Per the manufacturer's recommendations, the L-250s were placed several feet from any walls with their grilles removed.

The speaker's sensitivity is moderately high, and as one would expect from the design, its power-handling ability is excellent. On 300-Hz tone bursts, the L-250 accepted the full output of DSL's amplifier—65 volts peak, equivalent to 27½ dBW (530 watts) into 8 ohms. And total harmonic distortion (THD) is exceptionally low for a loudspeaker, even at very high levels. At a sound pressure level (SPL) of 100 dB, THD averages less than 1% over DSL's full test range (30 Hz to 10 kHz) and never rises above 5% at any frequency. At a much more moderate 85 dB SPL, distortion never makes it even to 1½% and averages only about 1½%.

Impedance varies smoothly with frequency, reaching a maximum of 2.15 ohms at 20 Hz and a minimum of 6.1 ohms at approximately 110 Hz. Given that, and the very safe average impedance of 9.6 ohms, we would have no compunction about driving a pair of L-250s in parallel with another set of speakers with any decent amplifier or receiver.

Response is within ±±4 dB from approximately 30 Hz to 20 kHz on axis and to 16 kHz off axis. These figures do not adequately reflect, however, the overall smoothness of the curves. For example, from 30 Hz to 10 kHz, response is within approximately ±2½ dB on axis and ±±3½ dB off. And the bass extension is clearly extraordinary—especially in light of the absence of any reinforcement from nearby walls.

This particular aspect of the JBL's performance has been driven home to us again and again during our listening tests: Its low-end reach, impact, and clarity are simply stunning. Overall, the sound is very smooth, with an occasional twinge of brightness on instruments such as triangles. The L-250 somehow manages to shelter comfortably under one roof a gutsy, up-front quality and a sensitive delicacy of reproduction seldom found together in such full flower in a single loudspeaker. It seems at home with any sort of material, able to maintain its clarity and composure at any volume—from the very soft to the very loud—in almost any frequency range.

Imaging is generally excellent, with good precision and lateral spread and a nice sense of depth and openness. There is some tendency to vertical stratification according to frequency, which occasionally causes high-pitched sounds to be localized somewhat above lower-frequency sounds. But this is fairly common among speakers having multiple drivers vertically distributed on a tall baffle and is rarely intrusive.

The evidence all points to JBL's engineering team having succeeded admirably in achieving its design goals. The result is not a speaker everyone will think beautiful, nor one many can afford. But the L-250 is a very fine reproducer of music, which for some is all that matters.
Spring
New Product
Guide

From laser audio players to the latest in loudspeakers and video components, HF's editors survey the scene at the Winter Consumer Electronics Show.

IT SOMETIMES SEEMS unfortunate that audio equipment should be subsumed under "consumer electronics": Microwave ovens, telephones, solar calculators, and video games seem altogether more comfortable nestled under that descriptive blanket. Wandering down the aisles of the Las Vegas Convention Center during the recent Winter Consumer Electronics Show, one might have thought that audio manufacturers had come to the same conclusion and were avoiding the show's plebeian atmosphere. "So Harvey, I'll take 10,000 receivers if you take 20% off the price sheet." For aside from a handful of mainstream audio companies (Pioneer, for instance, had a booth that rivaled many homes in square footage, and the congenial Messers Koss kept their traditional post), the main floor of the semiannual show was dominated by this year's glamour products—video games and home computers.

The reality is that the Consumer Electronics Show has always been an accurate barometer of consumer buying patterns, and audio equipment has suffered greatly this past year. The expense of exhibiting alone kept many audio companies off the show floor and tucked away in a variety of hotel suites throughout Las Vegas. Though we are not so naive as to believe that computer-related hardware and software will recede from the public consciousness and purse, we are reminded of a situation several years ago when those same aisles resounded with shouts of "rubber ducky" and "that's a big 10-4" as CB radio enjoyed its moment in the sun.

This past CES will, however, be remembered as the true inauguration of the digital audio age. Just about every Japanese manufacturer was either displaying its own Compact Disc player or explaining to any and all that it would soon have one ready to sell. Only Sony announced a firm market introduction date for its CD player, and its first players should be arriving right now at fifty hand-picked dealers nationwide. On the European front, Polygram (the Philips-owned record conglomerate) attracted lots of attention with its main-floor display of CD titles. And Philips' subsidiary Magnavox surprised everyone with four CD player models and its marketing plans for them. But more about that later.

For those of us accustomed to being blitzed by video hardware introductions at past shows, this CES was notably short on new gear. The big news was Beta Hi-Fi, Sony's frequency-modulation (FM) technique for extracting heretofore unobtainable audio performance from a VCR. At a heavily attended press conference, we learned that the original nine Beta VCR licensees (Marantz, NEC, Toshiba, Sanyo, Teknika, Sears, Sony, Aiwa, and Zenith) are being joined by Nakamichi and Pioneer.

As you will see in our detailed coverage that follows, the bulk of the exciting new audio gear came in the form of electronics and speakers, chiefly from small American audio companies. Though not immune to the exigencies of a poor economy, their low overhead, limited distribution, and well-heeled customer base help them maintain a more secure position than most of the mass-market manufacturers.

In the following pages, Peter Dobbin covers audio electronics (amps, preamps, tuners, and receivers), signal processors, digital audio equipment, and loudspeakers; Michael Riggs tackles recording-playing equipment; and Robert Long turns his attention to tape recorders, blank tape, and tape accessories. William Tynan covers video hardware, and Susan Elliott software.

Above: A laser beam trims a resistor as a computer monitors changing electrical values in a Citation XX amplifier.
Digital Audio: Limited Availability

Though there was an abundance of CD players at the show, only Sony and Magnavox announced marketing plans; Sony's player is available now in a limited number of audio specialty stores and Magnavox's units will appear in department stores this summer. Sharp's prototype digital Compact Cassette deck may spark renewed interest in the practicality of ¼-inch digital recording.

Digital

THE WAIT IS OVER: Digital audio disc (DAD) players are now available. And, if you're lucky enough to live near one of the fifty dealers Sony has picked to carry its initial U.S. allotment of CDP-101s, you can buy one right now. (See our coverage of this model in December 1982.) At a meeting with Sony executives at the CES, we learned that the initial rollout will be accompanied by about fifty CBS/Sony CD titles priced at $17 each.

As codeveloper of the Compact Disc system with Sony, Philips will be introducing four separate Magnavox CD players (differing only in cosmetics) this summer in selected department stores—Magnavox's traditional distribution outlets. Audiophiles may find this an odd marketing strategy, but the convenience and ease of the CD format makes it quite appropriate for the mass market. Magnavox is probably also betting that this kind of exposure will go a long way toward educating the general consumer about the radical new audio format. At an estimated price of $1,000, the players will no doubt elicit more "oohs" and "aahs" than purchases.

Though just about every Japanese manufacturer was demonstrating its own CD player, all were somewhat vague about their marketing plans. A statement from Yamaha sums up the general attitude: "Introduction will take place during the second half of '83 to correspond with the availability of American disc software. The delay is due to the lack of commitment by record manufacturers to enter the DAD player software market."

This admittedly places CDs availability in a kind of chicken-or-egg limbo, but the software situation is hardly as bleak as Yamaha paints it. CBS has said it will import CBS/Sony CDs from Japan (see sidebar), and Polygram plans to support the Magnavox player's rollout with titles from its 200-disc European library (see listing in the January HF). Denon also announced that it will back the introduction of its player this spring with about ten CDs a month from its 600-title Japanese digital library (see sidebar). Even RCA will dip its toes in the digital waters with twenty custom pressings of its titles. Smaller labels, such as Nautilus, Vanguard, Telarc, and Real-Time, are also busy arranging to have their catalogs remastered onto Compact Discs. We're still waiting for the largest American label, Warner, to announce its plans, but rumor has it that the Japan-based Pioneer/ Alvarez CD player

Latest Additions to the Compact Disc Catalog

CBS/SONY

Classical


Prokofiev: Symphony No. 5. Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Bernstein.

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 5. New York Philharmonic, Bernstein.


Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. 5. Cleveland Orchestra, Maazel.


Popular/Jazz

Miles Davis: The Man with the Horn.

Earth, Wind & Fire: Raise.

Michael Jackson: Off the Wall.

Billy Joel: The Nylon Curtain.

Santana: Shango.

Bruce Springsteen: Born to Run.

Barbra Streisand: Guilty.

Weather Report: Night Passage.

DENON

Classical


Beethoven: Symphony No. 3. Berlin State Orchestra, Suitsen.

Beethoven: Symphony No. 5. Berlin State Orchestra, Suitsen.


Mozart: String Quartets Nos. 15, 17. Smetana Quartet.

Mozart: String Quartets, K. 515, 516. Suk; Smetana Quartet.

Vivaldi: Four Seasons. Larsen; Lucerne Festival Strings, Baumgartner.


Popular/Jazz

Duet/Archie Shepp: Dollar Brand.

Max Roach Quartet: Live in Tokyo.
SPECIAL REPORT

Warner joint venture will soon start to export CDs to these shores.

Other digital developments include the introduction of PCM (pulse code modulation) processors by a number of Japanese companies. Sony’s PCM-701 ES is a stay-at-home version of its PCM-F1 for about half the price (approximately $1,000). Sharp’s RX-3 processor is slated to come in at less than $1,000, and Nakamichi and Teco promise to introduce a PCM processor shortly.

Since PCM processors all demand a companion VCR as a data storage device, there has been much work over the past two years in designing a fixed-head Compact Cassette recorder capable of handling digital audio. Early prototypes all sacrificed playing time or audio bandwidth to accommodate the staggering data storage requirements of PCM recording. Because of these limitations and the lack of a single standardized approach, we saw only one new prototype this year. But what a beauty it is: Sharp’s CX-3 is designed to overcome earlier attempts’ shortcomings. It preserves normal tape speed (1/4 in/sec) and playing time, while holding to the EIAJ standard sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. It accomplishes this with an eighteen-track recording head (sixteen for recording plus one control and one “spare”), each track capable of recording 70.6 kilobits of digital data per inch on chromium-dioxide tape. (Computer mavens might note that this implies the ability to store an incredible 700 megabytes of data on one side of a C-90 cassette.) And the multilayer head records on only half of the total tape width; thus, as an analog cassette recorder, a C-90 tape will yield ninety minutes of recording and playback time. —P.D.

Electronics

Walking through the corridors of the Riviera Hotel, which housed most of the audio exhibits at the CES, one couldn’t help but be impressed with the enthusiasm of the small American companies and the innovative thinking reflected by their new products. Florida-based Acoustat displayed its Trans-Nova preamp ($850), which uses FETs throughout and has enough gain to accommodate moving-coil cartridges without a separate head amp. Carver has a new preamp, styled to match its highly regarded TX-II tuner. Dubbed the C-2, the $350

Developments in Separates

Manufacturers seem to be holding off their major receiver and integrated amp introductions for the Summer CES. Most of the new electronics at this show were high-end preamps and amps. In signal processors, DBX displayed two new products, and Pioneer and Sansui showed multifunction effects boxes.
ling, the X-II, throws in some additional nonpurist features, such as tone controls and two tape-monitor loops.

Audiophiles convinced that tubes offer more than a comforting glow might want to investigate the latest efforts from Audible Illusions, a company that once offered tube gear in kit form. Its latest premix, the $450 Modulus 1, is available only in a factory-built version, as is the Uranus 2 dual-mono tube preamp ($1,000), a heavily modified version of its predecessor. And Counterpoint, a company that has consistently impressed us with their philosophy that an audio product should look as good as it sounds, introduced the SA 5 ($1,600) and SA-3 ($800) preamps and the SA-2 ($900) head amp.

There was an abundance of intriguing new-amp designs this year. Audire's new $6,000 Monarch, for instance, is shaped like a portable electric radiator. A mono Class A amp, it weighs 150 pounds, is mounted on casters, and stands 42 inches high. The Monarch is rated at 100 watts (20 dBW) into 8 ohms, but its designers also specify its output into lower-impedance loads—all the way down to 1 ohm (720 watts, or 28 dBW). A tad more conservative in shape and price is Audire's Otetz amp ($2,750), a stereo Class AB design rated at 250 watts (24 dBW) into 8 ohms.

Revox's 100-watt (20 dBW) B-740 is said to be identical in design to the Studer A-68 professional amplifier, using all discrete components instead of ICs. Hafler has modified its popular DH-200 amp and come up with the DH-220 ($349 kit, $449 pre-wired), which offers 15% more power than its 100-watt (20 dBW) predecessor. Soundcraftsmen's new NA-2200 ($400) bears the faceplate legend, "Digital Switchmode MOSFET." Though the company is being guarded about precisely what that means, it's quite clear that the compact amp, rated at 200 watts (23 dBW) per side, is a high-efficiency design.

Other notable introductions include Citation's $3,500 X-1, rated at 150 watts (21 ¼ dBW) per side with an instantaneous current capability of 100 amps. Perreaux, a New Zealand company, comes to these shores with the 200-watt (23 dBW) Model 2150B and the 100-watt (20 dBW) Model 1150B, priced at $1,480 and $990, respectively. PS Audio's latest, the Two-C ($400), is rated at 55 watts (17½ dBW) per side and uses an onboard power supply. And Bob Carver is offering an amplifier styled to complement the new C-2 preamp and TX-11 tuner. Dubbed the M-200T, this high-efficiency power amp is rated at 120 watts (20½ dBW).

With lots of integrated amps sitting unsold on dealers' shelves, it's not surprising that manufacturers were hesitant to introduce many new ones at the CES. Yamaha is replacing its Model A-560 with the A-500, which offers 70 watts (18½ dBW) of output for $300. (The older unit cost the same, but was rated at 55 watts.) The A-500 has a continuously adjustable loudness control and independent record-out and source-in selectors. Pioneer's four new Progression IV integrated amplifiers range in power output and price from 65 watts (18 dBW) at $280 to 20 watts (13 dBW) at $110. All measure less than 4 inches high and 9 inches deep. Sansui, too, takes a small-line approach with its new AD-101 ($199), which uses Super Feedforward circuitry and is rated at 30 watts (14½ dBW) per side.

In tuners, Pioneer showed its new F-X9 Progression IV frequency-synthesis model ($250), which comes equipped with a programmable tuner for unattended system switching. Still a few months away from market introduction is the company's first tuner to incorporate its digital direct decoder. (See "Spring Stereo Component Preview," March.) Hafler's first tuner, the frequency-synthesis DH-330, is available as a kit ($300) or prewired ($400) and is styled to complement the DH-110 preamp. Sherwood's TD-2010CP ($200) and Yamaha's T-500 ($230) are both beautifully styled units with oversized station preset buttons. And finally, Adcom is replacing its GFT-1 with the GFT-1A ($375) for improved performance.

Receiver introductions were also few and far between. In fact, Sherwood was the only company to show a full new line—four frequency-synthesis models ranging in price from $220 to $480. The top model, the S-2680CP, boasts an output of 70 watts (18½ dBW), sixteen station presets (eight for AM and eight for FM), and two-way dubbing capability. Harman Kardon's single new receiver, the hk-3800 ($300), has an analog tuning scale and is rated at 30 watts (14½ dBW).

Denon has retired the DRA-600 in favor of the DRA-700 ($550), a 60-watt (17½ dBW) receiver with the company's low-noise-feedback circuitry. The economical DRA-300 ($300) also joins the line and is rated at 30 watts (14½ dBW) per side. The people at Scott told us that they are working on five new receiver models that will be ready for shipment in May. Also in the works from Boothroyd Stuart is a modular system whose "building blocks" enable you to construct anything from a simple integrated amp to a multi-input, full-function receiver.

If you’re shopping for a graphic equalizer and would like to do some live recording, you might be interested in two multi-function devices from Pioneer and Sansui. Pioneer's CA-X7 ($250) has a seven-band graphic equalizer, a variable echo control, and two microphone inputs with level controls and pan pots. Sansui's RG-707 ($260) is similar but adds separate five-band equalizers for each mike input and does not have pan pots. ADC has a new line of four graphic equalizers, ranging in price from $130 to $400. The top-of-the-line Sound Shaper, which comes with a calibrated microphone, is a dual-channel, ten-band design with a built-in spectrum analyzer and pink-noise generator. AudioSource's second equalizer introduction is a dual-channel, five-band model retailing for $100.

DBX's Model 4BX is a three-band dynamic range expander with a new feature the company calls impact restoration. The circuit is said to increase the punch and immediacy of musical attacks by restoring the transient peaks that are clipped or muted during recording or broadcasting. The $1,000 unit comes with a wireless remote control with which the listener can adjust volume, degree of expansion, and impact restoration level. And finally, Fosgate Research is offering an ambient-recovery system based on the Tate SQ chip. —P.D.
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Yamaha has addressed the "advanced" recordist with two monitor-head cassette decks, both incorporating Dolby B and DBX. Among the features of the K-2000 and K-1000 is what Yamaha calls Linear EM Transduction, a recording-amp design said to reduce intermodulation between audio and bias frequencies. The K-2000 ($795, in black only) has Yamaha's Orbit automatic bias adjustment system; bias adjustment is manual in the K-1000 ($595 in black or silver).

A new addition from Harman-Kardon is the $330 CD-101, the lowest-priced model in the line with Dolby C. (All of the company's decks are designed around its ultrawideband-response concept.) The models in Denon's latest DR-M Series all have Dolby B and C and enhanced "user-friendliness." Prices range from $400 for the DR-M2 to $600 for the DR-M4. (We reported on the DR-M3 in the February issue.)

Among Hitachi's three new decks is the modestly priced ($230) bidirectional D-RV7 with the company's DRPS random-access programming and Dolby B and C. The D-E7 ($370) is unidirectional and has separate recording and playback heads and Dolby B and C. Pioneer's Progression IV series includes two cassette-deck introductions: the $380 bidirectional CT-X9 and the $190 CT-X6.

Sansui's new dual-transport D-W9 ($450) can record in either transport, making it possible to segue from one cassette to the other while recording material too long for a single cassette side. The transports can be programmed to switch sequentially at the ends of the sides, recording any length of program if the recorded cassettes are replaced with fresh ones at appropriate intervals. The usual dubbing function is available as well, and Dolby C is included. Other new models in the Sansui line range from the $680 D-970B, with random-access and Dolby C, to the $190 D-55M.

Among Sherwood's many introductions this year are two cassette models, the $230 S-250CP with Dolby C and the $200 S-150CP without it. Most very-low-price models don't have Dolby C, though Scott's budget 639 DM, scheduled for May delivery, has both B and C. Nikko has incorporated both in the ND-800C ($380) and in its new top model, the ND-1000C ($580), which can automatically adjust bias, recording sensitivity, and recording EQ for whatever tape you are using. A third introduction, the $240 ND-620, is expected soon.

Sanyo has a number of moderately priced new models, including the $190 bi-directional RDR-60. It has also added a two-transport deck, the $220 RDW-310, which enables dubbing at 2½ times normal transport speed. Fisher has two new models, both with Dolby C: the CR-356 ($250) and CR-127 ($200).

There are myriad decks conceived as part of a one-brand system or built into other table-top or portable equipment. By far the most impressive thing I saw in this genre was the Beocenter 7700—a $2,000 remote-controllable integrated music system for FM, LPs, and cassettes. It will do almost everything except walk the dog.

There is also a virtual continuum of models ranging from P-Conpo portable systems (essentially microcomponents with a handle) down to the shirt-pocket miniatures, with various boom boxes and whatnots along the way. Sanyo and Sharp both have dual-transport models that let you dub wherever your dry cells will take you. And Sony—never at a loss for interesting new wrinkles—has developed what it calls the Music Shuttle. In the car, it is an AM/FM/cassette receiver, but the cassette deck slides out for Walkman-like use when you decide to continue on foot. And Hitachi has introduced a bidirectional personal cassette player: the CP/7EX, at $120.

Perhaps most significant for future

Tape Hardware: More for Less

New cassette decks this season include more features and capabilities for the dollar. Harman Kardon uses Dolby C in its least expensive deck, Yamaha continues with DBX, Sansui packs in two transports, and Sanyo offers bidirectional playback. In personal portables, Aiwa says its microcassette player is the smallest available. And in accessories, Koss bows low-cost headphones and Discwasher a nonelectronic head demagnetizer.
Tape: Fast Forward

The biggest development in audio tape is Matsushita's dual-layer vapor-deposited Angrom-Du formulation. BASF debuts its first 120-minute metal tape and Loran a new Type 1 tape. In video, TDK and Fuji have higher High Grades.

As we mentioned last month, Memorex tape no longer is made by Memorex. Following Tandy's purchase of the tape division, its name has been changed to Memtek Products—though the tape's brand name remains the same. New in the product line are three grades of microcassettes: metal, MRX ferric, and MMC ferric, the last primarly for dictation. In the Compact Cassette line, the DB Series has been added as a modestly priced cousin to the premium MRX ferric series.

BASF is the first to offer a Type 4 (metal) C-120. The company says it took two years to solve the problems that have led deck manufacturers to look askance at C-120s. The properties of the base film, the magnetic coating, and the shell all had to be adjusted to achieve this "two-hour true high fidelity cassette." Price of the C-120 is listed as $14—just about the price of the first metal C-90s on the market.

Nakamichi has added a second Type 2 tape, a dual-layer ferricobalt called SX-II. The 3M Company has reintroduced the Scotch Master cassette line as XS-I, XS-II, and XSM-IV (respectively, ferric, ferricobalt, and metal). Sony's newest Type 2 tape is UCX, developed from the magnetic particle used in UCX-S tape, introduced last year.

Loran has added High Bias II and Normal Bias I, both new formulations. And there's a new Type 1 tape in the Denon line: DX-4. Other Denon tapes are said to benefit from improvements in formulation or shell design. Meanwhile, Teac has entered the blank tape market with a premium Type 1 (normal) and a Type 2 (chrome). Both are available only in C-60 length because of the internal construction of the cassettes: Instead of the usual hub-and-slipsheet design, tiny aluminum reels are used for ultraprecise tape handling.

In video tapes, Super HG ultraperformance formulations are the big news. Fuji has followed up its VHS introduction with Beta Super HG. TDK has announced its version (called Extra High Grade) in both VHS (including the new compact TC-20 format) and Beta. The 3M Company calls its version HGX-Plus, which will be offered in both formats. Also new in the regular Scotch line is a T-160 length (eight hours at EP speed) for VHS.

Memtek has revised its whole Memorex VHS line with three grades: High Grade, Pro Series, and standard, in descending order of performance and price. Meanwhile, BASF is among the manufacturers offering the TC-20 format—with a Chromoxid Super magnetic coating.

Discwasher is selling the $20 D'Mag, an audio cassette-deck degausser built into a cassette shell. (Incidentally, Discwasher is among the many familiar audio brands you're likely to encounter in your local computer store, as accessory companies broaden their sights.) Koss has moved into head cleaners for video decks with what it calls the Clean'n Toss line. And Allsop continues to broaden its line of tape-head and disc cleaners.

As portables are the development by four companies (Hitachi, Rohm, Signetics, and Toko) of Dolby B integrated circuits that need only a 3-volt nominal power supply. Infinity waited for the arrival of the 6-volt chip, requiring only four AA cells, before becoming the first company to incorporate Dolby B in a personal portable. Before that, Dolby chips required 12-volt power supplies, which translated into eight AA cells—far too weighty for a personal model. Now, only two AA cells (or, for longer battery life, multiples thereof) will be required. Some of these models retain the 6-volt chips with a voltage doubler, but several companies have already filed approval prototypes with Dolby Laboratories using the Rohm true 3-volt chip.

In blank cassette tape, the biggest news may be the appearance of Matsushita's Angrom-Du in Japan this spring. Angrom—a tape in which the magnetic coating is applied by a vapor-deposition process, rather than coated onto the backing from a slurry—has been on the market for several years in microcassettes, where its extra bandwidth is particularly desirable. Angrom-Du is a dual-layer version formulated to be compatible with Type 2 (chrome) tape settings in recorders. In addition to the extended bandwidth, Matsushita claims extra dynamic range—as much as 110 dB with DBX noise reduction. U.S. availability and price have yet to be announced.
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Speakers

THOUGH SOME PEOPLE PERSIST in comparing loudspeakers by the size (or number) of their drivers, we've often said that such yardsticks are meaningless indicators of sound quality. Can you predict the low-frequency output of a system on the basis of its woofer's diameter or magnet weight? Of course not. We've heard some pretty miserable-sounding loudspeakers that should've sounded great if those were important factors. So rather than detail those "specifications" here, we will be providing such information as sensitivity (efficiency), cabinet size, and price—all of which should prove far more useful in determining whether a speaker will complement your system and listening room. And though it hardly needs restating, the ultimate criterion is the sound.

As in years past, new speaker introductions can be divided into two groups: those from the seasoned veterans in the industry, and those from eager young newcomers out to make their mark. In the former camp, AR is offering three new two-way bookshelf speakers, all spec'd at 88 dB sensitivity and ranging in price from $90 to $120. All of these speakers, which replace the older "S" series, have ferrofluid-cooled tweeters for high power handling, and the top-of-the-line 28B has a new, lower-distortion woofer, as well. Cosmetics have been modified, too: The front panels of the 8B (a brand new model), 18B, and 28B are beveled for a more finished appearance. Advent's new top-of-the-line Model 6003 ($380) is a very handsome floor-standing design. Said to be "the best speaker Advent has ever built," the 6003 is the company's first three-way unit and has a rated sensitivity of 89 dB.

Yamaha has pulled out all the stops with the NS-2000 ($1,500), a no-compromise three-way system with driver cones fabricated of exotic materials. The net effect, says the company, is a speaker capable of "tonal purity, freedom from distortion, and uniform dispersion." A more modestly priced addition to the Yamaha line is the $275 NS-W1 powered subwoofer. A two-position crossover switch and an output level control permit the NS-W1 to be used with most other speaker systems.

Boston Acoustics gave us a sneak peek at its new top-of-the-line model, the A-400. A relatively shallow floor-standing design, it has two woofers, a midrange driver, and a tweeter. The dual-woofer approach was chosen, says Boston Acoustics, for increased power-handling capacity and the flexibility it afforded the designer in driver placement. Though no price was announced for the A-400, the introduction date is set for sometime in the spring.

Acoustat, well-known for its full-range electrostatic loudspeakers, demonstrated its first hybrid system, the Model Two/MH ($1,200 per pair), which mates a dynamic woofer to a six-foot-high electrostatic panel. Celestion has two new additions to its Ditton line, the Model 110 Mk II ($200) and the Model 250 ($350), with sensitivity ratings of 87 1/2 dB and 86 dB, respectively. ESS returns with a full line of loudspeakers for '83—four models equipped with the Heil driver ($209 to $650) and three with more conventional designs ($150 to $260). Sonab, a Swedish company, has reentered the U.S. market with an interesting-looking seven-sided speaker. Designed for floor placement close to a wall, the OA-51 ($900 per pair) is used in conjunction with a wall-mounted acoustic panel that is said to reduce undesirable boundary interactions. Another Swedish company, Jamo, is bringing six new models to these shores. Jamo's CBR speakers range in price from $160 to $600 with sensitivity ratings that range from 93 to 96 dB.

H.H. Scott adds two floor-standing speakers ($350 and $300) and four bookshelf models ($100 to $250), and Sherwood offers three new bookshelf models ($120 to $250). One of the most handsome and economical three-piece (satellites-plus-subwoofer) systems we saw comes from Aperture. Its Trident system ($550) uses ribbon tweeters in the satellites and separate woofers for each channel in the bass enclosure.
Sound and Geometry

DCM's Time Window and Daniel Queen's columnar model are floor standing. Yamaha's rectangular prism is a powered subwoofer; and Sonab's seven-sided speaker comes with an acoustic panel.

Record-Playing Equipment

The old-fashioned phonograph record has life in it yet. Compact Disc notwithstanding. And there was some mouth-watering new gear at the show to prove it. Perhaps the most beautiful item we saw is the Oracle Alexandria turntable ($900, including Prelude tonearm). Trans Audio says it used computer-aided design techniques to engineer most of the Oracle Delphi's performance into the more conventional-looking, lower-priced Alexandria. The Delphi continues in the line, but no longer at the top, having ceded that position to the limited-edition Premier turntable ($3,000 with Finale tonearm).

Sota also has a new top-of-the-line unit: the Deluxe Star version of its Sapphire turntable. It retains all the features of the regular Sapphire, while adding a variable vacuum record-hold-down system and an all-wood base in oak ($1,200) or koa ($1,300). The company says that there will also be an upgrade kit, selling for about $300, to add the vacuum clamp to standard Sapphires.

V.P.I., a company long noted for its accessories—the HW-2 turntable-isolation platform and HW-16 record-cleaning machine, especially—has introduced a turntable. The HW-19 ($665) is said to be a "back-to-basics" model engineered for high rigidity, low noise, and exceptional immunity to acoustic and mechanical feedback. The mounting board bolts securely to a steel subchassis and is large enough to accept virtually any standard-size arm.

Perfect rigidity was not exactly what the Czechoslovakian designer of NAD's 5120 semiautomatic turntable ($250) had in mind. The tonearm on this starkly handsome unit is a flat, low-mass phenolic strip that is claimed to have none of the tube resonances of conventional metal tonearms. Because of its unusual construction, the arm is extremely stiff laterally but flexible vertically, so that there is a single, well-damped vertical resonance well below the audible range—a novel solution to an all-too-familiar problem. The customary arm/cartridge resonance is tended to by a viscous damping system coupled to the arm's spring-suspended counterweight. Isolation is provided by a floating subchassis on a high-compliance, three-point suspension.

For those on a budget, Sanyo has a new belt-driven semiautomatic turntable, the $100 TP-B2, with a straight tonearm and a detachable headshell. Scott's PS-88 ($225), on the other hand, is fully automatic and has a direct-drive motor. And Pioneer has two new "stackables"—the PL-X5 ($165) and PL-X9 ($250) Progression IV turntables—with glide-out platters for front-loading operation. The PL-X9 is also programmable and comes with a pre-mounted high-output moving-coil cartridge.

B&O has four new turntables in addition to the 8002 reviewed in this issue, all designed for the new MMC series of low-mass plug-in cartridges. Three are pivoted-arm units: the Beogram 2404 (a revision of the earlier 3404, priced at $330), the Beogram 1800 ($250), and the Beogram RX ($195). The RX resembles the linear-tracking TX (a somewhat less elaborate version of the 8002, selling for $495) in being intended primarily for use in systems not consisting entirely of B&O equipment. All of these turntables are fully automatic belt-driven units and incorporate B&O's "pendulum-suspended subchassis" system for high acoustic and mechanical isolation.

B&O is hardly alone with new linear-tracking turntables. Phase Linear, for example, has an improved version of its Model 8000 turntable, dubbed the 8000A, for $650. The main action, however, is at the low end of the price scale, with three new entries in the less-than-$200 range: the Sharp RP-113, the ADC L-301, and the Parason LTd-900. Both the ADC and the Parason are designed for use with P-Mount plug-in cartridges. Hitachi's HT-L55 ($240) is scarcely wider than an LP jacket. It has a quartz-locked direct-drive motor and a continuous-repeat feature. And Technics, which has done more than anyone else to popularize linear-tracking tonearms, has two new models: the SL-7MD ($300) and the SL-V5 ($220). The former is essentially an SL-7 without cartridge; the latter is a three-inch-thick vertical-standing version of the SL-5 model we reviewed last month. Naturally, both are designed to accept P-Mount cartridges.

Although linear-tracking tonearms are now commonplace even on inexpensive turntables, they're few and far between on the separates market. One of the only two we know of, the Souther Linear Arm, has been upgraded, now carrying the SLA-3 designation and a $700 price tag. Like the original, it is a precision mechanical design with no motors or servos. An ultralow-mass cartridge carriage is pulled inward along a quartz rail by the force of the spiral record.
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Record-Playing Gear: New Formats

Technics opts for a vertical format in its tangential tracker, and Pioneer's programmable unit is "stackable." Both B&O and NAD are offering high-performance units at budget prices. Hitachi's "clamshell" player will accept Signet's first P-mount pickup, and Yamaha brings moving-coil technology down to fixed-coil prices.

Working a slightly more traditional vein, Trans Audio has brought out two pivoted tonearms—primarily for its own Oracle turntables, but available separately for use with others, as well. The $400 Prelude and the $900 Finale are basically the same design. As near as we can tell, the premium model is more elaborately fitted and finished and perhaps higher in mass. Both have arm tubes of a special construction that is said to combine high rigidity and excellent internal damping. Arm height (and thereby, stylus rake angle and VTA) is continuously adjustable, even during play, by means of a dial atop the arm pillar. Interestingly, an arm very, very similar to the Finale, made by the people who designed the Oracle arms, is available from a company called The Mod Squad (because its main business is modifying equipment for higher performance). Called the Triplanar, it is more of a handcrafted item than the Finale and, at $1,800, sells for twice as much.

Syrinx has two new arms: a simplified and improved version of the earlier PU-2, called the PU-3 ($800), and a relatively low-price model called the LE-1 ($245). Both have tapered arm tubes to prevent resonance build-up. Systemdek's Profile II tonearm ($170) is said to have solved the problem of maintaining high rigidity in a detachable-headshell design. Finally, Mission has two new arms: the $400 774SM ("SM" for "super magic") and the $150 774LC ("LC" for "low cost").

Mission has also introduced its first fixed-coil pickup—the $50 773MM moving-magnet cartridge. And B&O has five new pickups designed to mate with the arms on its new turntables. All are very lightweight moving-iron models, with prices ranging from $60 for the MMC-5 to $445 for the MMC-1 reviewed in this issue.

Signet's TK-10ML moving-magnet cartridge has what the company calls a MicroLine stylus, whose contour is said to be markedly different from that of any previous stylus. According to Signet, this shape improves both groove scanning and wear characteristics. The company has also entered the P-Mount market with four moving-magnet pickups: The top-of-the-line TK-8LCp has a line-contact stylus, while the rest have elliptical styli. Boston Acoustics showed the only other new P-Mount cartridge that we saw, a version of its established MC-1E moving-coil pickup for $150.

There is no shortage of new standard-mount moving-coils. Perhaps the most exotic of these is the $1,400 Goldbug Brier, handmade by Japan's only woman pipe-maker, Yoshiko Sugano. Striking out in a new direction, Monster Cable introduced a $475 moving-coil cartridge, the Alpha-1, with a line-contact stylus and a "magnetic feedback control circuit" that is said to increase transparency while reducing harshness. And Goldring has introduced its first moving-coil cartridge—the high-output Electro II, which uses a Van den Hul stylus.

Both of Yamaha's new moving-coils—the $85 MC-11 and the $210 MC-4—use tapered cantilevers and the company's Cross Matrix Coil System, which enables independent adjustment of vertical and horizontal compliance. Supex's $500 SDX-2000 high-output moving-coil cartridge uses a boron-tube cantilever and a Vital line-contact stylus.

Mission has also introduced its first fixed-coil pickup—the $50 773MM moving-magnet cartridge. And B&O has five new pickups designed to mate with the arms on its new turntables. All are very lightweight moving-iron models, with prices ranging from $60 for the MMC-5 to $445 for the MMC-1 reviewed in this issue.

Signet's TK-10ML moving-magnet cartridge has what the company calls a MicroLine stylus, whose contour is said to be markedly different from that of any previous stylus. According to Signet, this shape improves both groove scanning and wear characteristics. The company has also entered the P-Mount market with four moving-magnet pickups: The top-of-the-line TK-8LCp has a line-contact stylus, while the rest have elliptical styli. Boston Acoustics showed the only other new P-Mount cartridge that we saw, a version of its established MC-1E moving-coil pickup for $150.

There is no shortage of new standard-mount moving-coils. Perhaps the most exotic of these is the $1,400 Goldbug Brier, handmade by Japan's only woman pipe-maker, Yoshiko Sugano. Striking out in a new direction, Monster Cable introduced a $475 moving-coil cartridge, the Alpha-1, with a line-contact stylus and a "magnetic feedback control circuit" that is said to increase transparency while reducing harshness. And Goldring has introduced its first moving-coil cartridge—the high-output Electro II, which uses a Van den Hul stylus.

Shure has no new cartridges, as such, but it does have some upgrades: adapter hardware for mounting its P-Mount cartridges in conventional arms and improved stylus assemblies for the M-95ED and M-95HE. The new assemblies include Shure's Side-Guard stylus-protection system and destaticizer brushes. Pickups incorporating these modifications are dubbed the M-95ED/D and the M-95HE/D, respectively.

Finally, to maintain whatever stylus you buy, you might want to consider Audio-Technica's AT-6016 TechniClean...
and inspection mirror.

**Video Hardware**

With the introduction of the home video cassette recorder just seven years ago, the stereotype of the passive "boob-tube" watcher has slowly but surely given way to the reality of the active, sophisticated hobbyist. As consumers have become more interested in live and off-air taping, an increasing number of manufacturers have entered the hardware arena with feature-laden VCRs, cameras, receivers, monitors, and add-ons. Nowadays, a brand-new, no-frills "TV set" is a rare commodity; in its place, you're apt to find a monitor/receiver.

Three years ago, component video systems for the home were just at the drawing-board stage; now there are at least a dozen, all priced and configured with a hard eye on quality.

Interestingly enough, the demand for a higher-resolution picture seems less pressing than that for better-quality sound. The reproduction of color video images is a tangle of shortcuts to begin with, all predicated on the forgiveness of the human optical system. (High-resolution video, in fact, means more detail in the image, not better color.) But audio is a different story: The ear is quite sensitive to noise and can detect frequency response irregularities of less than 1 dB. We all put up with poor television sound when we had no recourse but to listen to it through a typical set's three-inch speaker. But it has become far more difficult to tolerate now that it can be routed through full-range stereo speakers.

For those of us who have gleaned some recompense from FM simulcasts of classical-music programming and CX-encoded videodiscs, the news of Sony's Beta Hi-Fi system is welcome indeed. Understanding the quantum leap it represents entails a quick review of what makes standard television sound poor. Frequency response barely reaches 12 kHz on the best VCRs, and signal-to-noise ratios may approach 50 dB only on those few models with noise reduction. The primary limiting factor has been the slow speed at which the tape travels past the fixed audio recording head. The video head, on the other hand, is mounted on a drum that rotates at 1,800 rpm, so the relative head-to-tape speed is very fast. This permits recording the broad frequency bandwidth required for video signals on a tape whose actual linear speed is very slow.

With Beta Hi-Fi, a stereo (or mono) audio signal is frequency modulated, integrated into the video signal, and recorded via the rotating video head. (A stationary audio head is included as well, providing full compatibility for all tapes recorded in the Beta format.) The result, according to Sony, is dynamic range of about 80 dB, frequency response flat from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, minimal wow and flutter, and less than 0.3% distortion. In other words, you may eventually find yourself using your Beta Hi-Fi deck as an audio-only recorder.

Sony's first Beta Hi-Fi deck, the SL-5200, should be available by the summer and is slated to cost about $1,500. Other Beta Hi-Fi licensees have remained vague about their marketing plans.

What impact Beta Hi-Fi will have on the overall competition between the Beta and VHS video tape formats is unclear. VHS has built up an approximate 2:1 market penetration advantage on the basis of its longer recording time. At the moment, however, VHS is stuck in the Middle Ages of television sound; it must rely on noise reduction instead of an inherently better recording system. It would seem that Beta has swooped securely to the front among audio-conscious videophiles.

Meanwhile, the integration of audio and video in home entertainment systems continues. The high-tech approach, as reflected by component audio-video systems, is in many cases being tempered by offering furniture-type cabinet enclosures. For example, Magnavox's RC-7320 25-inch monitor comes with two matching wood-finish speakers ($1,550 total), while Jensen is copromoting its Audio+Video Component line with custom furniture makers. Among the projection television manufacturers now seeking to be "audio ready" is NEC, whose new PJ-4000EN 40-inch set includes a 10-watt stereo amp and two-way speakers, along with a spatial-expander circuit and external loudspeaker outputs.

Increasingly, traditional TV sets are giving way to component video monitors. Sharp's 25H700, for example, comes with three sets of audio and video inputs. A color-coded screen display indicates time and channel. Two external speakers, which can be mounted on top or to the sides of the set, are included.

Proton, a company that entered the video market last year, has introduced the Model 619 receiver/monitor ($790). The video section comprises a 19-inch monitor with horizontal resolution rated at 350 lines, low (6%) picture overscan, a high-performance comb filter, and full-function wireless remote control. Other features include an 127-channel tuner, separate bass and treble controls, and video and audio inputs. Two new 19-inch Trinitron sets from Sony (KV-1952RS and KV-1953RS, both $770) feature 107-channel cable-ready tuning and wireless remote control. And new from Klipsch is the T-1 ($219), a 105-channel, cable-ready tuner that can be used with component TV monitors, such as

---

**TV Sound: A Giant Leap Forward**

Beta Hi-Fi promises to bring high fidelity stereo sound to video cassette recorders. The technique involves recording a frequency-modulated (FM) audio track along with the video signal by means of the rotating video head. Beta Hi-Fi decks retain a standard stationary audio head to ensure compatibility with older prerecorded tapes. Sony and NEC say they will have units available this summer.
Sharp Compact-VHS system

Video: New Directions
Clockwise from top left: Sharp joins the Compact-VHS camp with a camera and downsize VCR; Sanyo breaks the $400 price barrier with its tabletop Beta deck; Jensen emphasizes the aesthetics of audio-video systems; Panasonic introduces a four-head portable; and Kloss offers a component TV tuner with remote control.

Kloss's new Novabeam One-A projection system. The T-1 provides full-function wireless remote control and a stereo multiplex output.

Beta Hi-Fi may have attracted the most attention at the show, but the remainder of this season's new VCRs are hardly uninteresting. Panasonic's PV-6500 portable VHS deck, for instance, combines stereo capability and Dolby with a new four-head design said to offer virtually noise-free still-frame viewing. Quasar, like Panasonic a subsidiary of Matsushita, is offering a similar four-head, stereo portable—the VP-5435UQ. In the JVC-developed Compact-VHS camp, there's only one new addition: Sharp's VC-220, a 5.7-pound portable VCR. A compact color camera, the QC-70, completes the system.

In the "standard" Beta format, Sony's SL-5101 is the company's first cable-ready home deck. And Sanyo continues its attempts to conquer price barriers with two new table-top models. The front-loading, 6300 offers a thirteen-function wireless remote control and cable-ready tuning for $600. And at less than $400, the Model 3900 is Sanyo's least expensive deck.

The Sony high-technology juggernaut rolls into video cameras with the first public display of the prototype BetaMovie system. Combining camera and VCR on a single chassis, the hand-held device looks like a typical 8mm movie camera. Weighing in at 5½ pounds (including rechargeable battery), BetaMovie records on standard cassettes in the Beta II speed. Since the system uses the same cassettes as home decks do, you're free to pop an afternoon's shooting into your tabletop VCR to see the fruits of your videotaping. (Maximum recording time is 3½ hours.) We wonder, however, whether Sony will hold off introducing the system—scheduled to appear in stores sometime this year—until their tireless engineers can incorporate Beta Hi-Fi into the mix. So equipped, the BetaMovie system would be truly phenomenal.

In more standard camera fare, NEC adds automatic focusing to its solid-state color camera. The TC-101 uses a charge-coupled-device (CCD) image sensor in place of a pickup tube. Hitachi has also broadened its camera offerings with a third solid-state model, the VK-C3000, and a more traditional unit, the Model VK-C870, which uses a ½-inch Saticon tube.

In video accessories, there's a raft of new goodies to choose from. Berkey Marketing has a line of video lights (dubbed Omega-reflecta)—four fan-cooled models and two portables with rechargeable battery packs. Berkey will also be distributing the Slik line of video camera tripods. Ambico has an inexpensive tele-cine adapter ($50), plus a couple of battery belts and a special-effects generator ($610) for the creative amateur videographer. Canon is one of the few companies to offer an editing console.
for use with consumer decks—specifically, Canon's own VHS recorders. Add the VE-10A to a two deck setup, and you can assemble and insert video images and audio tracks.

Finally, for audiophiles frustrated with the quality of television sound, there's Audio Control's Video Audio Detailer ($150). Though its name might lead some to assume there is some video-enhancement circuitry contained within, the unit is designed to act solely on audio signals via five bands of equalization, dynamic noise filtration, and stereo-synthesizing circuits. And if you're one of the lucky few to have his own backyard satellite dish antenna, Channel Master's Model 6140 multimedia stereo processor ($260) will enable you to decode audio subcarrier signals for stereo reproduction.—W.T.

Video Software

ABOUT A THIRD of the video cassette and disc manufacturers that came to the CES displayed their wares at the convention center. The rest of them—no small number—were tucked away in the adjacent Hilton Hotel. A quick jog up and down that hostel's aisles revealed that there is indeed one aspect of the home video industry that has not lost momentum—X-rated cassettes. And with Pioneer Video pressing such adult features as Last Tango in Paris and a "soft-X" version of Insatiable, it looks like America will soon be able to view its favorite porn stars in living LaserVision.

But the big news in video hard and software is, of course, Beta Hi-Fi. Warner and Paramount Home Video are the first to offer movies in the Beta stereo format. Warner with The Road Warrior and Paramount with An Officer and a Gentleman. Their respective list prices—$69.95 and $29.95 ($39.95 in VHS)—reflect the industry's continued inability to reach a consensus on precisely how to market video cassettes, with sales vs. rental still a thorny issue. Embassy Home Entertainment also seems to subscribe to the "low-pricing moves inventory" theory, having announced its intention to sell Blade Runner for $39.95 in both formats. But many companies are waiting for high-speed duplication (slated for availability in 1985) to bring the price of their cassettes down.

Additional Beta Hi-Fi offerings have been announced by Embassy (Jazz America at Lincoln Center and Rod Stewart, among others) Thorn EMI (Queen, Paul McCartney), MGM/UA (The Compleat Beatles, Fame) Walt Disney (Mary Poppins), Paramount (Apocalypse Now, Aerobicise), Pacific Arts Video (Elephant Parts), Warner (Chariots of Fire, Fleetwood Mac), Wizard Video (Pippin, Tom Jones), Vestron Video (Rust Never Sleeps, The Changeling), and Chrysalis Records (Tony Basil—Word of Mouth, The Best of Blondie). Sony has also joined the stereo software ranks with its rock and pop Video 45s ($16 in Beta Hi-Fi, $20 in VHS). The initial release includes cassettes by Michael Nesmith (of Elephant Parts) and Duran Duran.

In discs, Embassy has announced its first CED titles, thus becoming a "full-line" home-video software company (CED and laser in disc, Beta and VHS in cassette). CBS/Fox has added fifty-one CED and ten laser titles, and Vestron Video will make its newest release, Young Doctors in Love, available simultaneously on cassette and laser and CED disc. Though laser player and disc sales are still clearly behind those of CED, more and more studios appear to be adding optical titles. There are roughly 300 currently available, as opposed to the CED catalog of 400. And the capability gap between the two formats will shrink further later this year when RCA rolls out its first interactive random access CED player. (The company is vague about its programming and pricing plans, but we'll keep you posted.)

While the bulk of cassette and disc releases from the major studios (CBS/Fox, RCA-Columbia Pictures, MGM/UA, Paramount, Warner, Walt Disney, MCA, among others) are "blockbuster" feature films, some of the smaller video companies are creating interesting, made-for-the-medium programming. Star Video in New York City has produced The Winning Job Interview featuring career development expert John C. Crystal, widely quoted in What Color Is Your Parachute? Also available from Star are golf tips from Sam Snead, tennis with Bjorn Borg, and lessons in bridge, French cuisine, and of all things, dog training, from other assorted pedagogues. MasterVision, whose fifty-title catalog covers everything from Ballerina Lynn Seymour to Black Belt Karate, will be releasing video cassettes in basic Spanish, Italian, and German this spring. And Candle Productions offers an intriguing twist in passivity with Candle Video Fish, one hour's worth of fish swimming about in a tank.

For those interested in more active viewing, Monterey Home Video has introduced X-exercise ('"the erotic way to physical fitness"'), an R-rated aerobics tape. Media Home Entertainment announced that its first original production would also be an exercise in aerobics, called Muscle Motion. Unlike Monterey's women instructors, Media has chosen the Chippendales, an all-male revue cabaret for women only. Jane Fonda's Workout, still the No. 1 selling videocassette, obviously started something. Karl Video, that cassette's manufacturer, has just released Every Day with Richard Simmons and has tentative plans for a Fonda sequel.

Moving into safer ratings, Walt Disney brings its home video catalog to fifty with the help of the Muppets (Muppet Musicians of Bremen, Hey Cinderella, and Frog Prince), Bil Burrud of Animal World (The Amazing Apes, Predators of the Sea, among others), J. Thaddeus Toad (The Wind in the Willows), Goofy (Moor Mania), and Donald Duck (Trailer Horn). And though MCA didn't make the trek to Las Vegas, the company has added a musical production of Alice in Wonderland to its "Just for Kids" catalog. Finally, following the success of The Compleat Beatles, MGM/UA plans to add The Girl Groups to its pop music offerings, and, for the other side of the fence, Yes, Giorgio with Luciano Pavarotti. And Electric Video, Inc., showed La Sylphide by the Paris Opera Ballet.—S.E.
Building It Yourself

I'M ALWAYS DELIGHTED to hear from readers. Recently, I received a letter of particular interest from one Larry Hall of Cogan Station, Pennsylvania. To quote his correspondence: "I read with interest your article on cabinets and furniture for housing electronic equipment ['Blending the Practical with the Aesthetic,' November 1982] and identified with your recollection of undergraduate days and the pine boards and cinder-block supports that comprised our makeshift audio cabinets. In the ten-odd years since graduate school, however, my wife has refined my taste toward more decor-compatible furnishings. With that in mind, I decided to build a cabinet for my audio components from scratch. The result was better than I had imagined possible, and it prompted me to write to you."

Mr. Hall was quick to add, however, that he is in no way an expert woodworker. "With the assistance of several friends who helped select the wood, the guidance of a qualified instructor at a woodworking course taught at our local community college, and the naiveté of a first-time carpenter, I started my project. Approximately one hundred hours later I had completed the cabinet. This should give encouragement to anyone with two left hands; if you can learn the basic skills at a continuing education class, don't hesitate to build your own cabinet. Besides saving a tidy sum, you'll be rewarded with a goodly measure of self-satisfaction."

The total cost of this handmade cabinet was $250, including the $45 fee for the woodworking course. It was built from 3/4-inch thick black cherry, a wood native to the mountainous area in North-Central Pennsylvania where Mr. Hall lives.

The top section of the cabinet houses cool-running components—a reel-to-reel deck, a tuner, a preamp, an equalizer, and a cassette recorder—mounted on a baffle. The compartment is backed by 3/4-inch pegboard for good ventilation. The bottom section consists of a large drawer that houses the turntable and a compartment below for the power amp. The top section is covered by glass-paneled doors.

That such an aesthetically pleasing piece of cabinetry could be built by a novice is impressive in itself. What intrigued me most about this piece, however, was the design points that make it an audio cabinet. Take, for instance, the location of each component. Highest is the open-reel deck, mounted at shoulder height to provide easy access for tape threading and editing. The tuner is mounted just below eye level. Below it are the preamp and equalizer, the most frequently used components and appropriately situated in the most accessible spot in the cabinet. The cassette deck is placed just above the turntable, making tape dubs from records easier.

Mounting the turntable in a drawer is a space-saving measure. When closed, the drawer provides a dust-free environment, eliminating the need for a space-wasting dustcover. Finally, the least fussed-with and weightiest component—the power amp—resides undisturbed at the very bottom of the cabinet. Heat build-up problems are solved with a whisper fan mounted behind the power amp. Inside the cabinet, AC power cords are neatly isolated along the left wall, while all low- and line-level connecting cables are anchored to the right.

Though Mr. Hall chose cherry, many of us might want to consider using a softer less expensive wood-like pine. On that subject, he comments, "Pine is often available at local lumberyards in widths that do not require 'gluing-up,' a technique where two or more small boards are joined at their edges to produce one wide board. However, pine also has the disadvantage of being easily dented and scratched. This should be taken into account if frequent moves, children, or pets threaten to damage the cabinet's exterior."

Interestingly enough, Mr. Hall reports that the most demanding task in the whole cabinet-making process is applying the finish. He used cherry stain to enhance the natural tone of the wood and finished it with two coats of satin polyurethane varnish. "Each coat was sanded, the final coat was rubbed with 0000 grade steel wool, and that was followed by a coat of paste wax."

As Larry Hall puts it, he now owns the cabinet that he had built in his mind thousands of times. Without a doubt, that is the biggest satisfaction of all. With inspiration like this, I'm tempted to find a woodworking course and get started immediately.

P.S. Are there any other clever solutions to high fidelity storage problems out there? Please write to tell me about it at the following address: Christine Begole, "Environments," HIGH FIDELITY, 825 Seventh Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019.
Laser Games and Gourmet Fare

Our reviewer gets a criminal and some just desserts with "Murder, Anyone?" and "The Master Cooking Course—" two interactive LaserDiscs.

These Hands On Reports were conducted under the supervision of Edward J. Foster, Consulting Technical Editor of HIGH FIDELITY and Director of Overall Science Laboratories.

Though RCA has recently stated that its next generation of CED videodisc players will have interactive capabilities, the LaserDisc camp has been offering it for several years. In fact, the optical format's ability to interact nonlinearly with the user via its still-frame, single-frame stepping, and search-frame features always seemed its ace-in-the-hole. Unfortunately, those special capabilities are operative only in the standard-play (30-minute) mode, and the rush to get movies pressed on LaserDisc (in the 60-minute mode) drew attention away from interactive programming. I, for one, am delighted that the situation seems to be changing. Now that a large movie library has been established and a considerable number of players have been sold, independent labels as well as the original interactive house, Optical Programming Associates (OPA), again seem willing to exploit the medium's full potential.

HF's first interactive-disc evaluations (The First National Kidisc, September 1981, and How to Watch Pro Football, May 1981, reviewed by Myron Berger) drew enthusiastic comments. My reactions to the latest offerings—Murder, Anyone? from Vidmax and The Master Cooking Course from OPA—are equally positive. The former is a takeoff on the popular board game Clue. It has a cast of eleven characters and mixes movie footage with still-frame graphics. Only one thing is known for certain as it begins—that wealthy financier Derrick Reardon will be murdered and that nine people have a motive for doing him in. Your task is to determine the murderer(s), the motive, and the method used to commit the crime. The game is recommended for ages twelve to adult; as many as six people or teams can participate.

The structure of Murder, Anyone? is quite ingenious. Toward the conclusion of the opening movie footage, a screen message alerts you to tap FRAME on the remote control. In this mode—with frame numbers displayed on the screen—the LaserDisc machine obeys stop commands embedded in the disc. (There are four such breaks in all; you're directed to tap FRAME just prior to each so the machine will automatically pause at it.) The first time the action halts is at frame 2700, where you are instructed to single-step through a number of frames that introduce the cast of characters and explain the game rules with easy-to-read text. As with the three subsequent breaks in the program, you must make a choice at this point. With four breaks and different alternatives at each, there are sixteen games on Murder, Anyone?

At frame 2700, you are instructed to choose a path, which, in turn, determines which audio channel you'll be using. (Be sure to jot down the path number you pick—it becomes important later on.) You're then told to tap SEARCH, CHAPTER 2, and SEARCH again on the remote control. The action picks up with the arrival of Stew...
The era of the electronic cookbook arrives with The Master Cooking Course ($30 from Optical Programming Associates). The LaserDisc player's controls let you proceed at your own pace as Craig Claiborne and Pierre Franey demonstrate the preparation of four complete meals—twenty-one recipes in all. An index on each side leads you to the correct frame for specific recipes and a glossary provides definitions of basic terms. You can select either of two sound tracks: Channel 1 provides step-by-step instructions and Channel 2 commentary and recipe variations.

The Master Cooking Course

Edward J. Foster

The recipes and techniques described by Craig Claiborne and consummately executed by Chef Pierre Franey include everything from cutting up a chicken and dicing a clove of garlic to fluting a mushroom and whisking a mousse. The Master Cooking Course contains four menus, each for a four-course haute cuisine meal. The lessons are well thought out and interspersed with anecdotes and demonstrations of proper technique.

Since I just completed a class in Japanese cooking, a few comparisons between live and recorded courses quickly come to mind. In a live situation, the student can ask specific questions and depend on the instructor to correct any faults as he practices. In a recorded course, you’re pretty much on your own. This has its advantages, however. The main one being that you can set your own pace. Any procedures that a rank beginner finds difficult to follow (this is, after all, a master cooking course) can be mastered with judicious use of slow motion, freeze frame, and so forth. For example, my past attempts to flake a mushroom have always resulted in chopped mushrooms. But the disc enabled me to finally get the knack of it by slowing down, stopping, repeating, and even reversing the chef’s demonstration any number of times. (The trick turns out to be in the way you hold the knife.) In class, you see it performed only once. And you don’t necessarily get the front-row seat that the disc guarantees. Also, this particular disc demonstrates even the most elemental techniques; if you’re already familiar with them, you can simply fast-forward to the next step.

Once you’ve mastered the basics, you can go back to the beginning and, using the second audio track, find further applications for the “tricks” you learned on the first. For example, with the Escalopes de Veau Viennaise (breaded veal scallopini Vienna style) recipe you can substitute fish or chicken and add green herbs or lemon to create another sauce.

The menus that are presented are quite interesting. Main courses include Steak Au Poivre (steak with crushed peppercorns), Poulet Portugaise (chicken Portuguese style), and Saumon Poche avec Sauce Hollandaise (poached salmon with hollandaise sauce). There are various salads, vegetables, and scrumptious desserts, as well.

Each side of the disc also contains its own recipe index, glossary of cooking terms, and techniques, all accessed by selecting the proper frame number. An index to both sides appears on Side 1’s Chapter 15 and Side 2’s Chapter 36.

My main problem with The Master Cooking Course was one of logistics. The LaserDisc player and TV set aren’t in my kitchen. And since a recipe booklet isn’t included, I had to copy the recipes and run back and forth between kitchen and living room. All I have to do now is convince the receptacle of my haute cuisine lessons to run a cable from the disc player to the set in the kitchen. Perhaps the meringues glaces will do it....

Sandra C. Foster
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HOW A SMALL AMERICAN COMPANY GOT TO BE THE BIGGEST NAME IN PROJECTION TELEVISION.

To consumer electronics pioneer Henry Kloss, watching images confined to the small screen of a conventional TV set seemed incongruous. We have been watching films projected on huge movie screens for decades. Why should TV be different, and by comparison, so visually uninvolving?

**Enter Projection TV.**

About fifteen years ago, Henry Kloss decided to change the way we watched television. He developed the first practical large screen home projection TV sets. But he wasn’t totally satisfied with the complexity, expense, or performance. So in 1977 he went on to found Kloss Video Corporation. Kloss Video is the only company in the world which concentrates exclusively on high performance home projection video. It manufactures electronics, optical systems, projection tubes and screens in its own facility in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

**Specialization leads to innovation.**

As a result of its specialization, Kloss Video developed the Novatron projection tube, a unique solution to many of the problems of early projection sets. It combines what were once complexly aligned separate parts into one elegantly simple Schmidt optical system. The three Novatron tubes used in Novabeam® projection sets have at least twice the light output of any other home projection system and display clearly all the detail available from any video or TV source. These tubes are also supplied for use in ITT Novabeam sets assembled and sold in Europe.

20,000 Novabeams.

The Novatron projection tubes first went to work in our Novabeam Model One Projection Color Television, twenty thousand of which are now in use (85% in homes). Complete with wireless remote control and a separate screen that rejects ambient room light, the Model One costs $3300* and produces a 6½ foot diagonally-measured picture with more than five times the brightness of commercial movie theatres. It is also available in a version which projects a ten foot picture on a conventional flat screen in a darkened room, and in a monitor version which eliminates the expense of a TV tuner (you can use a component tuner or the one built into your VCR).

The Novabeam Model Two: Projection TV that’s right at home. About the size and weight of a conventional 19" set, it effectively disappears when not in use and can even go from room to room. In a darkened room, it produces a bright, clear 5'4" picture directly on a white wall or conventional flat screen. And at $2200* it’s the most affordable projection system available without compromising high performance.

"**Novabeams are the best projection systems available to home users at any price.**"

That’s what Video magazine recently said about the Novabeam projection TV. For more information or the name of your nearest Novabeam dealer write Kloss Video Corporation, 145 Sidney Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Or call 800-343-1155 (In Massachusetts, call collect 617-547-6363).
Interpreting Schubert's Songs—Further Explorations

EMI's historical compilation—though limited, like any anthology—proves enormously stimulating.

Reviewed by David Hamilton

Anthologies are hard to compile and easy to criticize. There's never enough room for everything that merits inclusion, so casual carpers can always discover easy targets. If the purpose and the defining parameters of an anthology are misconstrued, its contents may be judged from erroneous premises. On the other hand, purpose or parameters may be ill-defined in the compiler's own mind, or his selections may be unrepresentative of whatever he intends to exemplify.

A common confusion, on both sides, may arise between history and aesthetic pleasure. It wasn't really fair, for example, to complain of Michael Scott's The Record of Singing that some of the selections were not enjoyable. That was an expressly historical anthology, designed to demonstrate the styles and techniques of singing in vogue at various times and places, rather than a compilation based on aesthetic criteria alone. On the other hand, Scott could be—and was—legitimately criticized for choosing selections not fairly representative of the singers and styles they were supposed to exemplify.

EMI's new Schubert anthology is another essentially historical compilation. Its editor and transfer engineer Keith Hardwick spells out his basic premise in his introduction: "How were Schubert Lieder sung before the Fischer-Dieskau/Schwarzkopf/Ludwig/Baker era?" As I suggested last year (HF, March 1982), a sample of the recorded history of Schubert singing gives evidence of changing styles and emphases; a survey in sound of that history is amply justified.

Hardwick limits himself chronologically to the era of the 78-rpm record, roughly the first half of the present century (though in fact his final selections were initially recorded on tape and only subsequently transferred to 78 matrices). A more seriously limiting parameter is the decision to use only "those singers who recorded for the companies which later merged to form EMI." Historically, this is somewhat crippling. Hardwick concedes four significant omissions: Ernestine Schumann-Heink, who recorded only in America, and three singers who worked principally for Deutsche Grammophon, the contralto Lula Mysz-Gniezni and the baritones Heinrich Rehkenper and Heinrich Schlusnus. According to Fischer-Dieskau, Mysz-Gniezni's "only recordings are of lightweight Schubert songs, to which her dark-timbred voice does not really do justice"; still, she was an important singer and teacher who has never yet, to my knowledge, been represented on LP. Schlusnus and Rehkenper are more accessible, on various DG and Preiser reissues. However, a number of other rather central singers of Lieder are also missing: I think of Bohnen, Jadlowker, Manowarda, Klose, Domgraf-Fasshaender, Schmitt-Walter. (Since all pre-1932 recordings were in the public domain in Britain at the time of this set's compilation, there was no legal barrier to the inclusion of most of these people.)

This restriction also distorts the representation of some singers who are included. Lotte Lehmann is heard only in three of her 1927 Odeons, accompanied by an "orchestra" (of tea-shoppe proportions and stylistic orientation) rather than the more appropriate Erno Balogh and Paul Ulanowsky of her later Victors and Columbias. Her voice is in fine condition, her delivery characteristically vivid and spontaneous—but the style is rather broad, the dynamic range monotonous, and the funereal tempo of "Geheimes" miles from Schubert's "Some-what fast." In fact, Lehmann didn't start giving song recitals until after these records were made, and her enormous reputation as a Lieder interpreter was based on quite dif-
Naval, Slezak, and Elise Elizza, three Viennese favorites, all exhibit intonational failings, and the list does not end there. But other performances are rock-solid: baritone David Bishpham's sentimental but elegant English version of "Hark, hark! the lark." Edith Walker's authoritatively Declared "Die Allmacht," Gustav Walter's famous "Am Meer"—here dubbed in D major, more convincing than the E flat used in The Record of Singing.

That brings up the matter of pitch, a much more vexed question than with operatic arias, for songs with piano are much easier to transpose than arias with orchestra: almost anything is possible, though some piano parts become unreasonably awkward in certain keys ("Das Wandern" is much easier to finger in A, a semitone down, than in A flat). The fairest way to put this is to say that well over a hundred of these tracks seem to me pitched correctly, or at least plausibly: that's a considerable achievement. Ernst Wachter's 1902 "Wanderer" (D. 493, not D. 489 as listed) is evidently one of those infuriating recordings made on a wandering turntable, it starts out below C sharp minor and rises as it progresses. Most of the problematic dubbings fall in the cracks between keys: Plunket-Grene's "Abschied" (in which Scott detectes "great charm" and "wonderful swagger"—it sounds to me a gabbled mess), Demuth's "Die Forelle," Schubert's "Am Meer"—here dubbed in D major, more convincing than the E flat used in The Record of Singing.

Within Hardwick's parameters, I miss some singers who recorded Schubert for EMI companies: Maartje Offers, Paul Sandor, Marko Rothmuller, Lea Piltti, and Ivar Andreassen are some of the names I note in the columns of WERM, and there is one unconvincing omission. Marian Anderson's earliest Schubert records, with the pianist Kosti Vehanen, were made in Paris for EMI, and are far superior to the American remakes with Franz Rupp; among them is a superbly concentrated, subtly colored performance of "Der Tod und das Madchen," one of the best ever recorded and immeasurably superior to the woozy, flat, and shapeless Olzewska version included here.

Enough for the moment about what this set is not. Its sixteen sides contain 128 performances, by sixty-four singers, of ninety-three songs. The first track is "Ave Maria"—or more accurately, one stanza thereof—recorded on October 11, 1898, by alto Edith Clegg and an anonymous pianist, according to Hardwick, it's the first Schubert song recorded in Europe, though beaten for worldwide honors by Ferruccio Gianini's slightly earlier New York recording of the "Serenade" (he's not here, but his daughter Dusolina is, singing "Gretchen am Spinnrade" in a monotonously operatic style). Clegg sings very smoothly, with clean and clear mordents, in a slightly puffy German, and the limitations of the seven-inch original force the accompanist to improvise a concise beginning and end.

Such peculiarities beset many of the earliest tracks. Paul Knupfer's accompanist forgoes the introduction and interludes of "Ungeduld," simply vamping until the singer begins the next stanza. Franz Naval revises the final phrase of "Der Neugierige" to give himself a high note, and Susan Strong elevates the final cadence of "Die junge Nonne." The announcements of the early discs are retained. Surprisingly few of the acoustic performances are accompanied by orchestra—that was apparently more of an American aberration.

Aside from such oddities, one soon notices that standards of intonation were erratic. Marie Goetze, in "Litanei," flubs quite a lot, and also stumbles over her words; in the "Staenden" with female chorus, D. 921 (not D. 920 as listed, which is the version with male chorus), everybody's intonation is pretty horrible, though the motion and feeling of the performance (a complete one, on two 78 sides, with orchestral accompaniment) are well judged. But her musicianship and diction are still rather noisy (notably the Bishpham), but they are also very rare, and one must be grateful that they survive in any condition.

With the advent of electrical recordings (which sets in firmly on Side 6, though there are electrical tracks before that, as all of a singer's selections are grouped together regardless of recording date), these problems diminish. Surprisingly, we are not finished with orchestral accompaniments—not only Lehmann's palm-court gypsies, but bizarreq imaginative orchestrations with Meta Semenjewich's richly sung "Gretchen" and "So lasst mich scheinen" (perhaps by the conductor. Frieder Weissmann?), and the handiwork of no less than Hector Berlioz in two French recordings of "Enrikong." Of these, only the Panzerä is ascribed to Berlioz (it is, in fact, transposed down from G minor to F minor, which must entail some redistribution of the string layout), but the curious "ventriloquial" version in which Gergiev (as the father) and Elise Elizza. Of these, such as Wachter's "Wanderer," it's worth hearing anyway. Today, such local traditions have probably vanished, and everyone listens to Schubert in German. I'm not convinced that this is necessarily all gain.

In my earlier Schubert review, I focused on the relationship between singer and accompanist as the nexus of a fundamental secular change in interpretation, and there's ample evidence in this set to demonstrate all the stages of this process. It's by no means a simple steady change, for even among the earliest recordings we find performances concerned with good ensemble as well as those, such as Wachter's "Wanderer," in which the pianist abjectly (and literally, in time) follows behind his master. There is even one striking case of a dominant pianist—not surprising when the pianist is Artur Schnabel, "accompanying" his wife Therese Behr in "Der Musensohn." The Behr/Schnabel recordings have a poor reputation, the mezzo, a noted Lieder interpreter, was about fifty-five when she made them, her voice little more than a thread. But her musicianship and diction are still
vivid, and the piano-playing is incomparably imaginative. I can't imagine a good transfer of the entire series failing to find a respectable market. (Rococco 5370, from mono copies with an extreme top cut, was at best only a stopgap.)

Surprisingly, one of the most abject accompanists is the great conductor Arthur Nikisch. who begins "An die Musik" at a reasonable and shapely tempo and then, when Elena Gerhardt enters and decides she wants to go her own way, contains himself with fitting his nominally steady repeated chords to the singer's remarkably free declamation. Between the verses, Nikisch again gives us a coherent shape before retirement. Between the noisy copies with an extreme top cut, was at a respectable market. (Rococo 5370, from transfer of the entire series failing to find a clearly imaginative.

The Songs
Die schöne Müllerin, D. 795.
No. 1, Das Wandern, George Henschel, b and piano; 1919.
No. 2, Was mach' ich, Frieda Hempel, s, 1923.
No. 3, Halil! Akos Schütz, t; Gerald Moore, 1945.
No. 5, Am Frombehenden, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, b; 1949.
No. 6, Der Negerjüngling, Franz Naval, t, 1902.
No. 7. Ungeduld, Paul Knopfer, bs; 1901. Hensel, s; 1955.
No. 12, Pause. Hans Dahn, b; Ferdinand Foll, 1928.
No. 15, Eifersucht und Schlaf, Schlotz; t; Moore; 1945.
No. 18, Trockene Blumen, Fischer-Dieskau, b; Moore; 1951.
No. 19. Der Müller und der Bach, Elise Eliza, 1911.

Schwanengesang, D. 957.
No. 1, Liebesbotschaft, Leo Slezak, t; 1909. Rina Ginster, s; 1930.
No. 2, Kriegers Ahnung, Herbert Jansen, b; Moore; 1937.
No. 4, Frühlingsnacht, Karl Erb, b; Moore; 1937.
No. 5, Saatnachricht, Selzak, t; 1907.
No. 7. Schwiegermutter, Dahn, b; Foll, 1928. (In Russian) Leo Sibiriakov, bs; 1912.
No. 11, Der Atlas. (In French) Charles Panzer, bs; 1930.
No. 15. Der Fischersöhne, Fischer-Dieskau, b; Moore; 1951.
No. 12 Am Meer. Gustav Walter, t; 1904. Friedrich Schilling; Robert Llager, 1929.

Winterreise, D. 911.
No. 5, Der Lindenbaum, Julia Culp, a; Fritz Linde- mann; 1926. (In French) Vanni-Marcoux, bs; 1947.
No. 8, Rückblick. Richard Tauber, t; Mischa Spolian- sky; 1927.
No. 11, Frühlingstraum, Tauber, t; Spoliansky, 1927.
No. 21, Das Wirtshaus. Janssen, b; Moore; 1938.
No. 22. Mut! Tauber, t; Spoliansky, 1927.
No. 24. Der Leiermann. Henschel, b and piano; 1928. (In English) Plunket-Greene, b; 1934. (In Russian) Sibiriakov, bs; 1910.

Am Bach im Frühling, D. 361. Hans Hotter, b; 1949.
Am See, D. 746. Elb.; t; Bruno Seidler-Winkler; 1938.
An die Geliebte, D. 303. Elisabeth Schumann, b; Leo Rosenek; 1938.

This is a prime example of the view that even some celebrated musicians once had of the internal relationships of a song; Nikisch was the senior partner and Gerhardt's sponsor, could certainly have asserted himself if he wanted to do the song another way, but never changed; you can hear her do the same thing in 1931 to Coenraad V. Bos in "Gesang Weylais," in the Wolf Society set.

There are so many angles from which to study these recordings, and I can only suggest a few in the confines of these pages. Hardwick does not shun duplicate interpretations of the same song; five of "Erlkönig," three each of many others—and the comparisons are often interesting, and surprising. Among three imposing performances of "Gruppe aus dem Tartarus," that astounding chromatic setting of Schiller's chiling poem, the greatest turns out to be the earliest, by a long-forgotten contdoverott named Ottile Metzger, owner of a stupendous earth-mother voice, impeccable diction and musicianship, and enormous per- sonal authority. (Her "An die Musik" is, in its quieter way, just as compelling—and far more musical than Gerhardt's.) It is chilling to read that her life ended thirty-three years later in Auschwitz, a place as horrible as Schiller's Tartarus but mercifully not eternal.

Next to Metzger, even Alexander Kipp in a rare, late-acoustical recording) sounds (Continued on page 90)
Good Neighbors to the North

A new recording project bodes well to put Canadian music on the map—perhaps even for Americans.

Reviewed by Robert Markow

The United States and Canada share a border of some 4,000 miles, yet in the field of classical composition, an enormous gulf separates the two countries. Not that Canadian music is that much different; it isn't. But the lack of cultural exchange with regard to this art form is little short of incredible. Most American musicians would be hard-pressed to name even five prominent Canadian composers. In a recent study I conducted of the repertory performed by twenty-seven major American orchestras last season, not a single Canadian work appeared in the subscription programs. Across the border to the North, the situation is much the same. The name William Schuman means nothing to most Canadians, and one leading critic admitted in print that he had been unaware that Samuel Barber (shortly before he died) was one of America's senior composers until he happened to glance at the program notes for the concert he was reviewing.

Both the American Music Center and the Canadian Music Centre are working hard to promote and disseminate, at home and abroad, music of their respective countries. In Canada, the Centre (headquarters in Toronto, branches in Calgary, Montreal, and Vancouver) provides a wide variety of services to this end, including a free lending-library of scores, listening facilities for tapes and records, distribution of recordings of Canadian music, rental of orchestral parts, and access to research materials. The Centre's most recent undertaking of note is the establishment of a new recording label, eponymously named "Centrediscs."

The venture's first six productions, released over a period of fifteen months—from July 1981 (the Canadian Electronic Ensemble disc) through October 1982 ("Folia")—evidence a highly auspicious beginning. To begin with nonmusical matters, the colorful, eye-catching jackets (all but the first by Parson Associates of Stratford, Ontario) have been tastefully and imaginatively designed, and in most respects the album layouts are models of their kind: Each contains program annotations, performer and composer biographies, photos, production data, and timings (though not always precise). The Canadian mania for presenting everything in both English and French precludes extensive essays, but the information provided is generally adequate. Technically, the discs are first-rate. Four have been digitally produced, and except for the rare pop, tick, or swish, surfaces are among the quietest I have ever encountered. The sense of "presence" is so vivid in some of the works (Weinzweig's Contrasts, for example) that one can easily imagine live artists playing in one's living room.

Each album has been conceived around a theme—either stylistic or performance-oriented. These include electronic music, a Romantic ballet score, woodwind quintet music, avant-garde solo piano pieces, a cappella choral music, and works of John Weinzweig. With one exception (Somers' Songs of the Newfoundland Outports), all works here receive their recording premieres.

If I had to single out just one of these discs for overall excellence, it would be "Specstra." From evocative cover art to impeccable performances of wonderful music and top-rate technical production, this album represents everything one could ask for in a recording. Each of its three works qualifies as a minor masterpiece.

Clifford Ford unifies the five sections of his twenty-one-minute Mass (1976) with short rhythmic and melodic motives, much in the manner of Dufay, Josquin, and other Renaissance masters. Further characteris-
ties of Renaissance style show up in the predominantly stepwise melodic motion and in some of the cadential formulas. In his liner notes, Ford states: "My musical reminiscences as a boy soprano in a Toronto church choir were of the great choral works of the Renaissance and Tudor England, and . . . this . . . was the single most important influence on me when I approached the Mass." His setting, despite its many historical throwbacks, nevertheless has a piquant contemporary flavor and reveals a stimulating, refreshing originality grounded not in eccentricity, but in solid values evolving from a rich musical past.

Ford, incidentally, has just written the first monograph on the history of music in Canada from its beginnings to the present day: Canada's Music: An Historical Survey (GLC Publishers, Agincourt, Ont.).

The other works in "Spectra" are scarcely less impressive. Oskar Morawetz' Who Has Allowed Us to Suffer? (1970), a four-voice setting of lines from Anne Frank's Diary, is dedicated to Anne's father, Otto. The composer has accomplished what many musical laymen would scarcely have believed possible, writing a sincerely moving, indeed, poignantly beautiful work in atonal style. Connoisseurs of twentieth-century choral music, on the other hand, may hear strong reminiscences of Schoenberg's Dreimal tausend Jahre.

I have just one small quibble with this disc: Barely six seconds of silence separate Frank's anguished thoughts on one of the darkest pages of history from a drinking song riddled with whoops, hollers, and other rhapsodic vocal effects, the first Newfoundland setting. Once past this unsettling experience, though, Somers' music becomes a joy to hear. The songs, composed in 1968-69 to texts from a 1965 collection of the lander ribald vocal effects, the first song riddled with whoops, hollers, and other rhapsodic vocal effects, the first Newfoundland setting. Once past this unsettling experience, though, Somers' music becomes a joy to hear. The songs, composed in 1968-69 to texts from a 1965 collection of the same title by Kenneth Peacock, alternate earthy, outdoorsy vigor and vitality with soothing, more peaceful moods. Each is a gem in its way, but the fourth, "She's like the swallow," is the most memorable in its haunting, melancholic beauty.

The performances by the Elmer Iseler Singers are nothing short of sensational. A dictionary of superlatives would scarcely do justice to this superb ensemble of twenty-three singers, which Iseler organized in 1979 from the defunct Festival Singers of Canada. Clarity of line, textual expression, rhythm, accuracy, balance, and a deeply felt sense of musicianship all converge in one of the best small choral groups I know.

Michael Schuman's liner notes are useful and informative. The cover art is strikingly imaginative. Surfaces are remarkably silent, and all texts are printed (though the Latin of Ford's Mass and the French of one Somers song are not translated). All in all, an outstanding job.

Michael Conway Baker's 1978-79 ballet score based on the Henry James novel Washington Square is not great music, yet its captivating tunes, pulsating rhythms, and the nostalgic atmosphere created through its unashamed Romantic style combine to such effect that I find myself returning to this recording again and again just for the sheer pleasure of it.

Baker is one of a handful of transplant Americans presently working permanently in Canada. (Others include Michael Colgrass, Michael Horwood, Richard Johnston, and John Montgomery.) Now in his early forties, he considers this his most important and favorite work to date. "This score encompasses practically everything I have to say: musically, up to this point in my career." Nevertheless, one cannot help noticing that he has borrowed directly and heavily from a large number of twentieth-century composers—Prokofiev, Ravel, Honegger, Hindemith, Bernstein, Copland, Delius, Vaughan Williams, and even venturing into the film world. Michel Legrand (The Go-Between) and John Williams (Star Wars). Baker can thus hardly lay claim to an original voice, but his music does fill its intended function; it is nothing if not danceable, and were it not specifically written for the National Ballet of Canada, someone would surely have choreographed it.

From the complete score, thirteen episodes comprising about fifty-three minutes of music have been excerpted. The music follows the story line, of course, but as with many musical narratives, some of the themes crop up just a little too often for comfort. Baker is at his strongest in conjuring a general aura of nostalgia and in his treatment of the mood pieces ("The Party," "The Square," "The House at Night Waiting and Reflection/Catherine's Anguish").

The London Symphony Orchestra (London, England, not Ontario!) responds well to conductor George Crum, who has been music director of the National Ballet since its founding in 1951. The album notes include a detailed analysis of the story and music to help the listener visualize an actual staging. Recommended especially to balletomaniacs, literary buffs, and those with an incurable weakness for latter-day musical Romanticism.

One other album is devoted to the music of a single composer, John Weinzweig. One of Canada's most prominent and respected composers, he occupies a position somewhat analogous to Copland's or Schuman's in America. His seventieth birthday, in March 1983, was an important event, particularly in view of the fact that many of the country's finest composers have studied with him. More than any other figure, Weinzweig has been responsible for the introduction into Canada of twentieth-century musical styles, including serial
music, of which he was the country’s first practitioner. Much of his output has been in the realm of chamber music or concertos, where he can concentrate on the capabilities of a small number of performers or even a single player.

**Private Collection**, which furnishes the album title, consists of nine songs for soprano and piano, composed mostly in 1975. “They are about anything: an experience, an observation, or a fleeting impression,” says the liner notes. Hence such capricious titles as “I Heard,” “Says What?,” “Hello Rico,” “My Dear, Etcetera,” etc. Mary Lou Fallis brings considerable understanding and sensitivity to these little songs, some of them quite cute, others quirky or snappy, a few reflective. Texts are not printed, but Fallis’ perfect enunciation and the annotations would make them superfluous.

The flip side contains **Contrasts** (1976), in which the rich, sensuous sounds of Philip Candelaria’s guitar are well suited to the idiomatic writing Weinzweig has conceived. The music is not relaxing, but neither is it inaccessible; except for those whose musical tastes end with Brahms and Mahler, this six-movement set contrasting slow and fast tempos will prove one of the outstanding works for solo guitar. Individual movements take on the character of extended cadenzas. Before writing **Contrasts**, Weinzweig made a careful study of the instrument, its capabilities and sonic possibilities. The result is a series of masterfully crafted pieces, each unified by melodic or rhythmic cells and presenting a kaleidoscopic variety of contrasts—of articulation, dynamics, tone color, texture, and note lengths. Candelaria’s performance is totally committed, even distinguished.

Electronic music is not a medium I usually respond to with much sympathy, but David Grimes’s **All Wounds** (1979) is an exception. As a companion piece to **Chaconne a ton goit** (pejoratively intended) on the Canadian Electronic Ensemble recording, it combines piano, soprano, and electronic ensemble in a personal expression of loss and sorrow. Passages of intense lyricism are interspersed with static chordal textures. The total effect is of some kind of quasi-religious experience, resulting in catharsis and deep inner peace. Sensations of timelessness, weightlessness, and utter solitude are also evoked, further intensifying the experience.

“Sonnets,” an album of music for solo piano, contains three works that exploit the instrument’s wide variety of tone colors and manners of articulation, though without resorting to exotic effects or “prepared” piano à la Cage. Walter Buczynski’s **Monogram** (1978), with its faint echoes of Messiaen, Barber, and Scriabin, is the strongest item here. The composer explains that it was written for a friend who “didn’t understand anything I had written. I therefore tried to write something he could understand and appreciate.” Well, I’m not convinced this music is all that easy to understand, but a fair degree of concentration will reveal the workings of a fertile imagination in the deployment of pianistic sonorities and textures.

Pianist Antonin Kubalek, who fled his native Czechoslovakia after the 1968 Soviet invasion, delivers brilliant performances. His admirable dexterity and clarity of articulation are definite advantages in music such as Samuel Dolin’s **Queekhoven** and **A.J.** (1975), a work replete with skittery figurations, rapidly repeated notes, multilayered textures, and rhythmic counterpoints. One wishes, though, that Kubalek could provide a stronger fortissimo and a greater sense of power at climaxes. Surfaces are again blissfully silent, and the piano sound is reproduced with lifelike fidelity.

“Folia,” the latest of the Centrediscs productions, contains four works for woodwind quintet. The music here is generally less satisfying than on the five earlier issues, but Brian Cherney’s **Quintet** (1965) should be singled out for its sophisticated treatment of rhythmic ideas, its taut style, textural clarity, and idiomatic instrumental writing. transcription for any other ensemble would be inconceivable. The effectiveness of this kind of music depends heavily on an accurate performance. The York Winds meticulously observe the score’s countless details of dynamics, rhythm, and articulation and play with flawless intonation.

In conclusion, it might be useful to consider just how Centrediscs fits into the total picture of Canadian record production. Canada’s classical record industry is not a very healthy one. The homegrown product is produced by fewer than a dozen small, mostly independent companies that have issued anywhere from five to twenty-five records annually. The sole exception is Centrediscs, the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation’s large repertory of discs, numbering several hundred items of mostly Canadian music played by Canadian artists. However, active production of classical records by the CBC appears to have slackened. In a study published in the December 1981 issue of **Musica Canada**, Earl Rosen writes that “Classical records in Canada have fallen well behind the development of other sectors of the record industry in Canada. The primary reason for this is that the agencies and organizations concerned with classical music have not treated classical records as anything more than a sideline. Since the record companies, needing to operate on a profit, are unlikely to make significant changes in their policy toward Canadian classical records, the onus is on the music organizations concerned to bring about any change. ‘Any program established must be developed with very clear goals and very specific and obtainable targets.

The goal of Centrediscs is evident: it sees itself as part of a music organization willing to take on the “onus . . . to bring about . . . change” by recording a representative sample of the best contemporary Canadian music with high-quality performers and state-of-the-art technology. By insuring that all aspects of the production are of the highest possible quality, Centrediscs should be able to convince a sizable percentage of the record-buying public that Canada can stand as an equal of any other country in the quality of its musical offerings.

Although there are a few Canadian compositions on American labels such as CRI, Lomisville, and Citadel, a full-fledged advertising campaign is needed to expose the potential American market to the musical riches of Canada. Unfortunately, Centrediscs does not have the resources for this kind of advertising, but with the support of several arts councils and foundations, including the Canada Council and the CBC, the label is at least assured of some degree of financial stability.

In addition to the six albums already available, six more should be ready shortly, with plans for an additional six in the not too distant future. A catalog of eighteen records may seem very modest in terms of giants like CBS or Angel, yet this figure may well put Centrediscs in the forefront of the classical recording field in Canada. Judging by the quality of what is already on the market, success seems assured, and we can only wish this young venture the very best of luck.
Mozart Piano Concertos: State of the Performance Art

As the latest releases show, a basic sense of period style has become almost routine in this rarefied genre.

Reviewed by Harris Goldsmith

For a vivid demonstration of how far we've come in Mozart concerto performance practice, listen to the interpretations of K. 466 by Bruno Walter and the Vienna Philharmonic (reissued on Turnabout THS 65036) and by Mitja Nikisch with the Berlin Philharmonic (on Telefunken 78s). Walter, incredible as it may seem now, was highly regarded as a Mozart 'specialist,' and Nikisch, son of the great conductor Arthur Nikisch, was by all evidence well regarded during his lifetime (1899-1936).

Both versions are full of purple prose and bereft of anything we nowadays consider appropriate; the balefully sentimental Reinecke cadenzas and myriad tempo changes are only for starters. If pioneers such as Artur Schnabel, Edwin Fischer, and Ernő Dohnányi reminded us that Mozart composed more than one concerto, and Rudolf Serkin, Robert Casadesus, Walter Gieseking, Clara Haskil, and Lili Kraus brought Mozart concerto interpretation into the twentieth century, it remained for a still younger generation (e.g., Peter Serkin, Murray Perahia, Alfred Brendel) to lead the way back to the eighteenth.

For all today's fashionable disparagement of the present and glorification of the past, there can be little doubt that, in this rarefied genre at least, we've gained much more than we've lost. It is really quite gratifying to discover at least the rudiments of good style in even the most commonplace of these newest performances, and as recording techniques have improved, so too have the perceptions and attitudes of the various producers, who usually take care now to see that the relevant comments of the woodwinds can be heard. (The bassoon, however, remains quite often the victim of underrecording and/or conductorial discrimination.)

Generally speaking, the gains have been: 1) a more appropriate sense of the proper sonority—this, ironically, partly the result of economic considerations, such as the current unfeasibility of using an overly large complement of strings; 2) far greater sagacity in the interpolation of cadenzas, Eingänge, and embellishments of stark melodic passage-work; 3) more astute interpretation of appoggiaturas (played long, and on—rather than before—the beat) and trills (now frequently started on the upper auxiliary rather than the main note). As for the losses, there is, of course, always a danger that 'correctness' will supplant humor and passion. Yet artistry knows no time or place, and the truly great interpreter—whether or without stylistic know-how, by one set of values or another—will, through dint of genius, rise to the top. And so, on to the recordings.

Let's begin with some elder statesmen: Rudolf Serkin, Wilhelm Kempff, and the late Clifford Curzon. Pride of place goes to the last for his coupling of K. 466 and K. 595, two of the greatest Mozart concertos, in two of the most elevated interpretations I have ever heard.

Curzon reportedly did not care for K. 466 as much as he did for K. 491, in C minor. And in truth, it took me a few moments to adjust to the slightly detached, understated, cool sophistication of this performance. Adjust I certainly did, however, and before long I found myself utterly transported by the purity and commitment, not to mention the impeccable balances and beautiful singing tone, of these performers. Curzon, moreover, is far more adventurous than his chronological peers in filling out Mozart's patterns. (But appropriately, he remains somewhat unpredictable, leaving bare a passage in the Larghetto of K. 595 after having embroidered the similar first episode of K. 466's Rondes.) And understated though the performance is, a true passion simmers just below the decorous surface; note, for instance, the ardent attention Benjamin Britten draws to the violas and cellos in some of the vamping accompaniment figures in both concertos. Curzon plays both of Beethoven's cadenzas in K.
MOZART: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra.

No. 20, in D minor, K. 466: No. 27, in B flat, K. 395: Clifford Curzon, piano; English Chamber Orchestra, Benno Blum, cond. [Roy Markish, prod.] J. C. T. S. 73, $12.98 (cassette).

No. 21, in C. K. 467, No. 22, in E flat, K. 482: Wilhelm Kempff, piano; Bayerische Radio Symphony Orchestra, Bernhard Klee, cond. [Rudolf Wunder, prod.] DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 251 372, $10.98. Tape: 3301 372, $10.98 (cassette).


No. 11, in F. K. 413: No. 12: Tedd Joselston, piano and cond.; Norwegian Chamber Orchestra. [Frank Hedman, prod.] TURNABOUT TV 34780, $5.98. Tape: CT 4780, $5.98 (cassette).


The DG disc is the first of a projected complete series (to add to Kraus, Anda, Perahe, Ashkenazy, Brendel, presumably Pires, and—though best forgotten—Barber). The new D minor (Serkin’s fourth) is a bit less denatured than its immediate over-Szell-ous predecessor, but also less well played. Serkin’s less admirable qualities are abundantly present—four-squared rhythms mated with a kind of studied “sentiment” (e.g., willful stress, left hand slightly ahead of right) and a reluctance to fill out cadential fermatas, as in the finale of K. 466. He uses Beethoven’s cadenzas, and to good effect. His playing, in fairness, is still sufficiently representative to please those who admire him in this music, yet even by comparison with his older Schneider-led performance, this K. of K. 466.
414 is decidedly cautious in spirit. DG’s digital sound is good, if not notably better than that of the older Szell and Schneider versions. This series will certainly prove useful when it finally begins to deliver some of the concertos previously unrecorded by Serkin.

Turning to the younger players, let me offer kind words for Tedd Joselson’s interpretations of two of Mozart’s earlier works, K. 413 and K. 414, with the Norwegian Chamber Orchestra. Joselson has devoted his previous efforts to Romantic music, and although he did take an unusually sweet-toned lyrical approach to some of these pieces, he turns out to be a more than stylish Mozartian. To be sure, he lacks the sheer sophistication and lapidarian pianistic skills of a Curzon or a Perahia (his ornaments and scale passages are a trifle uneven, and sometimes, in his enthusiasm, he tends to rush), yet he imparts a joyous, singing, communicative quality, admirably seconded by the uncommonly pure string tone of the Norwegian ensemble. This coupling affords much pleasure, and the Turnabout recording is bright and cheery.

Stefan Scheck’s K. 467, too, makes a particularly attractive proposition for the incipient Mozart lover, coupled as it is with the wondrous K. 304 Sinfonia concertante. Though neither performance is quite the last word—each a mute deliberate and overinfluenced—both present the essential miracles with uncluttered honesty. Bis provides audiophile treatment (with direct metal mastering), further enhancing this worthy release.

Far more arresting than either of these, however, is the account of K. 488 by Steven Lubin and an ensemble of twenty players using period instruments. While as a rule, I’m no champion of such “authentic” presentations—and certainly not when they claim to represent the only viable approach—this performance is a revelation. Even more pertinent than the engaging rhythmic vitality and interpretive directness are the clarity and penetration of the pulsant woodwinds. Lubin, moreover, shows stylistic awareness and—alone of the three performers here represented in K. 488—ornaments the large skips at the end of the slow movement. He also brings to the fore the siciliana characteristics of that Adagio, the left-hand piano triplets, which are the victim of misguided purism: Apparently inflected—both present the essential miracles with uncluttered honesty. Bis provides audiophile treatment (with direct metal mastering), further enhancing this worthy release.

Turning immediately to Perahia’s coupling of these works, one finds the perfect antidote. Here there is no attempt—beyond an implied one—to link this instrumental music to Mozart’s operas. One can only rejoice in Perahia’s abstract concision. Economical yet never rigid tempos, and absolute seriousness and musical probity. In a way, one is reminded of the Casadesus’ Szell approach—a bit stripped of its brutal clipped vehemence and harsh rigidity. This disc is one of the high spots of Perahia’s serious fare. (Other gems are K. 271/467, M 34562; K. 413, M 35134; and K. 482, M 35869.)

Less appealing (and I say this despite its having won the HF/International Record Critics Award) is Perahia’s disc containing K. 175 and K. 503. The early work, elegantly performed, is rather distantly balanced, giving the piano a certain garish brilliance and making the strings shimmer with a chromium unreality. The performance of the great K. 503, while impeccable in its essentials, is somehow just too neutral and...


COMPARISONS:
Melkus/Concentus Mus. Tel: 6.41227
Harmoncourt/Concentus Mus. Tel: 6.41227

Easy as it is to like, with sprightly tempos and virtuosic playing to match, this recording has a serious drawback: Jaap Schroeder’s violin, a 1665 Steiner, sounds wirier and more acrid—at least as recorded here—than Alice Harmoncourt’s, presumably the 1658 Stainer Telefunken lists first (though a decade later, in Vivaldi’s Op. 8, she plays a 1665 Stainer). Odd, because Oiseau-Lyre’s “Jakob Steiner” and Telefunken’s “Jacobus Busi Stainer” are one and the same maker. Odder still, because Schroeder is far the more accomplished player. Yet on this occasion, Harmoncourt coaxes a sweeter, more robust tone from her instrument.

None of which should be construed as warm recommendation for the 1967 Telefunken recording, ultimately defeated by its lack of virtuosity, repeatedly, the verve and sparkle of tutti passages dissipate in labored solos—and this despite relatively relaxed tempos. The worthier period-instrument rival to the new Oiseau-Lyre is the 1971 Archiv. Strings are deployed identically in both: six violins, two violas, two cellos, and double bass. (Oiseau-Lyre does not indicate, however, whether soloist Christopher Hirons is replaced among the second violins in the D minor.) The Ancient Music Academy uses baroque pitch, and director Christopher Hogwood shifts from harpsichord continuo to organ in the concerto grosso. Violinist-conductor Eduard Melkus, at higher pitch, achieves a more modern sound, with stronger vibrato. Hogwood is generally brisker in the outer movements. Melkus in the inner, and both are faster almost everywhere than the Harmoncourts. Here, moreover, the fiddlers are equal to the stiffer challenges; note especially the articulation of sixteenth-note scales in both versions of the A minor finale. Melkus achieves dramatic effects through control of dynamics but seems less secure in maintaining tempo. Though I wouldn’t willingly part with either recording (forced to choose, I’d probably keep Schroeder/Hogwood), there’s considerable room for further exploration of “authenticity” in this repertory. (Goebel/Musica Antiqua and Standage/Pinnock please apply.)

None of these recordings—least of all the Schroeder/Hogwood—will likely convert listeners still leery of period instruments. They will do better, for now, to stick to the “standard” accounts by David Oistrakh (DG Privilege 2535 176, with son Igor and conductor Eugene Goossens in the D minor) or their own favorites. J.R.O.

BEETHOVEN: Fidelio (without dialogue, in Hungarian).

CAST:

d sách (excerpts)—See page 64.

BEETHOVEN: Fidelio (without dialogue, in Hungarian).

BAKER: Washington Square (excerpts)—See page 64.

CAST:
Leonore Anna Baith (s)
Marzelline Maria Maliyá (s)
Don Florestan Endre Rösiér (t)
Jaquino Gyula Angyal Nagy (t)
First Prisoner Laszlo Küküly (t)
Don Pizarro Oszkar Maleczky (b)
Rocco Mihaly Széky (bs)
Don Fernando Istvan Koszó (bs)
Second Prisoner Jeno Vermez (bs)

Hungarian State Opera Chorus and Orchestra, Otto Klemperer, cond. HUNGAROTON LPX 12426/9. $19.96 (mono; two discs, manual sequence) [recorded in performance, November 8-9, 1948].

Since few collectors share my feeling that Klemperer’s 1962 EMI studio recording is a galumphing bore, many listeners may not share my enthusiasm for this Fidelio, Hungaroton’s third release from a long-neglected cache of Hungarian Radio transcription discs made during the conductor’s extensive Budapest appearances in the years 1948-50. Already issued are a Bach coupling (Magnificat and Fifth Brandenburg) and excerpts from Die Meistersinger. In the offering are more Bach (B minor Mass and Second Suite) and Wagner (Lohengrin excerpts), plus Mozart’s Don Giovanni and Enführung (excerpts?). Offenbach’s Tales of Hoffmann (excerpts?), and the Mozart Symphony No. 39 and Schubert Unfinished.

The Fidelio is quick, indeed breakneck in the opening scene (which I think there are better ways to solve). More to the point, it’s alive and forward-moving. The orchestra has its problems, and the singers are often extended to the limit, and the sound is cramped in the big ensembles, and
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GRIMES, et al.: Chaconne à son goût; All Wounds—See page 64.

HAYDN: Concerto for Keyboard and Orchestra, in D—See page 56.

On the evidence of this disc, perhaps Hildegard should become a household name.

Columba aspexit per cancellos. Ave generosa. O ignis Spiritus Paracleti; O Jerusalem aurea civitas; O Euchari, columba, O viridissima virga; O presul vere civitatis; O ecclesia occulti tua.

Hildegard of Bingen (1098–1179) is hardly a household name. On the evidence of this disc, maybe she should be. She was one of the most remarkable and fascinating creative personalities of the entire medieval period and one of the first women whose music has been preserved in any quantity. As the tenth child of noble parents, she was promised to the Church in a curious form of marriage and entered at age eight to the care of nuns at the small Benedictine monastery of Disibodenberg, where she herself became abbess in 1136. She founded a monastery on the Rupertstberg, near Bingen, sometime between 1147 and 1150 and remained there the rest of her long life.

A mystic, Hildegard had visions in childhood that gradually intensified, finally compelling her to set them down in a trilogy of books compiled over a span of nearly three decades. So renowned were her prophecies that her advice was sought by popes, emperors, kings, archbishops, and all manner of lesser mortals. Between 1160–70 she undertook four missions through Germany for Emperor Frederick Barbarossa. She also found time to write medical and scientific treatises, the first morality play, and large quantities of poetry and music.

Her lyric poetry, penned largely during the 1140s, was collected early in the next decade under the title Symphonia armonica. According to Ian D. Bent in the New Grove Dictionary, it “is laden with brilliant imagery and shares the apocalyptic language of the visionary writings.” Hildegard set it to monophonic music of her own devising. The melodies, which reflect her strong personality, tend to be built upon a few formulas and figurations that are recast, shuffled, extended, and developed into compositions of considerable length and complexity. Their character is spontaneous, even improvisatory, and—like the poetry—full of controlled fervor. Wider in range and with larger intervals than are customary in Gregorian chant, the melodies are hauntingly beautiful.

So is the singing of the Gothic Voices. A significant recent development in chant performance is its extension to professional rather than ecclesiastical musicians. No group of monks or nuns I know of can achieve the vocal agility or sensuousness of tone produced by these five women and three men. Then, too, their general approach (and that of most professional organizations) is far less laid-back than that found in monastic circles. Their pacing is brisker and more dramatically shaped, with a larger dynamic scale. Most of these eight hymns and sequences are performed responsorily, with alternation between soloist and chorus from verse to verse. As was the medieval liturgical practice, men and women never sing together. Nor in this recording do they sing antiphonally. Two of the pieces receive unaccompanied solo renderings from contralto Margaret Philpot—a musician to watch; her deep, throaty voice and poise, impassioned manner are very moving. Half of the chants are sung unaccompanied, the other half with an instrumental drone that is historically dubious and ultimately distracting.

Many scholars contend that, in the Middle Ages and beyond, hymns and sequences were often performed in a highly metrical fashion reflecting the poetic structure. The Gothic Singers eschew such practice here—probably rightly, for music as rhapsodic as Hildegard's. Instead they applying a free rhythmic style known as equalista. Each note receives approximately the same time value, with lengthenings at phrase endings—in essence, the method made famous by the monks at Solesmes. On paper it appears dull and dogmatic, but if executed with flexibility and a sense of large-scale line, as here, equalista theories prove vital and persuasive. The Gothic Voices go beyond the Solesmes tradition in this respect, interpreting the squiggly "quillisms" as turnlike ornaments rather than as slightly extended notes.

Still, save for those initially startling drones, there is relatively little here that will strike chant connoisseurs as unusual.

Dorati revived it a few years ago. This collaboration, too, has produced some excellent and interesting releases. The Copland disc, not one of its best, may be one of its last, for Dorati is no longer Detroit's music director. Let's hope the orchestra doesn't drop out of sight again.

J.C.
And so, while I highly recommend this new recording for both melodic content and exquisite musicality, I direct the intrepid explorer to various path-breaking albums by R. John Blackley and his Schola Antiqua (Vanguard and Nonesuch), another by the Pro Cantione Antiqua of London under Edgar Fleet (Peters International PLE 115), and a mesmeric solo disc by Iseg Reznikoff (Harmonia Mundi France HM 1044). On these you will hear Western chant performed as you have never heard it before.

R.D.H.

JANÁČEK: The Excursions of Mr. Brouček.
Besides that, the music is never less than captivating. The earthy peasant scenes in the inn, the luminous lyricism of the moon episode, and the hard-edged patriotic fervor of the Hussite battles create a musical atmosphere of dazzling variety. Here for the first time, Janáček completely masters his technique of shifting mosaics, transforming and combining themes with cunning sleight-of-hand as he binds the entire score into a coherent unity. It seems high time for a major company in this country to test the opera on stage. What sometimes looks problematical on the printed page of a Janáček opera often turns out to be an unexpected stroke of genius.

This is Supraphon's second recording of Brouček—in general, a great improvement over the first. Although that 1962 version is conducted by the estimable Václav Neumann, the Prague National Theater Orchestra plays scrappily for him and the recorded sound is unpleasantly tubby. František Dlouhý gets much more mellifluous results from the Czech Philharmonic, and Supraphon's engineers this time provide a warmly resonant acoustic. Both casts are respectable enough, and there is little to choose between them, although Bohumír Václav, Neumann's Brouček, turns in a more miscelaneously characterful performance than does Vítězslav Šindelář for Dlouhý. Šindelář, who usually sings the lyric tenor repertoire, seems a bit out of his element here, but he does bring an unexpected and not entirely inappropriate touch of melancholia to the scamp's various dilemmas. I also treasure a cameo appearance in the 1962 recording by the great Beno Blachut (who used to sing Brouček, but never on records) as the Apparition of Svatopluk Čech. The new performance includes several large chunks of Part Two never recorded before—sections not even printed in the libretto that accompanies the discs. Perhaps one day Supraphon will further favor us with the original epilogue to the moon adventure, a lengthy scene that Janáček deleted after he decided to extend the opera to include the first time, Janáček completely masters his technique of shifting mosaics, transforming and combining themes with cunning sleight-of-hand as he binds the entire score into a coherent unity. It seems high time for a major company in this country to test the opera on stage. What sometimes looks problematical on the printed page of a Janáček opera often turns out to be an unexpected stroke of genius.

This is Supraphon's second recording of Brouček—in general, a great improvement over the first. Although that 1962 version is conducted by the estimable Václav Neumann, the Prague National Theater Orchestra plays scrappily for him and the recorded sound is unpleasantly tubby. František Dlouhý gets much more mellifluous results from the Czech Philharmonic, and Supraphon's engineers this time provide a warmly resonant acoustic. Both casts are respectable enough, and there is little to choose between them, although Bohumír Václav, Neumann's Brouček, turns in a more miscelaneously characterful performance than does Vítězslav Šindelář for Dlouhý. Šindelář, who usually sings the lyric tenor repertoire, seems a bit out of his element here, but he does bring an unexpected and not entirely inappropriate touch of melancholia to the scamp's various dilemmas. I also treasure a cameo appearance in the 1962 recording by the great Beno Blachut (who used to sing Brouček, but never on records) as the Apparition of Svatopluk Čech. The new performance includes several large chunks of Part Two never recorded before—sections not even printed in the libretto that accompanies the discs. Perhaps one day Supraphon will further favor us with the original epilogue to the moon adventure, a lengthy scene that Janáček deleted after he decided to extend the opera to include the first time, Janáček completely masters his technique of shifting mosaics, transforming and combining themes with cunning sleight-of-hand as he binds the entire score into a coherent unity. It seems high time for a major company in this country to test the opera on stage. What sometimes looks problematical on the printed page of a Janáček opera often turns out to be an unexpected stroke of genius.

Our electronics are ahead of the rest.

Acouststat brings you closer to the musical source than ever before with startling innovations in solid state technology. Now, the limits of bipolar transistor circuitry have been overcome by the full utilization of 100% FET's (Field Effect Transistors) in every Acouststat amplifier and preamplifier.

**TRANS-NOVA PREAMPLIFIER**

The Trans-Nova Preamplifier has an extensive array of features including full dubbing capability, an external processor loop, switchable main outputs and more. Its revolutionary Achromatic phono equalization circuit results in exceptionally neutral and quiet performance.

**TRANS-NOVA TWIN-200 POWER AMPLIFIER**

The new TNT-200 is the closest thing to wire plus gain. Two hundred watts per channel never sounded so pure and clean. Extraordinary low end richness and breathtakingly realistic presentation. Complementation of tube and solid state technology provides zero output stage distortion. Four bilateral power supplies eliminate inter-channel interaction and hum.

Acouststat has answered the age-old question of tube vs solid state design by the full utilization of FET technology in the most remarkable components available today. Hear them soon. Call toll free for the name of the authorized dealer nearest you.
Mozart: Concertos for Piano and Orchestra (16); Sinfonia concertante, K. 364; Rondo, K. 382—See page 56.

Schubert: Songs (9)—See page 61.


Various performers, Gennady Rozhdestvensky, cond. Vox Cum Laude. VCL 9035, $8.98. Tape: VCS 9035, $8.98 (casette).


An unremitting and unalloyed delight—or only lightly alloyed by the absence of printed texts for the vocal works. Recorded in 1979 under the incisive and affectionate direction of Gennady Rozhdestvensky (and accompanied by his notes), these tempestuous tidbits straddling Shostakovich’s career—though weighted towards the early years—find him mostly in a relaxed, exuberant mood, as witness the hilarious yet elegant “Tea for Two” arrangement, produced on a dare in some forty-five minutes.

There’s something most individual and appealing about the confident and healthy wit displayed here—an outrageous sense of fun that cocists with enormous warmth and openness. We’ve heard impu-}


dice of thissort from Stravinsky and Prokofiev, but not usually with this degree of personal commitment, for which Weill seems perhaps the closest point of reference. In some ways, we get a fuller image of Shostakovich’s personality, or at any rate of one component of it, from the little suite Rozhdestvensky arranged from the 1933 score for a never-completed animated-film version of Pushkin’s Tale of The...
I am restless. No kidding, you're going to love things. Pinafore Overture, what it in fact leads into fourth movements.

For some background on Zemlinsky, a surprisingly shadowy figure for someone whose name was so prominent in European musical circles in the first several decades of this century, readers are directed to Gunther Breest, prod. [DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 2532 021, $12.98 (digital recording)]

Comparisons:

Dorow, Nissgern, Ferro Cetra II 70048

The music of this first song is strong enough that you probably won't mind terribly that it's not easy to tell what exactly has got the singer so down. His poetic evocations of immensities of distance and time and of a yearning to wander may well put you in mind of the final parting ("Er stieg vom Pferd...") of Mahler's Das Lied, whose structural kinship to the Lyric Symphony is too obvious to require underlining. But Zemlinsky's would-be wanderer is a good deal more fidgety than Mahler's, and the peace he craves seems to have more to do with the here and now. If we were to listen with Zerbinetta's ears to the vague allusions "Thy breath comes to me whispering an impossible hope." Thy tongue is known to my heart as its very own." O Far-to-see, O the keen call of thy flute!" we might guess that what he really wants is a little female companionship.

And what the sequence of poems gives us is essentially the progress of a relationship, from vaguest yearnings through consummation and on through the waning of passion and a reasonably tranquil parting, wherein the stormy opening music is recapitulated as the baritone seems to find the peace he has been searching for. The catch is that the alternating movements for bar-
There are important differences, though, and not just in the kinds of relationships presented. Where the white-hot passion of Tove and King Waldemar is abruptly and brutally terminated by the jealous Queen's vengeance, Zemlinsky's "lovers" trace the perhaps more familiar curve of a passion that naturally waxes and wanes. More significantly, I think, Schoenberg's setting of Zemlinsky's 'Queen's vengeance'. Zemlinsky's "lovers" have precise identities, with precise histories, relationships, and hopes, while Zemlinsky's seven personae are mostly cloudy poetic constructs. Zemlinsky undoubtedly found Tagore's fog stimulating and evocative, and you may too. When I hear a poem (the baritone's second) that begins, "You are the evening cloud floating in the sky of my dreams," I have the queasy sensation of having stumbled into Rod McKuen Land.

And I can't help feeling, going from the second movement to the third, that Zemlinsky stumbled too. The precise situation and personalities of the second movement seem to have freed his imagination most fully, and by the time the music has resolved into the haze of the baritone's third-movement adagio, he seems lost, reaching for gestures to illustrate an atmosphere. Again in the answering fourth movement for soprano ("Speak to me, my love!"), he seems just to be laboring too hard. It's not until the explosive onset of the introduction to the fifth movement, in which the baritone is already asking for his freedom, that Zemlinsky seems back on track. The final songs, in which the disengagement is worked out, proceed with almost the confidence of the earlier ones.

For me, at least, the result is a curious outcome: it seems to have freed his imagination, but seems to be working for an anti-social, self-consciously "modern" quality closer to the later Schoenberg or to his younger friend Berg. (Coincidence of dates: Wozzeck, although not premiered until 1925, was written in 1917–21. The Lyric Symphony dates from 1922–23.)

But again, he seems to be working too hard, and without quite understanding what he's working for. I just don't hear in these settings the kind of vocal expressiveness—an expansion but at the same time an outgrowth of earlier models—that Berg worked for. The baritone songs especially make vocal demands, driving the singer repeatedly and sustainedly up into the area of the break, that don't seem to express any real need and certainly don't offer the performer much in the way of recompense for his labors. (This wouldn't seem to be terribly well for Zemlinsky's operas.)
We now have three recordings of the Lyric Symphony, and each has something to contribute. Not many collectors will want even two, let alone three, versions, and so we can narrow the practical choice to the two new Berlin recordings, both of which offer richly textured renditions of the orchestral part unmatched by the earlier Cetra Italia recording with the BBC Symphony under Gabriele Ferro. Schwann's Berlin Radio Symphony produces somewhat cleaner textures than DG's Berlin Philharmonic; a case could be made for either. DG's Lorin Maazel gets through nearly every movement substantially faster than Schwann's Bernhard Klee, but I'm not sure I would have noticed without the printed timings, and Maazel's quicker pacing doesn't really help me through those problematic middle movements.

Your choice is probably best made on the basis of the soloists, but even here the lines aren't drawn neatly. The most appealing of them is DG's Julia Varady, whose fresh soprano and emotional openness prove a good match for that underlying likability of Zemlinsky that I spoke of earlier. Schwann's Elisabeth Soderstrom is a more artful singer, in both the positive and the negative senses, and a certain measure of art is necessary for her to encompass the music's upper and lower reaches.

She manages it nicely, and her partner, Dale Duesing, a baritone best-known for such relatively high, light roles as Papageno and Harlekin, does an impressive job with Zemlinsky's mean tessitura. He actually sings it all. While a weightier voice would seem to be what's wanted, Fischer-Dieskau's isn't. That said, he gets through the music almost whole, something one mightn't have thought possible, and his bottomless bag of Lieder-singer's tricks isn't entirely unwelcome here. In terms of vocal suitability, Cetra's Siegmund Nimsgern would seem almost exactly right, and in the later songs his voice does take hold rather nicely; earlier on, it tends to wobble under pressure.

Should you incline to the Cetra version for Nimsgern, you'll get a good enough account of the soprano songs by Dorothy Dorow, though not as winning as Varady's or as personal as Soderstrom's. What you won't get, apart from a more robust orchestral account, is printed texts, and Cetra's liner note (translated into English), although moderately informative about the composer, has almost nothing to say about the piece. Schwann's trilingual note isn't that much more helpful; DG at least gives us something meaty enough to disagree with. Both include texts and translations, though Schwann rather unhelpfully has the German and English on opposite sides of its text insert. The English version, incidentally, is the same, for the simple reason that it's Tagore's own translation of his Bengali originals, of which the German translation set by Zemlinsky appears to be a fairly literal rendering. The translator isn't identified in either the recordings or the score. The composer himself? (The copyright notice credits Universal Edition, publisher of the score.) K.F.

Recitals and Miscellany

CALLIOPE: A Renaissance Revel.


ATTAINANT (pub.): La Brosse: Two Galliardes: Pavane; Au pres de vous; Three Bransles gay. F. DE LA TORRE: La Spagna; GERVAIS: Bransle simple. GUGLIELMO EBREO DA PESARO: La Spagna. HENRY VIII: Tauder naken. ISAAC: La Spagna; PRAETORIUS: Terpsichore; Galliardes (2); Galliarda diminutions; Three Voltas; Ballet des anglais; Bransle de la royne; TRAD.: L'Homme armé.

There is more to revelry than a few sackbut and vielles. Calliope's anthology of galliardes, voltas, bransles, and pavanes promises sheer delight but is in fact a bore. To give due credit, the ensemble has
This is another mixed bag culled from Horowitz concerts of relatively recent vintage. The great rhetorical flourish is heard full force in the Centimenti, a work that engagingly suggests Beethoven’s extroverted C major Sonata, Op. 2, No. 3, in certain of its ingredients (e.g., rising chords over an ostinato trill, as in the Beethoven finale) but that, on the whole, looks forward to Berlin in its parish theatricality. An entirely different Horowitz—the debonair charmer—comes to the fore in the Chopin ‘black-key’ study (much more lovable here than in the spiky, straitlaced performance recently reissued in the CBS Chopin anthology, M3 36935) and Rachmaninoff’s Polka de W.R. (in which the audience can hear chuckling with delight at the end). The swirling filigree of the Rachmaninoff Moment musical, the lapidarian melodic shaping of his G major Prelude, and the molded rumination of Chopin’s C sharp minor Etude are all similarly beguiling. The only disappointment here—a considerable one—is the Chopin Barcarolle, which sounds wan and fitful. Horowitz exceeds one—is the Chopin Barcarolle, which sounds wan and fitful. Horowitz exceeds even his earlier recording of the work in his arbitrary teasing of inner lines and contrivance of phrasing—spreading this voice for emphasis, muttering that phrase for dramatic effect. This is Horowitz at his most perplexing. In general, the sound is lustrous and brilliant, but even it becomes hard and bloodless in the Barcarolle.

NINA LELCHUK: Piano Recital.

Nina Lelchuk, piano. [Robert Woods, prod.] Telarc DG 10075, $17.95 (digital recording).


Nina Lelchuk, yet another of the growing horde of Soviet emigre musicians now living in the West, is obviously a superior pianist. Equally obviously, she is oriented toward the Moscow Conservatory ideals of color and song, and pianism for its own sake. She appears at her best in the Liszt Spanish Rhapsody, more lyrical and delicately nuanced here than in Lazar Berman’s belting approach, and in the song transcriptions, with Der Müller und der Bach particularly affecting. Less noteworthy is her reading of the monumental Schumann fantasía; for all its shifting emphases of texture and color, it seems a bit provincial in its attention to passing detail at the expense of note-to-note, phrase-to-phrase, section-to-section structural unity. And her tone—lustroously reproduced and quite beautiful elsewhere—becomes rather tacky in the climaxes of this demanding masterpiece. Still, in more intimate and carefully chosen repertory, Lelchuk appears to be an earnest and appealing interpreter.
Critiques of new cassette and open-reel releases by R.D. Darrell

**Nota bene**

It has been a long, seemingly hopeless battle—that of tape collectors to achieve equality with discophiles, especially to win recognition as literates able and eager to make use of the same musical annotations that accompany discs. But at last the major American record companies' obstinacy seems to be cracking: First RCA went halfway, providing notes for its digital/chromium-musictapes; now CBS goes whole hog, with notes for all cassettes. And since the major import lines, led by Polygram (DG, Philips, London, and subsidiary labels), have always supplied notes (except for budget series), as do nearly all the American independents, the only important holdouts remain Angel and Nonesuch.

Surely they too will soon realize that the new era of full disc/tape parity—in annotation as well as technology and sales—has finally dawned. [But stop the presses: Nonesuch has belatedly announced that it, too, will provide notes and grant parity.]

The CBS reformation, which extends to the use of chromium-dioxide tape for all its cassettes, is part of a general upgrading in the processing and packaging of both records and tapes. And the first musicassette examples I’ve seen and heard make a most favorable impression—quite apart from the enhanced significance given one release by the tragic early death of extraordinary Canadian pianist Glenn Gould. His new account of Bach’s Goldberg Variations (CBS Masterworks digital/chrome IMT 37779, price at dealer’s option) is consistently great fun.

Many of these fifty reissues first appeared then in open-reel and early cartridge formats. The present recordings lack notes and their Dolby B noise reduction varies from only fair to pretty good, but young audiophiles will be absolutely shocked to learn how satisfactory—often even thrilling—the early-stereo sound remains today.

Of those I’ve been able to hear so far, five by the incomparable Fritz Reiner are true technological as well as artistic masterpieces: his swan-song Haydn Symphonies Nos. 95 and 101 (ALK 1-4492), virile Dvořák New World (4463), glowing Brahms Third (4462), laud Tchaikovsky Pathétique (4464), and somber Debussy La Mer and impetuous Strauss Don Juan (4477). He also provides superb orchestral support for pianist Byron Janis in Strauss’s Burleske and Rachmaninoff’s First Concerto (4495).

More than a dozen reissues bring back the great days of Charles Munch with the Boston Symphony: most notably his first (1955) complete Ravel Daphnis et Chloe (ALK 1-4456) and his Berlioz overtures (4474). Dukas/Ravel/Saint-Saëns program (4469), Debussy Images (4468), and Mendelssohn Reformation and Italian Symphonies (4465). Of more limited appeal, except for the Bostonians’ matchless playing, are Munch’s Bach (ALK 1-4489/90), Brahms (4439, 4470), Schubert (4507), Schumann (4480), Strauss and Tchaikovsky (4490), and Wagner (4497) programs, as well as his skillfully tailored accompaniments for Gary Graffman’s Brahms (ALK 1-4506), Henryk Szeryng’s Tchaikovsky (4493), and David Oistrakh’s Chaussson and Saint-Saëns (4498).

Many connoisseurs may prize most of all the five Toscanni programs in their original, undocketed, monophony. But for me, only the Respighi Roman tone poems (ALK 1-4501) and Mussorgsky-Ravel/ Franck coupling (4502) fully represent the Maestro’s greatness. Even his putatively definitive Rossini overtures (4500) and Beethoven symphonies (4503, 4504) remain severely handicapped by their original sonic harshness and acoustical aridity.

**Vanguard reissues.** More Victrolas later. Vanguard, meanwhile, has recycled some seventy programs (Everyman Classics, Bach Guild, etc.) in inexpensive ($5.98 each) premium-quality ferric tapings. Cassette shells are fitted with screws rather than welded. Notes are supplied, and Dolby B silencing is consistently excellent. I’ve heard only representative samplings, tipped by the welcome return to tape of Alfred Brendel’s delectable Mozart variations/viaانونًا/ fantasy program (C 10043) and first tapings of his Liszt Hungarian Rhapsodies and Cairds obistone (C 10035) and Chopin polonaises (C 10058). There once were open-reel editions of Felix Prohaska’s Mozart Jupiter Symphony and three overtures, a c. 1970 sonic milestone (CSR 167), and Vladimir Golschmann’s Tchaikovsky Pathétique (CSR 112), but I think both Mischa Elman’s 1961 Kreisler “Favorites” (CSR 367) and Maurice Abravanel’s 1975 Mahler First (CSR 320) are new to tape. So are the new anthology of riotous earlier skits in “Addicted to P.D.Q. Bach and Prof. Peter Schickele” (CSR 375) and café-pianist Max Morath’s “Best of Scott Joplin and Other Rag Classics” (CVSD 3940, “Twefer,” $9.98).

**Rehearing the distant past.** More and more current recordings juxtapose modern technologies with period instruments and stylistic traditions. One of the earliest antiquarian exponents—Concentus Musicus director Nikolaus Harnoncourt—maintains his preeminence with three outstanding Telefunken programs. His new Bach Brandenburgs (digital/chrome 24.35620, $25.96) surpass not only his 1965 version, but—in sheer exhilaration as well as gleaming lucidity—just about every other I’ve encountered. He does well too, aided by soprano Rachel Yakar, other soloists, and the Vienna State Opera Chorus, with the Beyer revision of the always problematical Mozart Requiem (digital/chrome 4.42756, $12.98). And many Handelians will give top ranking to his robustly virile analog set of the Op. 3 Concerti grossi; the lack of a cassette edition is offset by Barclay-Crocker’s flawless double-play open reel (O 635545, $18.95). Barclay-Crocker similarly provides the first American taping—another magnificent double-play open reel (Oiseau Lyre/B-C O D 244D2, $18.95)—of the Hogwood/Ancient Music Academy’s inexhaustibly rewarding Vivaldi Op. 3. L’Estro armonico.
Randy Newman's Coming-Out Party

Called a recluse and a bigot by some, Newman has more to say than most "confessional" singer/songwriters.

by Sam Sutherland

"I can't sing. The interest of my stuff is generally in the accompaniment."

The first to admit that he "disappears" from the public eye between his somewhat erratic album releases, Randy Newman is still justified in challenging the assumption that he is a willful recluse. Indeed, over the course of his periodic flurries of interviews, he has submitted to the press' probings with an affable candor seldom found in his higher-profile pop peers. In the process, he has offered more clues to the sources of his work than even the most "sensitive" of singer-songwriters.

While he has often been lumped in with the members of that late '60s vogue, Newman actually predates the trend by years and has seldom, if ever, operated by its unwritten bylaws. Instead, as pianist, singer, arranger, and writer, he has remained an iconoclast who prefers social miniatures, extended jokes, and unsentimental portraiture to the more typical commodities of romance and self-analysis. His songs have revealed the perspectives of a repertory of characters spanning the monstrous and the mundane. His settings have been equally varied in time and place, reflecting a fascination with American society, both historical and contemporary.

As a songwriter and a composer who has scored both film and TV projects, Newman operates at a considerable distance from the pop rank and file. The nephew of a Hollywood film-scoring dynasty (Alfred, Lionel, and Emil Newman) and a graduate of prerock, assembly-line pop songwriting (at Metric Music), his penchant for evocative orchestrations has added to his credibility as a purveyor of art songs, not just disposable pop.

His spare but seductive piano style has counterbalanced his classicism, mixing the
purely American idioms of, most notably, stride and ragtime. As a singer, he has seemed shaped more by his brief and very early tenure in New Orleans than by a lifetime in Los Angeles. His sleepy drawl is the perfect vehicle for the southerners who frequently dot his work.

Add a melodic style that has mirrored his sense of American popular song traditions, and it becomes easy to understand why some followers have been uncomfortable with the more straightforward pop and rock elements that have surfaced since "Little Criminals," the 1977 album that spawned his notorious single hit, "Short People." That LP's successor, "Born Again" (1980), pointed even more openly to contemporary rock trends, while still taking enough topical risks to offend some listeners.

His newest disc, "Trouble in Paradise" (see BACKBEAT, March), is an album at once livelier and darker than much of his previous work. Rich in farcical situations, laced with ugly and uncomfortably accurate characterizations from the downside of the soul, it is Newman's most shrewdly commercial work as an arranger, paced by vivid flashes of rock power and performed in league with an impressive array of pop and rock celebrities including Paul Simon, Linda Ronstadt, Don Henley, Bob Seger, Rickie Lee Jones, and members of Toto and Fleetwood Mac.

A few days before the album's release, Newman is once again obliging reporters from a sparse office in his manager's Beverly Hills suite. Although only two days away from a solo concert tour slated to begin in Europe, he shows few signs of pressure, and our conversation moves easily from his work to his home life (with wife Roswitha and sons Eric, Amos, and John) and on to the world at large.

**Backbeat:** The new album represents something of a culmination of your recent studio work. You've moved away from the solo piano settings and larger, orchestral frameworks you once favored.

**Newman:** True.

**Backbeat:** Given the more conventional rock instrumentation you're using, are you relying more on the players? I still get the sense that you're more of a formal arranger than most modern pop and rock recording artists.

**Newman:** Sort of, yeah. I'm not one to allow people freedom to just groove. I don't like to hear a guy take off and do his own thing on my record. So I work like an arranger, always. But some of the players, like the guys from Toto, can recognize what's there and take it from my piano part. [Keyboard player David] Paich did a lot of his own stuff on The Blues, for example. They were so good and so fast on this last recording—I can't tell you how much was a case of my saying "play this and play that.""

**Backbeat:** The shift toward more of a pop context seems especially apparent in light of your score for Ragtime, since it really offered you a chance to flex your orchestral arranging skills. Is this divergence that conscious?

**Newman:** You have to serve the songs, and the songs have been more rock-oriented recently. Also, I sound better to me. I think my voice is a weak voice, but it's sort of a rock & roll voice.

**Backbeat:** The strings on this album's Real Emotional Girl or Same Girl would have been more prominent on your earlier records.

**Newman:** Yes. They're hidden now—almost as if they were an embarrassment. It's a different kind of mix.

**Backbeat:** Both of those are quiet ballads and seem to serve as emotional release valves for the rest of the album. Did the use of strings on those songs have anything to do with their content?

**Newman:** It had to do with that. Yes. But I also put a synthesizer on the tracks to cool them off. The emotionalism of straight strings has to be muted. I once wrote a song called Old Man [from "From Sail Away"], and it did too florid a version. I got carried away. It's the coldest song imaginable, and yet the strings warm it up so much.

I'll use strings again. But now I use synthesizers too—I've gotten better with them.

**Backbeat:** Still, the use of orchestral charts and reeds, brass, and strings made you stand out more—particularly to the critics. Do you think it may have made it easier for the public to get a handle on you?

**Newman:** Sure. I was easier for the twelve people, critics, pseudo-intellectuals, and homosexuals that were interested.

**Backbeat:** In that sense, your recent records strike me as a guerrilla action for those who may not have heard your early work. Also, the increasingly prominent use of contemporary rock and pop suggests that you enjoy commenting on the nature of the beast as well.

**Newman:** Sort of. I never liked writing songs about the road, or about rock & roll. You know, there are people who, once they achieve success, that's all they know anymore and all they write about, over and over and over. McCartney has done a lot of that—"Band on the Run," this kind of

Written and Recorded Works

**BY HIS OWN ESTIMATES,** Randy Newman has written over 150 songs since landing his first staff writing job at Metric Music, publishing arm for the record company run by friend Lenny Waronker. Quantity alone would seem to give the lie to Newman's frequent complaints about recurring writer's block, but album release dates do reveal often lengthy gaps.

Most of his earliest songs, for Liberty records like Gene McDaniels, the Fleetwoods, and other early '60s vocalists, have long since been forgotten by all but the most dedicated admirers. Newman himself would probably prefer that critics and pop historians never discover his 1963 debut single, composed by Pat Boone and Jimmie Haskell for Dot. But one side of it, "Golden Girl," clearly revealed the songwriter's now-familiar penchant for depicting lovers born to lose: In describing the title character, Newman observed, "All the girls run after him, and my girl's in front of 'em all."

In the late '60s, when he began recording solo works in earnest, he was also developing a formidable reputation as a songwriter. His works were recorded by such artists as Judy Collins, Barbra Streisand, Alain Price, Blood, Sweat & Tears, and Three Dog Night, the last of whom delivered his first smash hit with a glossy version of Mimi's "Mama Told Me Not to Come."

In the late '70s, when he began recording solo works in earnest, he was also developing a formidable reputation as a songwriter. His works were recorded by such artists as Judy Collins, Barbra Streisand, Alain Price, Blood, Sweat & Tears, and Three Dog Night, the last of whom delivered his first smash hit with a glossy version of Mimi's "Mama Told Me Not to Come."

Still, Newman is easily his own best interpreter. The consistency of his work is at least partially attributable to his continuing partnership with producers Lenny Waronker and Russ Titelman. The former has been with him from the outset, the latter joined during the production of "Live." With the exception of his soundtracks for Ragtime and the TV series Peyton Place (which found itself onto the long-since-deleted "Randy Newman Orchestra" LP) his album output has appeared entirely under the Warner Bros. aegis, starting on the Reprise label and then switching to Warner itself when Reprise was folded into the parent company.

**Reprise RS 6286** Randy Newman Creates Something New Under the Sun (1968)
**RS 6373** Twelve Songs (1970)
**RS 6459** Randy Newman/Live (1971)
**MS 2064** Sail Away (1972)
**MS 2193** Good Old Boys (1974)

**Warner Bros. BS 2554** Performance—Original Soundtrack (1970)
Here Newman is one of various artists featured in the Nicholas Roeg film starring Mick Jagger. He conducts much of the film's music and sings "Gene Dead Train."

**BSK 3079** Little Criminals (1977)
**HS 3346** Born Again (1980)
**23755** Trouble in Paradise (1983)

**Elektra SE-565** Ragtime—Original Soundtrack (1981)
In addition to the music from the film, the album includes one Newman vocal, "Change Your Ways."

Admirers may also want to check out Harry Nilsson's '70 RCA album, "Nilsson Sings Newman," (LSP-4289 or APL-1-0203), which is devoted entirely to Newman's songs and features the songwriter on keyboards.

---
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Somehow, people who interview me think I hide behind my characters.
Ray Charles Reconnects with His Soul
Reviewed by John Milward

Ray Charles: Wish You Were Here Tonight
Ray Charles, producer
Columbia FC 38293

Two decades after cutting his famous country album with its monumental, three-million-selling single I Can't Stop Loving You, Ray Charles has returned to country & western for his Columbia debut. The result, "Wish You Were Here Tonight," is his best album in years.

When Charles signed up in the late '70s with Atlantic records, the home of his great R&B recordings, hopes were high that the realignment would stem his ever-accumulating catalog of M.O.R. pop-soul. But though occasional sparks of the old genius did fly, Broadway schmaltz and Beatles hits continued to clog the man and his soul. By striking back to the Grand Ole Opry, Charles not only solidifies his repertoire, but also rediscovers part of his soul.

He sings this music in the spirit of Willie Nelson's Night Life. This is crying country, music that occupies a space between country & western and the blues. Ballads predominate, and it is here where Charles really shines. It's not that the uptempo tunes are bad, but as the singer admits on the best of them, this aging soul man is looking for a woman who can do it in 3/4 Time. Also, there's something altogether bizarre about hearing banjos next to one of the bluesiest voices we'll ever know.

That voice is at the heart of this album's matter. I Wish You Were Here Tonight burns with it: The story is familiar—lonely on the road—but when the Right Reverend Ray soars at the chorus, he is singing of a love that lives in his imagination, not in reality. Reality is Ray Charles clipping his vocal on the title line to let his piano finish out the singular blues. When he gets this good, he's nothing less than thrilling. Even a contemporary country butterfly like Let Your Love Flow flies like a kite in these capable hands.

You can almost hear the tunes in their titles: Ain't Your Memory Got No Pride at All, with its gospel chorus; Born to Love Me, which inevitably makes you think of Born to Lose, even though they're not at all that alike. Charles' self-production is flawless (banjos notwithstanding), with sparse instrumentation and extensive yet tasteful background singing keeping our attention where it belongs. The familiar vocal flourishes come fast and steady, asbefits a jazz-R&B singer who has influenced innumerable rockers, and they ring so true that it takes you a minute to believe your ears. This is no legend, this is a man reconnecting with his soul. This is a cat watching his baby slowly pack her bags. You've Got, sings Ray Charles, the Longest Leaving Act in Town.

Heaven 17
British Electric Foundation, producer
Arista AL 6606

Leave it to British art students to start a fad of funk music that doesn't use a real drummer. It's like the white man's comic revenge—the rhythm is in the box, not the body. But synthesized sounds don't necessarily make for soul, which sets up a neat irony: by squeezing the warmth out of the rhythm, the soul of the synth bands is unequivocally tied to their compositions. Human League's Don't You Want Me, the flagship song of the genre, worked because the bombastic electronic rhythms were matched by a dramatic lyric. Heaven 17 is even more overtly theatrical, but at its best sounds like what might happen if New York's Kid Creole and the Coconuts went to England and suddenly decided to enroll in art school.

Penthouse and Pavement captures the essential silliness of this band, whose American debut is culled from two years of English singles and albums. The song seems to be about a guy who works all day, goes out all night, and is in some kind of trouble. (I guess one can't expect specifics from a nonsensically named band produced by the British Electric Foundation.) Glenn Gregory has a Gang-of-4 kind of voice, which is to say he doesn't sing as much as declare. But Josie James' bouncy female counterpoint creates an effective sense of
tension against the inflexible rhythms. Who Will Stop the Rain achieves the same push-pull atmosphere, using a rhythmic hook for background voices; while Let Me Go builds a richly layered production around its ominously brittle beat.

Otherwise, this record wears thin quickly. Play to Win is a pure rhythm track that aims at ska and is perfectly dreadful. And when the lyrics become as bald-faced as those of I'm Your Money, you might as well unplug the rhythm machine. Consequently, the last song, We're Going to Live for a Very Long Time, sounds something like a threat. Heaven 17 is ready for this criticism, of course—the album's other standout track, (We Don't Need This) Fascist Groove Thang, is the band's own best put down.

Chris Hillman: Morning Sky
Jim Dickson, producer
Sugar Hill SH 3729
(P.O. Box 4040, Duke Station, Durham, N.C. 27706)

On 'Morning Sky,' the original bassist in the Byrds proves that you can go home again. As singer and mandolinist in his bluegrass ensemble, the Hillmen, Chris Hillman's initial musical turf was the relaxed folk/bluegrass community co-existed with surf music in Southern California.

Although he revisited that genre both with the Byrds (the classic 'Sweetheart of the Rodeo') and later as cofounder of the Flying Burrito Bros., his recent work has been devoted to more pointedly electric fare. Few of his solo experiments have mustered the charm of 'Morning Sky,' which suggests a relaxed truce between acoustic playing and country/pop songwriting. The material includes seemingly overexposed chestnuts from Bob Dylan, Kris Kristofferson, Danny O'Keefe, and even the Grateful Dead, that wind up sounding warm and engaging.

The key to such transubstantiation may be Hillman's characteristically low-keyed delivery. Long underrated as a singer, he brings his straightforward, country-tinged tenor to satisfying heights, aided in the process by Herb Pedersen's high harmonies and almost offhand delivery. The instrumental work is also breezy, but hardly slapdash: In addition to Pedersen's rhythm guitar and banjo, Hillman has tapped such old partners as Bernie Leadon, Byron Berline, Al Perkins, and Kenny Wertz. For those who remember the earliest country/rock as sweet rather than cynical, this reunion of sorts should prove heartening indeed.

One final note: 'Morning Sky' is not a weird lapse for the New York City-based Sugar Hill disco label, but rather one of many recent bluegrass releases from a Durham, N.C., label with the same name.

The Jimmy Johnson Band: North/South
Steve Tomashetsky & the Jimmy Johnson Band, producers
Delmark DS 647
(4243 N. Lincoln, Chicago, Ill. 60618)

Although in his early fifties, guitarist, vocalist, and songwriter Jimmy Johnson was viewed as a "new" voice in blues when he delivered his first album, "Johnson's Whacks," two years ago. For far from serving up rote, reheated Chicago blues, he and his quartet deliver lively, modern music that observes all of the idiom's unwritten rules yet also includes some fresh revisions.

A good example of the latter aspect is the reworked relationship between guitar and keyboards. Both instruments are workhorses of the blues, yet it's still a revelation to hear Carl Snyder use the unexotic timbre of a Fender Rhodes keyboard with a dollop of Latin syncopation to steal the front line handily. Johnson's role is hardly diminished by this, for his own fills and solos have a hot, fluid logic. The rhythm section of Larry Exum (bass) and Ike Davis (drums) also functions with classic poise, yet inserts enough twists and unexpected accents to reveal a much wider frame of reference.

Technique alone can't carry an album, though, and Johnson's success stems mostly from the fervor of his singing and the sharp eye of his songwriting. Excelling at the sorts of pithy similes and street-level images that are essential to urban blues, he wrote all of the songs on "North/South"; it's a testament to their quality that several sound far older. Production is also impressive, the clean mix and razor-sharp sons creating an appropriate context for a thoroughly modern blues band at work.

The Philip Lynott Album
Philip Lynott & Kit Woolven, producers
Warner Bros. 23745-1

Never mind that bassist/singer/songwriter Phil Lynott is best-known for serving up wild heavy metal raves and all-out rockers as frontman of Thin Lizzy. Deep down inside, he's a sentimental old fool. Even on his LItzy discs, he would sneak in a pretty, earnest little ballad every now and then, letting his mushy Gaelic heart shine through.

'The Philip Lynott Album,' his second solo LP, is all mush. The mood is so low-key that the tracks blend together into one long, indistinguishable blur. Though Lynott has surrounded himself with some notable names and talents—the omnipresent guitar wiz Mark Knopfler, Ultravox and Visage frontman Midge Ure, Huey Lewis, and others—the songs, with one or two exceptions, are so subdued that they just kind of sooze on by. Tracks like Gino, the glossy Little Bit of Water, and an overwrought ode to childhood titled Growing Up, are distinguished only by Lynott's great growl of a voice and a few fancy, frilly embellishments.

The best song here is Old Town, a stirring Springsteen-like anthem in which the sprightly Beatle-style classical arrangements (filled out by piano, strings, and French horn) cut a striking contrast to Lynott's plaintive cries: "This old boy is cracking up." The album's opener, Fatalistic Attitude, documents the demise of a young suicide victim. It features a recording of a help-line radio talk show, with snapping synthesizer rhythms pulsing underneath. Catheleen, a loving little ditty dedicated to Lynott's daughter, sports the winsome, cornball line: "And if you heard I was kissing another/Don't be jealous, it's only your mother." Though the tunes are hardly worth waging ecstatic over, Lynott's voice is as terrific as ever. On The Man's a Fool, he is pure Springsteen. (Remember, Lynott's wailing roar was down on vinyl before the Boss recorded his first album.) On the droopy Growing Up he sounds like a wide-eyed John Sebastian. And on Ode to Liberty (The Protest Song), he lays back with a bluesy solo, letting Knopfler's loping guitar do the real singing.

Neither offensive nor inspiring, "The Philip Lynott Album" is tasteful, restrained, and ultimately meaningless.

MUSICAL YOUTH: The Youth of Today
Peter Collins, producer
MCA 5389

In one breath, Musical Youth sings about
how the "young generation come fe mash up de nation," in the next, it switches to a nursery rhyme about an old granny with a slipped disk, all set to an absolutely ingratiating reggae melody. The charm of this very young band—one of the lead singers is all of eleven years old—is the way it adapts the elements of reggae to a bubbly teen sound that follows in the tradition of such groups as the Jackson 5, Frankie Lymon & the Teenagers, and the Rocky Fellers. Its music wins you over with the prepubescent voice of Kelvin Grant, the message of youthful pride, the delightful use of reggae patois and nonsense syllables ("slong bong, biddley bong"), and the ease with which the playing captures all of the lilt and some of the fire of Jamaican music.

There's a definite novelty aspect to Musical Youth that comes out most noticeably in songs such as its giant British hit, Pass the Dutchie. It's reggae stripped of almost everything except sheer spunk. Whatever people find threatening about reggae—the dreadlocks, the simmering racial anger and religious imagery, the reference to ganja (Dutchie's original lyrics were about a dope-smoking ritual and have now been made wholly innocent), the dub techniques that stretch songs out hypnotically—is missing from Musical Youth. Even when its members sing about Armageddon (Young Generation), or the perils of delinquent behavior (Blind Boy), they sound cheerful. Above all, the group communicates the joy of making music; you could practically skip rope to most of these songs, and that musical zip is a big part of what makes "The Youth of Today" such an entertaining debut.

Some of the songs have messages. Children of Zion cautions people not to "fuss and fight," and Mirror Mirror is about disillusion and "confusion in the city." But they can hardly be called didactically illustrated. Children of Zion and Mirror Mirror are about a dope-smoking ritual and have now been made wholly innocent). The key to the snappy urban rock-soul of the Nitecaps is that they've taken their lessons both from golden-era r&b and from bracing Mersey-heat pop. It's a stylistic crossbreeding that relies as much on Johnnie Taylor and Howlin' Wolf as on the Jackson 5 and Frankie Lymon & the Teenagers. It's a crossbreeding that relies as much on Johnnie Taylor and Howlin' Wolf as on the Jackson 5 and Frankie Lymon & the Teenagers, but in addition it puts a New York spin on its pop mood.

The Nitecaps: Go to the Line
Clive Langer & Alan Winstanley, producers. Sire 23756-1

The key to the snappy urban rock-soul of the Nitecaps is that they've taken their lessons both from golden-era r&b and from bracing Mersey-heat pop. It's a stylistic crossbreeding that relies as much on John
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Xavier's hummable melodies as on his gritty yelp of a voice, as much on simple sing-along choruses as on the ever-valuable Uptown Horns, who support the four-piece band on saxes and trumpet. Reminiscent of the white soul bands of the mid-'60s (the species was called "blue-eyed soul" when applied to such outfits as the Rascals and Mitch Ryder & the Detroit Wheels), the Nitecaps are probably most fully appreciated in person: Their brand of music belongs in a place with cold beer on tap. But as crumpled as it sounds at times, "Go to the Line" has more than enough moxie to make it as sharp as a crease in sharkskin trousers.

Xavier, a young veteran of the New York City scene, has a clear idea of what he's after and good taste in his choice of models to emulate. On much of this album, his songs achieve the requisite vigor and precision. The cross-section concept comes together rousingly on Same Situation, on the assertive Can't Let One More Day Go By, and especially on the title track, a song with a racing tempo and a bitter lyric about a narcissistic woman and a man who would do anything for her. The strolling ballad Somebody Cares features some singing Steve Cropper-like guitar, and the cover version of Give Me One More Chance is a real raver with Xavier jumping in throat first. Indeed, all of these prove that the Nitecaps have the goods.

Since he's more of a shouter—bordering occasionally on overexertion—than a singer, it's a critical flaw that Xavier's words don't always come up to the level of the tunes, arrangements, and musicianship; relative to their musical context, the lyrics of Black Tears and The New Me sound like paragraphs copied out of a soul music textbook. He's better at boy-wantsdoesn't wantcan't approach-girl numbers such as Little Too Long ("I bit my tongue for so long/And it's still got the toothmarks") than at impressionistic scene-setting: Hot Pavement, which boasts an imaginative Latin-soul flavor, doesn't say anything new about hot nights in the city.

The medley that ends "Go to the Line" is only halfway successful. Its speed ed-up version of the Zombies' Is This the Dream? is splendid, but Good Times (called Gonna Have a Good Time on the original Easybeats LP), gets a trite, uninswing workout that emphasizes "rock and roll music gonna play all night" clichés with showboat musical gestures. Thankfully, such lapses are atypical of the Nitecaps, a sock-em-out combo that gets down to basics. MITCHELL COHEN

Ric Ocasek: Beatitude
Ric Ocasek, producer
Geffen GHS 2022

Ric Ocasek is the mildly experimental pop spark plug of the Cars, so it's hardly surprising that his solo debut sounds familiar. But there's a difference: Whereas the Cars' last album, "Shake It Up," concentrated on traditional pop-rock terrain, "Beatitude" follows the more skeletal approach of the band's "Panorama," and in the process, trims a bit of the pop-gloss off the lyrics. That can be effective: With its rumbling bass beat and sympathetic scenario, Jimmy Jimmy sounds like the best teen rock song since Cheap Trick's Surrender.

Ocasek's pop appeal has always owed much to his avant instincts and his dramatic flair for utilizing rhythm guitars. But while a jewel like Just What I Needed grabbed you by the throat, the similarly endowed Something to Grab For submerges the guitar hook into the general propulsion of the rhythm, thus digging deeper. Stripped clean, his lyrics of love are as straightforward as "when you gonna give me something to grab for." Ocasek is a born borrower with a sharp ear for the commercial possibilities of unpopularized sources. I Can't Wait wraps its arrangement around the song's pulse to achieve an art-rock ari ness reminiscent of Roxy Music's "Avalon"; Convenient Up to Me adds a twist of hard-rock Bowie to its spacious beat. And he writes in the same behopping burst-of-words fashion as Jules Shear's of the Polar Bears, who sings along on Prove.

Beatitude was a journal of Beat Generation writers, and Ocasek's head is clearly with Allen Ginsberg, William Burroughs, and Jack Kerouac. Time Bomb doesn't even hide its debt to Ginsberg's Howl, with its repeated reminder that the Beats were afraid of the bomb, too.

Although Ocasek has engaged a cross-section of New England new wavers to fill out his tracks, "Beatitude" still sounds like a Cars album—pretty good one, too. JOHN MILWARD

Polyrock: Above the Fruited Plain
Billy Robertson, producer
PVC 6901 (EP)
[Jem Records, P.O. Box 362, South Plainfield, N.J. 07080]

In their attempts to link avant-garde electronics with dance-beat pop, Polyrock's two Philip-Glass-produced RCA albums keeled too far over to the former side, getting bogged down in mechanized synthesizer busy-ness. But this new five-song EP, produced by lead singer-guitarist Billy Robertson, doesn't have that problem. Yes, there are repetitive droning rhythms and thick electronics, but they're wrapped around splashy keyboards, Robertson's clanging guitars, and melodies of a decidedly pop bent. And with Joey Yannace's snapping drums and percussion providing an everpresent, keenly insistant backbeat, the result is both vibrant and vigorous.

From the opening pulsing chords of Working On My Love to the final notes of the mantra-like Indian Song, the music on Above the Fruited Plain aims as much for the feet as it does for the head. Working on My Love throbs along to a semisamba rhythm, the cracks and slaps of Yannace's drumming meshing with Lenny Aaron's marimbas and Polyrock's three keyboards—played by Aaron, Cathy Oblasney, and Billy Robertson. Indeed, it's those densely packed keyboard synthesizers that infuse the songs with such rich, rolling musical textures. In the midst of all this, Robertson offers up some lean, intricate guitar parts as his scrappily voice yelps out a minimalist variation on pop song lyrics.

On Call of the Wild Oblasney's high, chirpy wail soars above the characteristic big beat, keyboards, and Robertson's sharp, angular guitar. Polyrock plays within limited dance-trance parameters, but its tight, honed-down style is hardly formulaic. This assertive music radiates energy and color and plain old fun. For a group associated with "new music" types like Glass, Polyrock manages to avoid any arty pretensions. And that's quite a trick.

STEVEN X. REA

Rank and File: Sundown
David Kahne, producer
Slash SR 114

Some may find the prospect of a back-to-basics country & western band with punkrock credentials disconcerting, others will
Ron Rescigno and Billy Robertson of Polyrock: avoiding arty pretensions

no doubt be put off by the intimidating barbed wire on the cover of Rank and File's new album. But this band plays its country so straight you can see sawdust flying off the guitar strings and it adds a flinty edge that’s as 1983 as 11.2% unemployment. Clues as to what this crew is up to come on the title song and on the track that bears the band’s name. Sundown echoes and evokes the records made by such ‘50s honky-tonk-in' predecessors as Johnny Cash, and Rank and File is a working-man's complaint played and sung with the tension of a clenched fist. When this worker punches the time clock, it stays punched.

The group sticks to a spare, unfettered guitar-bass-drums combination (with only occasional harmonica for variation), trying to capture a Last Picture Show simplicity. But as faithful as singer-writers Tony and Chip Kinman attempt to remain to their sources (Cash, Haggard, the Everlies, Lefty Frizzel, Ernest Tubb), nearly all of their original songs come at country from a modern angle. Amanda Ruth leads off the album with a visit to a reggae club; I Went Walking explicitly describes the Kinmans’ disillusionment with the trendy punk scene (both were members of the California band the Dils, known for such songs as I Hate the Rich); and Coyote, the riveting closer, expresses an illegal alien’s feelings of manipulation and displacement.

But unlike many of the musicians who have committed sins of blandness in the name of "country-rock" (or "pop-country"), Rank and File doesn’t come across as confusedly halfhearted. "Sundown" hits its share of bumps, when the band just can’t capture the Nashville (or Memphis or Bakersfield) atmosphere the songs strive for. But it stays on its own stretch of country road—a road that isn’t taken nearly enough or with this much vitality.

MITCHELL COHEN

Jazz

Billy Butterfield with Ted Easton's Jazz Band

Ted Easton, producer
Circle CLP 37 (3008 Wadsworth Mill Pl.
Atlanta, Ga. 30032)

Aside from a brief period with the World's Greatest Jazz Band in the late '60s/early '70s, trumpeter Billy Butterfield has been hard to find since his big band days in the '30s and '40s. First he buried himself in the New York studios, then he moved to Virginia where he played locally, and now—since the 1960s—he lives and plays primarily in Florida.

But he has gotten around a bit. As this record demonstrates. Made in Holland in 1975 with Ted Easton's Jazz Band, it shows Butterfield playing brilliantly, sustaining the performance standard of his peak moments with Bob Crosby, Artie Shaw, and Benny Goodman. Five members of Easton's very able Dutch band match his proficiency, both in their excellent support and occasional solos.

Billy is in rare form. big, bright, and brassy on the uptempo pieces, sharp and cracking when he puts in a mute, and gor-
**BACKBEAT Reviews**

Astonishingly smooth and mellow when he turns to a ballad (She's Funny That Way) or rethinks his classic treatment of Star Dust on flugelhorn.

Even on the slower numbers, he is full of a charging vitality. That quality sets the tone for How Come You Do Me Like You Do, a large-ensemble selection that includes Bob Wilber and Bud Freeman. Wilber, in a very Bechet mood, responds immediately to Butterfield's energy with a broad, sweeping, full-toned attack. Freeman, however, sustains a rather motose mumble until finally bubbling to life in the second chorus, How Come, in fact, an overlong jam session, but the solos are fine and Easton's trombonist. Bob Wullfers, shows his mettle in a series of muttered, muted exchanges with Butterfield.

**Marty Grosz and His Blue Angels:**

I Hope Gabriel Likes My Music

Jerry Valeburn, executive producer

Aviva 6004

(P.O. Box 156, Hicksville, N.Y. 11802)

Marty Grosz is a guitarist and singer who, to the extent that he is known at all, is identified as a follower of Fats Waller. He knows the entire repertoire — better, probably, than Fats did — and he imbues whatever playing situation he is in with the spirit of Waller’s small groups, using his guitar as a rhythmic centerpiece.

But Grosz is more than a Waller wannabe. Possibly more than any musician performing today, he represents the essence of 52nd Street in its heyday as Swing Alley. His playing is intensely rhythmic — joyously even — without being overbearing. He knows an incredible number of great but forgotten songs from the '20s and '30s, and he has an endless collection of riffs, breaks, and odd decorations that were part of that era.

“**I Hope Gabriel Likes My Music**” is not another Waller run, but pure 52nd Street. It features many familiar figures as pianist Dick Wellstood and trumpeter Jimmy Maxwells, along with seasoned but less-celebrated performers: Leroy Parkins on the clarinet and pianist Butch Thompson. On clarinet, which contains some of what was played then, is the first band the band made since the departure of Stan McDonald, the clarinetist and soprano saxophonist who seemed an essential element to the Black Eagle. He was a gloriously full-bodied Bechet stylist. Yet his replacement, Brian Ogilvie, is almost the opposite — a clarinetist with a relatively thin but intense tone and a boiling sense of excitement. But though the group’s sound is different, the end result is equally effective. The ensemble passages in particular have a fascinating new twist because the lead is often shared equally by Ogilvie and Tony Pringle’s cornet.

The regular Black Eagle plays only three selections. The remaining five are showcases for its guests, primarily clarinetist and pianist Butch Thompson. Thompson plays his Jelly Roll Morton bit on Old Rugged Cross. Moving to piano, Thompson does his Jelly Roll Morton bit on Grandpà’s Spells, which, aside from his performance, never gets as close to the Red Hot Peppers as the Black Eagle usually does.

There are brief guest spots by Terry Waldo on piano and Don Kenney on bass. Quite oddly, legendary '50s jazz violinist Dick Wetmore is listed in the notes, and even appears in a photo with the band, but he does not play on the record. Despite this (Continued on page 92)

---

**The New Black Eagle Jazz Band at Symphony Hall**

The New Black Eagle Jazz Band & Water Music, Inc., producers

Philo 1086 (The Barn, North Ferrisburg, Vt. 05473)
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MOZART PIANO CONCERTOS

(Continued from page 66)

of the concertos with conductors about fifteen years ago; now he is doing them all, directing from the keyboard. The first two discs in this series are the most attractive: K. 459 is bracingly played, at normal tempo and with lustrous piano tone and elegant wind clarity. Those accustomed to Peter Serkin's revelatory speed in the first movement (RCA ARL 1-2244) may find this a shade tepid, yet there is plenty of elan and elegance. The overture K. 491 is understated—melancholy rather than impassioned (cf. an unforgettably charged wartime broadcast by Schnabel and Alfred Wallenstein on an underground disc)—but it has undeniable cultivation and a somewhat darker, richer orchestral color than Perahia's version (one of the first recordings in his series, M 34219). Ashkenazy's K. 453 is limpid and appealing; save for a few excessive ritards (though none so bothersome as Zukerman's), and his K. 467, despite the stately maestoso first-movement tempo that has lately been found suspect, is clean and uncluttered. These are both agreeable readings if less distinctive than Perahia's or Radu Lupu's (in K. 467. London CS 6894).

In K. 482, however, Ashkenazy begins to disappoint: While the orchestra has the requisite weight and sonority, a certain mushiness obscures detail, and the all-important flute and bassoon contributions are lost. Moreover, the playing tends to lack clarity and character.

With the digitally recorded K. 488 and K. 595, Ashkenazy gets pretty much buck on the track. His large-scale A major is studiously rather than serene, lacking the special qualities of the old Serkin recording, and his B flat begins rather too bluntly, never entering the exalted company of Curzon/Britten, Haskil/Fricsay, Horzowski/Casals—or even Gulda/Abbado (DG 2530 462), De Larrocha/Solti (London CS 7109), and Serkin/Schneider. Be it said for Ashkenazy that he is a superlative instrumentalist, an attentive conductor, and a self-effacing interpreter, if not an unfailingly visionary one.

Brendel brings greater profile and astringency to his Mozart, and the present digitally recorded installment of his series presents K. 467 with its first movement played in the taut allia breve manner that I like very much. Both here and in K. 450, these thoroughbred readings are right on the money, yet the taut insensitivity, the spiky detail, and the ultimately prickly, unlovely sound all become increasingly wearying. In general feeling, if not in detail, Brendel and Neville Marriner carry the old Callas/Szell mantle. All of that notwithstanding, however, this is a most distinguished series. Philips' sound is etched in acid—apparently just what Brendel wants.

Portuguese virtuoso Maria Joao Pires

(Continued on page 90)
MOZART PIANO CONCERTOS (Continued from page 89) seems to have recorded all the concertos for Erato several years ago, performances the Musical Heritage Society has lately been releasing. (There are also couplings of K. 271 and K. 453, MHS 4345, and K. 467 and three rondos, MHS 3737.) She performs honestly and efficiently, without frills or excessive ego display, and on a very high journeyman level. At her best, she has refinement and point. She gives the Coronation Concerto, K. 537, a big, healthy reading, and her K. 459 is almost as limpid as Ashkenazy’s. In the “little” C major Concerto, K. 415, Theodor Guschlbauer favors the “big” version with the extra drum, trumpet, and bassoon parts. Pires’ playing there is almost as captivating as Haskell’s (of the drumless, trumpetless version, DG Privilege 2535 115). In K. 414, K. 466, and K. 595, though, Pires’ honorable music-making lacks enlivening grace, cohesion, and imagination. In K. 595, especially, everything begins to sound plodding and italicized. The prosaic qualities are seconded by a lusty but inadroitly balanced recording. (Wind figurations are blotted out in the K. 595 finale; the sound in the other concertos is fall-bloated and excellent.) And interestingly, Pires’ K. 595 is the only one of the new recordings to use the old version of the first-movement introduction, omitting the rediscovered bars. Yet these performances, like the more costly Ashkenazy editions, always let the music speak for itself without any essential misrepresentation. There is a place in the world for such readings—even if not necessarily on the shelves of connoisseurs.

Throughout this survey, I have mentioned favorite bygone versions of these works and pleaded for their reissue. One favorite coupling, happily just reissued, offers the Kraus/Monteux versions of K. 414 and K. 456 recorded by RCA in 1953. Kraus, a Schnabel pupil (who also studied with Bartók), has many of her master’s foibles—and strengths: She outlines phrases with a sense of bustling urgency, a trait C.G. Burke, reviewing the original issue, found bothersome in K. 456’s first movement. While this can become irritating, especially since Kraus lacks the cushioned tonal gradations Schnabel invariably obtained (her earlier recording of K. 456, with Walter Goehr and the London Philharmonic, is appreciably more subtle, if no less high-spirited), the drive and ardor, not to mention the profiling, of her recordings furnish a refreshing corrective to today’s aloof stylization. Even if neither performance has the clarity and subtlety of today’s best, both give a welcome reminder that Mozart can beneficially be played with a Beethovenian slant. Pierre Monteux’s wonderfully earthy support furthers Haskell’s message, and the French transfer gives the thirty-year-old production a new lease on life.

SCHUBERT’S SONGS (Continued from page 58) fussy, and Hans Hotter’s unpublished 1949 version is more simply musical than awe-inspiring.

At least one important singer, I feel, is short-changed by the selection here—Elisabeth Schumann. I appreciate Hardwick’s preference. When he gets to the Schubert specialists who recorded widely, for unfamiliar songs, since so many of the earlier singers recorded only the standard chestnuts. He has ended up with an odd Schumann group—hasty “Nachtwarten” and tentative “An die Gleichete” (they shared a 78 side), an uncertain “Heimweh” (neither Leo Rosenek nor the singer really sets the rhythmic shape), “Der Jungling an der Quelle” and “An die Nachtigall” (probably the best of the lot), and a monotonous “Schmetterling” (“I rushed for the shelf and pulled out the two Angel/Colnh discs of Schumann singing Schubert, to confirm my memory—of to name a few—‘Gretchen’, ‘Das Lied im Grünen’, ‘Nacht und Träume’."

If there are disappointments, there are also discoveries. I had never before heard the recordings of Susan Metcalfe-Casals (briefly the cellist’s wife at the time of the First World War), an American mezzo who only recorded privately when she was nearly sixty; she binds words and tone with real security, making a very touching thing of Mignon’s “Heiss mich nicht reden”; only in “Nachtstück” does her age show, when she picks at the notes in the final section. A Canadian soprano named Fiona Nielsen made some song records for EMI after the Second World War, and in “An die Leiter” she showed the same virtues, though the voice hasn’t quite enough expansion for the final section. I’m less enthusiastic about the previously unknown Pauline Cramer in the same song (singing in English, though not in the translation given here), and the organ-accompanied discs of the Dutch soprano Aaltje Noordewier-Reddingius (her name long a striking sight to perusers of WERM) have more to do with religion than with music. An impressive Swedish baritone named Bernhard Sonnerstedt makes a fine effect in a 1949 Prometheus, but the reason he was little heard from before then was that he had a ‘Meyerbeer voice’ and was, in fact, a specialist who recorded widely, for unwritten years after Lieder’s own recording and still true.

That’s perhaps enough to suggest that even the nonhistorical listener, in search of mere aesthetic pleasure, will probably find much to delight in. In fact, one of the pleasures of such a set is making up one’s own mind about performances and singers; this is not a certified canon of greatness, but a perusal of history, a gallery within which we may search for what matches our taste. Hardwick admires the Russian bass Leo Sibiriakov enough to include three examples; I can hear little but an imposing sound, no real illumination or communication.

The accompanying booklet includes original texts and English translations for all the songs (though not the translated texts in French and Russian used in some of the recordings), as well as recording data (matrix numbers, but not takes, for some reason), biographical notes by Leo Riemens, and cross-indexes, by performer and song title. As you can tell, I’ve found this set enormously stimulating, and I hope there will be many more like it. Perhaps DG will help out by preparing a complementary Schubert package from its archives? F H SCHUBERT: Songs (93).

Various singers and accompanists. [Keith Hardwick, preface] EMI RLS 766, $55.84 (mono; eight discs) (from various EM/MHIV originals, 1960-1952) (distributed by International Book and Record Distributors).
NEWMAN COMES OUT
(Continued from page 80)

another surfer in this bar. With My Life Is Good, my wife and I are abusing this schoolteacher.

It may be that I see more than is there, but I definitely see more than one person in these. That’s sort of new for me. I wonder why more people don’t do that.

Backbeat: You’re right that few do. The most conspicuous exception I think of is Steely Dan, which often had these conspiratorial, second-person conversations going on, much in the same vein that you describe.

Newman: Yeah, and they’re also willing to write characters that are dumber than they are. My people generally aren’t as intelligent as the audience. I like that. I’ve done that for fifteen years, although I just recently thought of how to explain it.

Backbeat: But they’re never so totally stupid that the listener can easily ignore underlying connections. What often makes your songs effective is not that the characters are foreign, but that underneath their idiocies their attitudes, however ugly, can strike a nerve. You’ve used that device particularly well here when dealing with racism. When I first heard Mikey’s, what struck me most was the mean-spirited bigotry.

Newman: Yeah, and they’re also willing to do that. They’re never so totally stupid that I can’t see more than is there.

Backbeat: Finally, what about your rumored musical version of Faust?

Newman: I did it. I did a first draft, Faust being a kid who goes to Notre Dame and the Devil and God make a bet. It’s got angels in it.

It’s a trashing of the great legend, and I’ve got two or three songs so far: God sings something, and the Devil sings something. I’ve got two or three songs so far: God sings something, and the Devil sings something.

We’ll see. I enjoyed doing it and I think the dialogue is all right—I know how people talk. But when I had to write a little chunk of descriptive prose, I had to get out all those Strunk & White Elements of Style books. My brain wouldn’t work—I got tumbled up in just simple declarative sentences [laughs]. I was shocked at my lack of facility, because song lyrics are the most natural thing to me. They come out seemingly without my intervention.

But it was fun. I haven’t looked at the play in nine months. If I go back and it’s a tremendous embarrassment, well, that’s that. But I always liked things about heaven, even that bad Jack Benny movie The Horn Blows at Midnight, where he played 294th violin in the orchestra. I like all those things. Maybe that’s why I’m still a tree with this one.

Newman: “I had delusions of grandeur.”

whole, and you’ve said the new album is loosely conceptual. At what point did you devise the theme that’s hinted at in the LP’s title?

Newman: About halfway through I’d written L.A. and part ofCopetown, and I saw that the [tropical] weather attracted me. Then I did Mikey’s and Miami. I’m good at that. I can write well to assignments.

Backbeat: You’ve said that you enjoyed that element of Ragtime, even though it was so harrowing. Do you think you’ll try more film projects?

Newman: I’ll do more. I’ve been offered more film work, and I may do some around May, depending on when I’m finished touring. I’ll never make it my main work, though I love an orchestra—I’d do a bad picture if I could have a big orchestra.
New Black Eagle Jazz Band: a splendid aggregation of moonlighters

BACKBEAT REVIEWS
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disappointment, the band and its guests prod each other into some brilliant performances, making this a wonderfully loose and exhilarating recording.

Leon Oakley and His Flaming Deuces
GHB 153 (3008 Wadsworth Mill Pl., Atlanta, Ga. 30032)

Leon Oakley is one of a fine line of cornetists who have played with Turk Murphy's San Francisco band. This disc, recorded at a Friday night jam session in a club in Berkeley, contains what Philip Elwood of the San Francisco Examiner likes to call "saloon music." By that he means music created by an enthusiastic interchange among admiring colleagues.

Those colleagues are Oakley, the Flaming Deuces, and Dick Hadlock, a jazz writer of thirty years who has the guts to start each tune after tune after the point where the runs, the tempo changes, the trickery and tripping all began to sound the same. His playing lacked the "sound of surprise"—Whitney Balliett's very definition of jazz.

"Get Happy!" is not just another Tatum record. These sides were cut in 1938 and '39 for Standard Transcriptions, one of the services that provided music to radio stations. Of the sixteen tunes here, only Star Dust had been recorded previously by Tatum. Two others—Get Happy and Begin the Beguine—received their first commercial recording by him a year later. Indeed, the entire program is made up of tunes that later became standard to his repertory. Happy Feet, The Man I Love, I Can't Get Started, Humoresque, Lullaby in Rhythm.

Being the early, fresh years of Tatum's career, there is fire running through these sessions that sets them apart from most of his recorded solos. His performances are polished, his stylistic stigmata completely a function of his broader creative concept. Royal Garden Blues, an old Dixieland horse, comes out totally Tatum. Ain't Misbehavin' has a gorgeous hambone swing—Whitney Balliett's very definition of jazz. 

High fidelity, 1981
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Instead of gimmicks, the Denon DP-100M uses the same cutting lathe motor that creates disc masters. Its Dynamic Servo Tracer system, working in concert with a Denon high-precision, ultra-low mass tonearm effectively suppresses resonances while providing the proper damping for the widest variety of cartridges.

The same Dynamic Servo Tracer system is incorporated on the DP-52F, making it one of the most effective playback systems ever developed for warped and hard-to-trace records. Damping, anti-skating and tonearm liftlocate are all applied through microprocessor-controlled non-contact electronics. Its AC Servo motor employs the same drive principle and magnetic speed control found on Denon's DP-100M.

The DP-11F introduces Denon design technology to a new price category. It features magnetic speed detection, a Flat-Twin Direct Drive motor and the same Microprocessor-controlled Dynamic Servo Tracer tonearm system found at the very top of our line.

Denon products share more than name alone.

Prices shown are for comparison purposes only.
Denon America, Inc., 27 Law Drive, Fairfield, N.J. 07006

Imagine what we'll do next.

Circle 32 on Reader-Service Card
Easy, Efficient, Effective

Protect your records and maintain their clean, clear sounds with the Discwasher® D4™ Record Care System and the Discwasher® SC-2™ Stylus Care System.

DISCWASHER, THE WORLD LEADER IN RECORD CARE TECHNOLOGY.